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LEGISLA'

Tuesday
> s

The Assembly met iu the A
Mr. Presiderft was in the Chair.

QUESTIO

DrSCRIMINATIOJf BETWEEN I I

227. * Mr, K, Ahmed : W
{a) and (6) and^the supplementa 
will the Government be pleased 
will remain under eonsideratioj
removing the discriminations be

Colonel W, D, W aghorn:
anything to the replies rf,ferred 1

Mr, K. Alimed: A  suppl 
No. %'17 just answered— (not
answered later on). May I ask
and Anglo Indians is one of the

Colonel W, D, Wagfliorn:
Member that the cause of the sti

Mr? K, Ahmed: You admit

Colonel W. D, W aghorn: 

Mr, K. Ahmed : W haj is it

Colonel W, D. Waghorn:
Mr, K, Ahmed; But the

■entitled to be enlighteijed, I sup 
demand an explanation of what

Colonel_W,3), W aghorn:
M’', K, Ahmed t*That is no' 

on such anomalies .as I have stat
J.O

Colonel W. D, W aghorn:
the Honourable Member is askii

Mr, J . P, Cotelingam: It



LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Monda!l, 6tlt .lfarck, 1922.> . 

Tile ASilembly met in the Assembly Ch:J.mber at Eleven of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Cha.ir. 

MEMBER SWORN: 
Mr. Ayundur Veda('hala Venkataramana Aiyar, C.I.E., M.L.A. (Nomi-

nated Official). 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Ix DIAN MUHUULI.DAX OFFICER.S TO V)OK AFrEIL l:~DIAN PILGRIlIS TO THE 

HEDTAZ. 
• 

• 2.t.4. * Haji Wajih-ud-din : Are there any Indian :Muhammadan offic~rs 
posted in J eddah, Mecca. Yambo, :Medina and Jerusalem to look after the interest 
of Indian pilgrims? If there are none at any of these places, will the Govern-
ment be pleased t·) see the advisability to appoint one at each of these 
places? 

Mr. De~ys Bray: There is an Indian ~fnhammadan Vice-Consul at 
Jeddah. 'rhe Government do not feel that they would be justified in con-
sidering the appointment of other officers at the present time owing to the 
acute financial stringency. 

TAXATlOX ON FOODSTUFFAXD BAGGAGE OF IXDUX PILGRDIS TO HEDIAZ. , 
245. * Haji Wajih-ud-din: (a) Are the Govel'llment aware that a duty 

was levied upon the baggage including foodstuff of the Hedjaz pilgrims at 
·.Teddah last year by the Arabian Govel'llment? 

(6) Are the Government prepared in the interest of Hajis to advise the 
King of Hedjaz to remove such taxation, which is an uncalled for burden 
for the poor pilgrims? 

Mr. Denys Bray: (a) Yes. 
(b) Copies of the HonoUl'abM Member's questions on the subject and the 

answers now given will be forwarded to His \1ajesty's Government in the hope 
that representations may be made through the propel' chltnnel to the King of 
the Hedjaz as to the hardship entailed upon Indian pilgrims by such taxation . 

• 'SAFE ROUTES TO HOLY PLACES IN PAJ,ESTINE FOR ISDIAN VISITORS. 

246. * Haji Wajih-udoodi.n.: (a) Will the Government be pleased to 
state if the route to Jerusalem, Damascus anct.other Holy.places in Palestine 
and .Syria are safe a.nd open fPl' Indian visitors a.nd pilgrims? 
• ~ • •. (274.1) A 

• 
• 
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(6) Are there. any restrictions in force for the visitOl's of these--
places e c~  the usual passpolt restrictions? 

(c) Which of the routes will be most suitable for these places and what. 
is the approximate cost of voyage to and from these places? 

Mr. Denys Bray: (a) les. 

(6) Pilgrims should be provided with individual Pa8!'ports duly vishl, and, 
if they cont.emplate landing in Egypt en route, tbis fad E'hould be noted in 
• the visa. Pilgrims should hold celtificates of !;uccesE'ful vaccination against 
small-pox and of two inoculations with anti-cholera vaccine. They will also 
be required to pass through the quarantine station at Kameran. In this. 
connection I may remark that it would be couvenient to the autborities III 
Palef;tine if the pilgrims were prepared to travel in organised parties, for 
which sp'ecial train facilities in Palestine could be arranged. 

• 

(e) 'rhe route recommended is via Haifa. The cost of the journey by 
sea to Haifa can be ascertained from Steamship Agencies. The cost of the 
Railway journey onwards from Haifa is as follows: 

, 
First Class 

Third Class • 

First Class • 

Third Class • 

Haifa to Jen18alem, -return. 

• 430 

• 179 

Haria to lJamascu8, ,·durn. 

696 

• 460 

Piastres. 

Piastres. 

.' 
The piastre here referred to is the Egyptian piastre, of which 6l go to the 

rupee. 

Further details with regard to health requirements are under inquiry and 
further information with regard to the Holy places in Syria is expected from 
the British Consul at Beirut. 

The High Commissioner, Palestine, concludes his telegraphic reply to the· 
inquiry addressed to him by Government as follows : 

• The Indian pilgIims will be warmly welcomed and every effort made by Local o ern~ 

ment to facilitate their journey here and return.' 

Sir Frank Carter : Will the Government be pleased to state what are the· 
Holy places of Islam? • 

(N 0 reply was given.) 

U l{SAPE LAND !lOUD BEl'WEEN MECCA AND MEDINA A'ND SUGGESTED STEAlIEB. 
. SERVICE POR PILGRll1S. • 

247. * Haji Wajih·ud·din: (a) Are the Government aware tha.t the· 
land route e e~n  Mec?, and edi~a is 9uit:e unsafe and uncontrollable ~y 
the Hedjaz admIDlstration, tlte Indian pIlgrIms ha.ve suffered greatprdship, 
and heavy losses on their journey by hi~ ~ e  ?" • ,. 

• • • 
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(6) Will the Government be pleased to ha.ve any of· the steamer com-
panies prepared to inaugurate a fortnightly steamer service between J eddah 
and Yambo during the pilgrimage months, at least for the convenience of 
Medina pilgrims? 

Mr. Denys Bray: (a) Government are aware that during the last 
pilgrim season Indian pilgrims suffered great hardships owing to the depre-
dations of tribes on the road between Mecca and l\f edina. The road is still 
closed, but the Hedjaz authorities have informed the Vice-Consul at Jeddah • 

• that they hope to be able to make more satisfactory arranO'ements for the 
next pilgrim season. . • . .' _ . 0 

• 

(6) Government cannot bring compulsion to bear on Shipping Com-
panies to inaugurate such a service, but inquiries will be made whether any 
Company is prepared to undertake it as a commercial v'enture, 

HARDSHIP OF HEAVY TAXES AT THE HEDB.Z. 

248. * Haji Wajih-ud-din: (a) Are the Government aware of an im-
position of Import duty at a very high rate by the Government of Hedjaz 
at the port of landing .? 

(b) Are they prepared to approach the King of Hedjaz, in the interest of 
Hajis and Indian inhabitants of the Holy places, to reduce such taxes and to 
alienate hardship and suffering? 

(e) Are they aware of the hardship and suffering caused by the high 
prices ruling in Hedjaz as the result of such high tolls? 

Mr. Denys Bray: (a) Yes. Besides a Customs duty of 15 per cent. ad 
valorem there is now a tax of 3 Turkish piastres (nominally equivalent to 
7 annas) per package. As this is levied on every package irrespective of 
size, pilgrims will be well advised to pack their effects in as few bundles as 
possible. 

(6) The Honourable Member is referred to the answer I have just given 
on Question No. 2-15. 

(c) Yes, in so far as the question relates to Indian pilgrims. 

NUMBERS OF PILGRIMS TO JEDDAH LAST SEASON. • 

249. * Haji Wajih-ud-din : Will the Government be pleased to quote the 
numbers of pilgrims who went to Jeddah during the last pilgrimage season 
from the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, Madras, United Provinces and Punjab, 
respectively, also the numbers embarked from Bombay; and Karachi ports, 
respectively? . 

• Xr. H. Sharp: A statement showing the number of pilgrims who went 
to J eddah during the last pilgrimage from the Provinces of Bengal, Bombay, 
Madras, the United Provinces and the Punjab is laid on the table. 

The total number of pilgrims who embarked from Bombay and Karachi 
was 7;877 ~d 8,477, respecj;ively: 

• • A.2 
• 

• 
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Statemeflt sAowing tlte number of pilg·rims wl/O went to J eddah during the last pilgrimage 
from the Provinres qf Bengal. Bombay. Madras. tlle United Provinces and the 
Punjab. 

• Bengal 

Bombay 

Madras 

United Provinces 

Punjab • 

Pl'o,ince. 

PORTION OF GERMAN INDEMNITY FOR INDIA. 

Number of 
pilgrims . 

1.621 

4.419 

428 

967 

2.444 

250. * Dr. H. S. Gour: (1) What is the total amount of indemnity yet 
paid by Germany? tit' 

(2) And how has it been apportioned between the several members of 
the British Commonwealth ? 

(.3) ·What portion of it has been allotted to India? 

(4) And how much has been realized? 

(t) And how is it being spent? 

The Honourable Dr. T. B. Sapru: (1) The Government of India 
have no ofucial information on the subject, but it appears from a recent 
cable of Reuter's that the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated at question time 
in the House of Commons that Great Britain had received as yet nothing 
from Germany by way of indemnity. 

. (2), (3:, (4) and (5). In view of the answer to (1) these questions do not 
arIse. 

Mr. K. Ahmed: "That about the Indians who were detained and Im-
prisoned in Germany and some of whom died leaving their yaluables ? 

The ~no ra le Dr. T. B. Sapru: I want notice. 

PROPORTION OF INDIANS IN THE CADRE OF DEPUTY POST MASTERS GENERAL 

'AND ASSISTANT DIRECTORS GENERAL AND THEIR GRIEY ANCES. 

251. * Mr. K. Ahmed: (1) Will t,he Government be pleased to state what 
. proportion do Indian officers bear to the total number of appointments in tpe 
cadre of Deputy Post Masters General and Assistant Directors General? 

(2) Will the Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the 
above mentioned cadre represents the only body of officers in India who have 
not Itad a  ' time-scale J  . ~ pay sanctioned for them under .the recent 
revision? . 

• • 

c 
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(3) Will the Government be pleased to state in what yea.r the present rate 
?f pay was sanctioned for the above mentioned cadre and whether any revision 
IS contemplated? 

(4) Will the Government be pleased to state whether Deputy Postmasters 
Gener.!.l and Assistant Directors General have represented their strong griev-
ance in the matter? If so, will the Government be pleased to state what 
they propose to do to remedy the said grievance and to compensate these 
officers from the 1st December, ! 919, as in the case of all other services, 
against loss of legitimate emolnments, admitted as both necessary and just on· 
account of the abnormal rise in prices and the cost of living in reeent 
• years? 

Colonel Sir S. D'A. Crookshank: (1) 52'6 pel' cent. of the appointments 
of Deputy Postmasters Genera.l and Assistant Directors General are held 
permanently by Indian officers. 

(2) The answer is in the negative. 

(3) The pay of Assistant Directors General was last revised in 1905 and 
that of Deputy Postmasters Genet'al in ~  The question of converting the 
existing grades into a time-scale is under considel·atioll. 

(4) Yes. Government are considering the conversion of the graded scale 
of pay into a time scale in the case of these officers . 

.. 
REXT 01' RAISIN'A HOSTELS FOR THE LEGISLATURE. 

252. * Sardar Gulab Singh: What is the cost of the Raisina Hostels 
for the Legislature? 

(a) Is the monthly rent for each room fixed at a certain proportion of 
the outlay on it ? 
(6) Is it not comparativelY higher than that of the neighbouring houses 

• for accommodation of the Members and the chummeries? 

(c) 'What part of the rent is chargeable for the furniture and the 
establishment for the Hostels? 
(d) Is any extra charge included in the said rent on account of the 

additional facilities, such as public rooms and motor sheds, etc. ? , 
Colonel Sir S. D' A. Crookshank: Cost of construction and furnishing 

amounted to Rs. 18,60,000. 
(a) The monthly rent of each quarter bears a direct proportion to the 

total outlay on the buildings and js calculated on the floor are:J. of the accom-
modation. 
(6) Yes, this being due to the fact that the outlay on the Hostels, ~ich are 

three storied buildinO's of some architectual pretensions, was conslderably 
greater proportionately than that on the other buildings mentioned. 
• (c) The total rent workS out to Rs. 4'}1J per unit of 25 square feet o.f floor 
area. This includes Re. '55 per unit for furniture and Re. '4S per Ulllt for 
establishment. 

Cd) The assessed rent is calculated on alr expenditure incurred on the 
Hostels including the puhl!c 'rQoms, motor sheds, ere. 
• • • 

• • • -• . . 
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DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN INDIAN AND EUROPEAN 1\!EMBERS OP THE DELE-

GATION TO BRITISH GUIANA IN THE l\iAT'fElt OP ALLOWANCES AND 

~  

253. * Mr. K. B. L. Agnihotri: Will the Government be pleased to 
state :-

(0) Whether the allowances and emoluments to the Indian Members of 
the Delegation to British Guiana were fixed at less amount than those of 
.the European Members? 

(b) Did the Indian :Members object to the differentiation in the allowances 
and make any representations on that point? 

(e) Have the allowances of the Indian :Members since been brought in . 
line with those of the European Members? 

(d) What was the reason for the differentiation in allowances and who 
was responsible for it ? 

Mr. J. Hullah: (a) The emolum'ents sanctioned for the official and 
non-official members of the deputation to British Guiana are as follows: 

One ofocial member (Mr. G. F. Keatinge, C.I.E., I.C.S., Director of 
Agriculture, Bombay) : 

(a) Rs. 2,650 or £177 a month. As Mr. Keatinge's pension 
amounting to £83t per month is he1d in abeyance, his emolu-
ments under this head amount to £931-a month. 

(6) Actual travelling expenses by road and rail. 

(c) First class return passage. 

(d) £2 daily shore allowance while in British Guiana. 

Two non-official members (Dewan Bahadur Kesava Pillai and Mr. V. N. 
Tewari, M.A.) : 

(a) A consolidated honorarium of t100 a month. 

(b) The same as official member. 

(e) The same as official member. 

(d) £2 daily shore allowance while in London. 

Terms (a), (b) and (c) were clearly laid down in the letter in which the 
two non-official members were invited to serve on the deputation, and are 
considerably in excess of those suggested when the deputation was first 
proposed. After definitely accepting therp, Dewan Bahadur Kesava Pillai 
asked for permission to take with him at the public expense his son, a private 
secretary, a clerk, two servants and a cook, and for the concession of a 
reserved cabin and compartment and for an outfit allowance of £125. He 
further applied for an enhanced honorarium as President of the deputation. 
Government were unable to sanction the additional expenditure for wLicht-
no budget provision existed. But after prolonged correspondence, in view of 
the state of the Dewan Bahadur's health, they agreed that he should be 
accompanied by his son, and that Government should be responsible for his 
son's tint class passage. He \as in a nursing home in London lor some 
clays and Government have also undertaken tp pa.y.doctor's and nursing bills. 

t. I  • 
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If the pension of Mr. Keatinge, which cannot be reckoned as part of the 
-emolnments for this mission, is deducted, it is clear that the terms granted. 
to the Indian members are not inferior to those paid to their European 
colleague. 

(0) Yes. 

(c) No. It will be seen from the answer to part (a) that the re~  

ment accorded to the Em·ope'l.n member wa.s n.)t more favourable than 
that accorded to the Indian . members. 

(d) The terms, which, as has been explained, do not adversely affect the 
Indian members, were approved by the Standing Finance Committee, and 
"sanctioned by the Legislative Assembly. 

STANDARD OF ALLOWAYCES TO DELEGATES GOIYG OVERSEAS. 

254. * Mr. K. B. L. Agnihotri: (a) Is it a fact that there is no definite 
standard of allowances and emoluments applicable to all delegates going 
overseas? . 
(6) Are the Chairmen of such delegations given any special allowance? 

If so, how much? 

(c) If there is no fixed definite standard of allowances and emoluments, 
what procedure does the Government usually adopt in fixing such allowances? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: (a) Yes • 
. (0) The Chairman as a rule receives a monthly honorarium, and various 

'subsistence and other allowances fixed with reference to his position, the 
nature of the mission and the countries to be visited. 

(c) Allowances and emoluments have been fixed in each case with refer-
·ence to the special circumstances of the delegation, in consultation with the 
.Secretary of State. 

INJUSTICE OF MR. MANILAL'S DEPORTATION FROM FIJI, NEW ZEALAND AND 
CEYLON. 

255. * Mr. K. B. L. Agnihotri: (a) Is it a fact that Mr. Manilal of 
Fiji was not enrolled or allowed to practise as a lawyer in New Zealand and 
Ceylon and was he required to leave those islands as an undesirable person? 

(0) Did the Government. of India make any representation to those 
Governments for this action taken against an Indian British subject? 

(c) If not, why not? 

(d) Will the Government be .pleased to say if any independent inquiry 
was made by the Government of India into the matter? 

(e) Had the Government of India any hand in his deportation from 
Fiji, New Zealand or Ceylon ? 
(fl Will the Government be pleased to lay on the table the correspond. 

eence that may have passed, through the Secretary of State or otherwise, 
between the Fiji, New Zealand or Ceylon Governments and the Government 
of India on this subject ? 

ltIr. J. Hullah: (a) Government have no ~ced statements to this effect 
in. the public press. Mr. M:a.nila.l appears to have left New Zealand of his 

• • • • 
• • 

• 
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own accord. As regards Ceylon, the Government of India understand that 
he requested permission of the Ceylon Government to visit the island.for a. 
few weeks only, but when it appeared that he did not intend to carry out 
the condition on which he had been allowed to land, he was served with a 
notice to quit the colony. 

(b) The Government of India have mad€' no representations to the 
Governments of New Zealand and Ceylon regarding Mr. Manilal. 

(c) The repol·ts received about Mr. Manilal's career in MauI·itius and 
• Fiji were not such as to justify Government in taking the initiative in 
interfering on his behalf. 1\1oreover, they have received no requests for help 
either from Mr. l\Ianilal himself or from anybody else on his behalf. 

(d) and (e). No. 

<I) The papers regal·ding the externment of Mr. Manilal from certain 
parts of Fiji were published in Commeree Department e~ol ioll No. 4918 
dated the 5th August, 1920. As regards New Zealand and Ceylon, h~ 
correspondence which the Government of India possess relates to an inquir)" 
as to the date of Mr. Manilal's return to Indi~ and a report on his stay iil 
Ceylon. Government do not propose to lay these papers on the table. 

GOVERX)[EXT ACTIO X AGAIXST Nox-CO-OPERATORS. 

256. * Mr. G. Bridge: (a) 'Yill the Government be pleased to state 
whether the atrocities committed by the non-co-operators at Chauri Chaura 
were cabled Home with the same celerity as the news of Mr. Gandhi's suspen-
sion of Civil Disobedience? 

(b) Will the Government be pleased to state  what, if any, steps are· 
being taken to protect the loyal staff of the Ea.st Indian Rail way from 
picketing, assault and in imida ~on ? 

(c) Will Government be pleased to state if it is prepal'ed to declare-
illegal the mock courts of justice set up in opposition to Government in the 
Mofussil or elsewhere? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: (ai The first news of the-
tragedy at Chauri Chaura, which took place on Saturday, the 4th February, 
was received by the Government of India about 6 P.M., on Sunday, the 5th, 
by telegraph from the GoVel'nmel,t of the United Provinces, The telegram 
was repeated without auy delay the same evening to the Secretary of State. 

(b) Troops are stationed at. most of the important stations along the line-
and their duty is to guard the stations to prevent sabotage and to see that loyal 
workers are not intimidated. 
(e) While the substitution of arbitratiol! by private bodies or persons for 

litigation in the ordinary courts is in itself not only a reasonable but a desirable. 
principle, there ('.an be no doubt that the so-called non-co-operation courts are 
acting illegally whenever they assume jurisdiction by means of force or intimi-
dation over persons who are unwilling to submit to them 01" when they employ 
such means to compel the attendance of persons for any object. The LoClfI 
Governments, upon whom rests the duty of setting the law in motion against 
such courts when they consider it desirable, are well aware of this fact. 
Several instances have occured of legal proceedings being taken against 
persons who have illegally arrogated to themselves the functions of °a court of 
Justice. • 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, ~ 

EUllOPEAN SERVICE LEAVE I ~ FOR THE MASTER AND OFFICIAL REPEREE 

OF THE CAI,CUTTA HIGH COURT, 

257. * Mr. K. Ahmed: (a) Is it a fact that the Civil Service Rules do 
not mention the ofIbe of the Mastel' and Official Referee of the Calcutta 
High Court as one of the officials who are entitled to European Service Rules-
of leave and pension similar to officials of High COUlts of Bombay and other 
places? 

(b) Is it a fact that a reference was made regarding the subject by the. 
Calcutta High Comt and no step has been hitherto taken? 
(c) Do Government propose to make it a rule that there should be no such 

'distinction so as to affect any member of the English Bar (Barrister-at-Law), 
in such position? t , 
The Honourable f;ir William Vincent: There are no Europeau Service 

pension rules, 'rhe reference from the Calcutta High Coult referred to by 
the Honourable Member is presumably a reference receh'ed in April, 1921, in 
which it was suggested that the orders in Article 404A of the Civil Service-
Regulations should be applied to this appointment, As a preliminary to the 
consideration of that proposal it was decided to apply the provisions of Article 

• 349A to the appointment and this was done ill .July, IIH!. This means h~  

the pension terms in Altide -lHA now apply to the appointment. 

Local Governments have been consulted 011 the question of whether the 
provisions of Altide 404A should apply to similar appointments in other 
provinces, and some replies are still outstanding, 

2, The old European Service leave rules did not apjlly to incumbents of-
this appointment, Those rules have now been replaced by the Fundamental 
Rules issued under section 96B of the Govel'l1ment of India Act, Those rules 
include special and ordinary leave rules, 'rhe question as to the conditions 
whieh should govern admission to'the special lea\'e rules is now under the 
consideration of the Government of India, Undel' Fundamental Rule 73 the 
conditions will ultimately have to be prescribed by the Secretary of State in 
Council. 

Mr. K. Ahmed: Has the Govel'l1mf'nt taken any step to send a l'eminder 
to the Secretary of State 01' consider it further? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: There is no question of 
sending a reminder to the Secretary of State, because we have not yet 
l'eceived replies from all Local Governments, 

Mr. K. Ahmed: Will the Govel'nment of India expedite the matter and 
settle it one way or the other? • _ 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: We will do what we can to-
expedite the matter . 

• 
CL_HM OF THE MASTER .\XD OFFICIAL REFEREE FOR ApPOINTMENTS IN THE. 

CALCUTTA HIGH COURT. 

258. * Mr. S. M. Zahid Ali Subzposh : .(a) Is it a fact that in all the-
appoilltments made in the Honourable High Court of Calcutta, -the claim of 
the Master and the Officiid Referee has Dot been hitherto considered at a.ll ? , 
• • •• • • 
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(6) Do Government propose to consider the claim of the ~as er and 
·Official Referee of Calcutta High Court, when any future appointment of a. 
Judge in that Court is made ? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: (a) and (b). Appointments of 
Judges to the Calcutta High Court have been made in the past and will be 
made in the future aftel' a consideration of the claims of all available persons 
for the appointment!:. Government  are not aware that the Master and 
Official Referee in ·Calcutta hall any special claims for appointment to the 
• Bench of the Court. 

Mr. K. Ahmed: Is it not a fact tht Mr. Justice Ridley of the High 
Court of Justice ;n England had been elevated to the post of Judge from the' 
post of Master in the Chamber there? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: That is not a point on which 
the Government of India have any official information. 
Mr. K. Ahmed: Is it not a fact that ~Ir  Kajiji (now the Honourable 

:Mr. Justice Kajiji) has also been on the Bombay Bench? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: I believe that is a fact. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

MILITARY RANK IN OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE OF EX-TElIIPORARY OFFICERS 

OF THE INDIAN }''IEDICAL SERVICE. 

275. Lala Girft.harilal Agarwala: 1. (a) How many c~ em o ary 

i)fficers of the Indian Medical Service have been alloweJ to retain their military 
n.nk and how many of them had served in the last European War? 

(6) Are such officers entitled to be addressed by such rank in offic.ial 
correspondence; if not, why not? 
2. In case cz-temporary officers of the Indian Medical Service are not 

-entitled to be addressed by their military rank in official correspon-lence, how 
-do the Govel'llment secure to such officers the retention of their military ranks 
for services during the Great War? 

3. 'Vill the Government be pleased to remove the anomaly, if any. by 
directing that cz-tempora.ry officers of the Indian Medical Service who have 
been allowed to retain their rank should always be addressed by such rank in 
o()fficial correspondence? 

Sir Godfrey Fell: 1. (a) The Government of India consider that the 
time and trouble involved in collecting this ~nforma ion would not be justified 
by the result. The names of all tempora.ry officers who. are permitted to 
retain their military rank are notified in the Gazette 0/ bulza. 

(6) The attention of the Honourable Member is invited to part 1 (a) of 
the reply given on the 23rd January last to Dr. Nand Lal's un starred Quelf-
tion No. 214. 
2. Such officers may make use of their military rank unofficially or 

80cially. (; . 

3. The Government 'of India are not re ~red t.? revise the orders which 
they have issued on this s ~  - •  • c; • 
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AMOUNT OF PRINCIPAL OF WAR LOANS. 

276. Raja Suraj -Baksh Singh: Will  the Government be 'pleased to 
'State the ambunt of Principal of the 'Var Loans that the Government has 
hitherto had to repay (1) in cash and (2) by conversion? 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: Up to the end of December, 
• 11:121, the total amounts of War Bonds repaid in cash and by conversion a.re 
approximately 18,3J. lakhs and 30,63 lakhs, respectively. 

NUMBERING OF LEGISLATIVE ACTS OF THE PROVINCES. 

277. Raja Suraj Baksh Singh: Will the Government be pleased to 
state if the numbering of the Legislative Acts of the provinces is entirely in 
the hands of the Local Governments independently of the Government of 
India? . 

The HOD urable Dr. T. B. Sapru: Yes. 

POSITION IN THE IND!,AN CIVIL SERVICE OF PERSONS APPOINTED UNDER 

SECTION 99 OF GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT. 

• 278. Rai Bahadur P. V. Srinivasa R.o: Will the Government be 
pleased to state whether a person appointed to an office in the Indian Civil 
Service under section 99 of the Government of India Act would be treated as 
a member of the Indian Civil Service within the meaning of sub-section (4) 
()f section lUI of the said Act. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Persons appointed to an office 
in the Indian Civil Service in pursuance of rules made under section 99 (2) 
of the Act are not admitted to that service. Thev are not therefore members 
of that service within the meaning of clause (b) ~f sub-section (3) aud sub-
section (4) of section 101 of the Act. These observations do not apply to 
persons appointed under section 97. 

EXPENSES AT ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF INDIAN LEGISLATURE. 

279. ltlaulvi Abdur Rahman: 'Will the Government be plp-ased to lay 
on the table a statement showing the expenses incurred by the' l\Iembers of 
the Council of State and that of the Legislative Assembly in the la.st Genera.l 
Election mentioning the names of the Members with their ConstituenC'y in 
-every case? . 

The Honourable Dr. T. B.Sapru: In pursuance of rule 17 (4) of the 
Electoral Rules for both Chambers M the Indian Legislature, records have 
been prepared and are maintained in the Legislative Department showing the 
names, constituencies and election expenses of all candidates at every election 
to either Chamber. These records are open to public inspection and the 
~no ra le Member may, if he so desires, see them at any time during office 
:hours. . 

HARDSHIPS OF POOR AGRICULTURISTS OWING TO RISE IN RAIJ,WAY FREIGHT • 

• 
280. Jlaulvi Abdur Rahman: Is the Government aware of the fact 

that owing to unnsual rise iJf the Milway freight, import and export Gf plants, .. . . . 
• 
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grafts, seeds, manures and other agricultmal materials from one place to the-
other have become prohibitive to the utmost inconvenience of the poor agricul-
turists and the fal·mers? If so, will the Government be pleased to take some 
measure for the relief of the poor agriculturists? 

Mr. J. Hullah: Plants, shruLs and perishaLle seeds when carried by 
passenger train are treated as parcels, the rates for which have been increased 
by 25 per cent. since the 1st February, 1921. This increase affects all goods. 
carried as parcels. Government ha\'e received no complaints that the-
enhanced rates are prohibitive in re!'pect of the articles named. As regards 
articles canied by goods train, Rail W:I ys are authorised to vary their rates 
between cer ~in specified maxima and minima and the sanction of h~ 

Govemment of India is not required to any changes within these limits. 
There has been no increase in the Ill.'tXimum rates chargeahlfo for the carriage 
of plants, seeds or other agricultural produce by goods train, nor have 
Government received any cnmplaints to the effect that the rates at present 
charged for such commodities on the different Railwavs is excessive. A 
representation from the Government of Madras regarding the rates for 
manures is under consideration in consultation with the :Madras and Southern 
:Mahratta Railway. Government will, however, be glad to investigate any 
specific increases in rates for the articles named which the HonoUl"able 
Member may bring particularly to notice. ., 

CORRESPOXDEXCE RE SUPPRESSIOX OF NON-CO-OPER.\TIOX .UD KHILAF'AT 

MOVEMENTS. 

281. 'Maulvi Abdur Rahman: 'Yill the Government be pleased to lay 
on the table copies of all the correspondence that pa!';seJ. between the India. 
Government and the Provincial Governments for suppressing the N on-co-
operation and the Khilafat movements by repression or otherwise? 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent: Government are not prepared 
to lay the correspondence on the table. 

DANGER TO DERA ISMAIL KHAN FROll EROSIONS OF THE RrVElt INDUS. 

282. Khan Bahadur Abdul Rahim: (1) Has the attention of Govern-
ment been called to the erosions of the river Indus threatening to engulf 
the Military Cantonment and the flourishing town of Dera Ismail Khan, 
with a population of over 33,000, which is the centre of Powinda trade with 
Khorasan, and is the Headquarters of the District of the Wazil·istan 
Residency and of the ri adier ~neral Commanding the N.-W. F. 
Force ? ~ -
(2) Did the people-Raises, :Members of District Board a'nd l\fnnicipal 

Committee and other leading men-approach sllccessive . Honourable the 
Chief Commissioners on their several visits to the place wlth prayers that 
protective works be erected, and, if so, with what result? • 

(3) Will Government be pleased to ascertain what the value of the 
immoveable property, consisting of Military lines and Magazines, Offices, 
Bungalows, Police ar er~and Stations, Courts, Civil Offices, Ja.il, 'l'reasury, 
Hospitals, Houses, Shops, Roads, Lawns, Churches, ~os es  Telllples, ~ n 
Hall, School, Factories, W ells, e ~  which is in unger by getti?g detalled 

• • 

• 
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-schedule prepared? What is th... amount of Income·tax and Super-tax: 
.assessed on the towns-people and of the Octroi and other Municipal Income 
yearly? 

(4) Is it a fact that a special omcer was deputed some years back to 
report on the action of the river, and did he submit a report and project for 
,protective works with an estimate of cost, and, if so, what action was taken by 
·Government thereon ? 

(5) Is it a fact that the river since then has come perilously near the 
Cantonment, where new lines for the troops at a cost of severallakhs of • 
l'llpeeS are under construdion ? 

Colonel Sir S. D'A. Crookshank: The Government of India have no 
information as to the erosion of the Indus in the vicinity of Dera Isma.il 
Khan beyond that contained in the reply given by the Honourable Mr. Sarma 
to a question 011 the same subjlolct asked by the Honourable Mr. :Sachchida-
nanda Sinha in the Indian e i~la i e Council on the 16th September, 1920. 
The local Administration is, howeyer, being a!'ked to supply a further report 
.on the condition of the river, on receipt of which a reply to his question will 
be ransmi~ ed to the Honourable MemLer . 

• DATE ~ WHICH PERCEXTAGE IXCREASE OX SALARY WAS DRAWN IN THE 

OFFICE OF THE DmrcToR G}:NERAI" IXDIAN l\iEDI(,AL SEnnCE. 

2ga. Rai Bahadur Bakshi Sohan Lal: Is it a fact that the ministerial 
·establishments of all the Attached and Subordinate Offices to the Government 
of India and Army Headquarters Branches were granted the general sanction-
ed percentage increase on the salary drawn on ]st April, 1920? If so, will 
the Government please I'tate why was it granted to the ministerial establish-
ment of the office of the Director General, Indian Medical Service, on the 
salary drawn by them on 1st July, 1920? 

Mr. H. Sharp: The answer to the first l'art of the question is in the 
affirmative so far as the Arm, Head Quarters offices arc: concerned. Inform-
ation is being collected from ~ her Departments in regard to attached and 
subordinate officeso The .swer to the second part of the question i!; that 
the orders sanrtioning with effect from lst April, 1920, the grant of ptorct'ntaO'e 
increases of salary to the ministerial establisllment of the ofl'ce of the Direc ~r 
General, Indian Medical Service, were issued in July, 1920, and it was con-
sidered by the Director General. Indian Medical Service, that for the purpose 
of calculating the percentage increases to be granted it would be suitable and 
fair to take the salary drawn on the 1st July, 1920 . 

• 
REVISION OF PAY IN THE DIRECTOR GENERAl., INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE'S 

OFFICE. 

284. Rai Bahadur Bakshi Sohan Lal: With reference to the answer * 
given by Mr. Sharp in the Legislative Assembly on 10th January, 1922, to 
my nnstarred Question No. +1, ,,-ill the Government be pleased to la.y on the 
table a statement showing the names of men affected under the heads (a), (6) 

• 
• • Vide LegiBla,iive A~ em ly Debates, Volume II, page 1394 

• • 
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and Ie), respecti,oely, apd state why full increase was not granted to the-
members whose ca~es do not fall under any of the above heads? 

Mr. H. Sharp: All members of the office of the Director General, Indian 
Medical Service, who did not receive the full percentage incr ase, fall under 
one or other of the claf ~es mentioned in my reply to the Honourable Member's 
previous qnestion on the Hth January, 11.122. '1'he Government of India see 
no reason for elltering into details such as the nallles of members affected 
under the various classes. 

The Honourable Sir William Vincent (Home ?lIember) : Sir, I have been 
asked by the Honourable Sir" :Malcolm Hailey to make an apolog-y to the House 
on hi~ behalf to-day. He was taking', -what all l\Iembers of the Asseml)ly will 
readily rel:ognise was llluch needed-a week end holiday away from Delhi and 
unfortunately missed connection ~ome here on his retm:n jo';;'rney. He will 
however arrive by mid da~  and he has telegraphed to me asking me to 
apologise to the House Oil his behalf for his absence. 

Further, Sir, I also wish to mention that I have recei"ed a Message from 
His Excellency which, on behalf of my Honourable Colleague, I will make 
over to you, if I may, for communication to the House. 

MESSAGE FRO)f HIS EXCELLEKCY THE GOVERXOR • 

GENERAL. 

Mr. President: I have receiYed the following ess~ e from His Excel-
lency the Governor General: 

, In PUI'S1wllce oj the pl"01,isiolls of sub-section (3) of ~ec ion 67-A oj the 
GorerT/ment of India Act, I hereb!J direct that the Itead.y of errpenciiture ~ eci

jied in that sub-section shall be open to discus.yion by the Legislative Assem-
bly when the Financial Matement is under consideration. 

(Sd.) REAlJING, 

Governor General.' 

.$ 

TIME-LIMIT FOR SPEECHES IN BUDGET DEBATE. 

Mr. President: Under rule 46, I appiJint twenty minutes as the time-limit 
for speeches on this day. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE BUDGET . 

• 
FIRST STAGE. 

Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas (Sind: Non-Muhammadan Rural) : .WhiIe-
regretting the 4Ilsence of the Honourable the. Fit;tance Member, I must say that 
it is impossible to withhold ?ur ~eed of admna:tlOn fro~ the excellent mannee 
of his presentment of the Fmancial a~eme~  m the ~llds  of the most ard~o~ 
difficulties that be had to contend WIth III thIS most dIsastrous year; and· It IS 
also our bounden duty to record our sense of appreciation of the courageous 
manner in which, according ~ his own lights of course, he has a ~n the bull 
by the horns and suggested what he himself. feels. to be a distasteful and 

• • 

-
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unpopular measure of exb'a taxation. But while, Sir, I make these remarks 
I have exhausted the bright side of the picture. I must inform you that 
it would be impossible for the major portion of the Assembk, if I unde;stand 
correctly, to accept the clUshing burden of taxation that is proposed t(} be 
imposed under the present Budget. Now, salt is taxed; cloth is taxed; matches 
are taxed; kerosene oil is taxed; post is taxed and railway fares are incrf'.ased. 
All these al'e items which direl'tly affect the poor. :Members will remember 
that last year when we accepted this heavy taxatioll, it was 'with the object 
of making the path smooth for Government in the fin,t year of our· 
existence. But, at the same time, I think it was the understandino-of almost 
every elected :i\Iember that this burden would not be repeated ne ~ ear a:nd 
-Jihat was the keYllote of the proposal that the fresh taxation should be only 
for one veal' and, if it was intended to be repeated, a fresh Act would have 
to be passed. 'l'hat being so, it was the sense of the countrv that the end of 
the tether had been reaChed b\-shouldering those burdens ~f last vear's tax-
ation. 'fhe result of accepting the fr'esh taxes that are no,; proposed" 
would be the stan'ation and min of the conntry, e~ eciall of the pOOl' people. 
I think, Sir, it is recognized that in every scheme of ta.xation it should 
be borne in mind that the poorest should be as much exempted and 
kept apart as possible, and especiall.\-the pool" of this ('onntr.\-, who are living 
from hand to mouth, who only enjoy one meal a da.y. Therefore, I record 
• my strong dissent against these taxes, -taxes 011 salt, taxes on cloth, kerosene 

m~ ches  and machinery, increase of postage and Rail way fares. N ow it has ee~ 
suggested in the Financial Statement of the Honourable the Finance :Member 
that as salt will cost onlv three annas per head in the veal', it will not be felt· 
but it is forgotten that it is not the question of silt alone, but when o~ 
combine salt with kerosene oil: and ma~che s which are required by the e~ le 
for lighting purposes, and cloth which IS a great necessity for covering the 
body and will be affected by excise duty, all these things put together do 
constitute a very heavy burden on the poor. Now, r will not trouble the 
House with any consideration of other items, namely, post which miO"ht not 
be a necessity of the poor, or machinery, or railway fares. It might be said 
that railway fares would be borne by such people as can tl"3.vel, and only such 
peop\e should travel as have the means. However, so far as machinery is 
concerned, its taxation will affect the development of industries and commerce, 
and is therefore objectionable. I do not propose to touch the taxation on 
liquors or other classes o~ luxuries. as su?h a a i~n is a perfectly legitimate 
source of revenue. WhIlst on thIS subject, we mIght accept all the conditions 
prevailing in the country which hav:e been assigned by the Finance Member as 
causinO" this unfortunate state of thmgs, namely, the general world depresSion 
in rad~  the loss by exchange, the losses in our com~ercial departments like the· 
railways, posts and el~ ra hs  and l ~ heavy workmg expenses. But whilst 
admitting all these thmgs, what does It c~me to? I am strongly of the opinion 
that, in spite of all that has ee~ urged III the Budget speech of the Hon. 
oUl"able Finance Member, there IS great room for the curtailment of expenses. 
Now I may revert to the propriety of taxi?g the . poor .man in the manner I 
have detailed. What has been the poor man s capacIty durmg the last five years?' 
Surely it has been diminishing by degrees, and YOll can very easily realize this 
from the fact that the pm'chasing power of the rupee has also greatly dimin-
ished· and then you have to take into considerati<¥l the fact that people have 
not ~ pay iDerely h~ en ~ Government's .t::'xes,·but also to pay the-
. Provincial taxes, and, In ad4lition, to pay muruclpal taxes. When all these-

• • 
• 
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[Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas.] 
factors are taken into consid .. ration, a very strong case is made out for 
'Opposing the whole scheme of taxation, or at least the major portion of it that 
I have referred to, that is proposed. Then, there is also a.nother consideration. 
'While you are raising, for instance, the cllstoms duties, care should he taken to 
ascertain whether this will not recoil the -other way, as has been pointed out 
in several instances in the Finance Member's speech. -When you are imposing 
fresh taxation Oil an article, you mm;t be careful to f;ee that it will not result 

• in the diminished import of that article and thereby not give you 
any advantage but only give you the disadvantage of having higher 
taxes but less revenue-what in technical language is called the law 
-of diminishing returns. I am afraid that, although the Honourabla 
the Finance Member has taken in this connection an optimistic view, he win 
-experience in the end that this doctrine will work out, and in several cases 
ilxpectations that are now being formed in the Financial Statement will 
.not be realizrd; on the contrary, he will find that he has committed 
a m,istake in imposing taxes upon those particular articles. Kow where is 
this process going on to from year to year? Therefore, the only alterna-
tive that we can resort to is a very sweeping curtailment in expenditure, 
-both civil and military. Now while it has been suggested that curtailment 
in civil expenditure is possible, it is at the same time said I hat the scope there 
is very limited, because civil expenditure extends only to 20 crOl'es, and, even. 
if you reduce it by 10 per cent, you will be-making a  s Iving of only 2 
Cl'ores, but, if curtailment in civil expenditure is possible, why should it not be 
admitted that on the military side of the expenditure al~o it is possible? 
-Unfortunately, from time to time, year in and year out, in spite of our repeated 
protests which date so far back as 20, 30 or 40 years, a definite 11011 possumus 
has been offered bv Government to an,' retrenchment or economy in military 
expenditure. 'YelI; up to now Government have been able, ha~e succeeded 
in offering a strJ!?g blrrier tl) any suggestions for retrenchment, but I 
think now the time h:ts arrived when that policy ought tl be eutirely 
changed. 

I have yerr strong reasons for urging that there is no occasion for the 
-country to incur the military expenditure that the Govemment is incurring. 
:Before the war, there was some necessity for the maintenance of a lal'ge army. 
We know that there was the constant menace cf foreign aggression. The 
Russian bogey always stared us in the face. and the people, willingly or 
unwillingly, submitted to being heavily taxed in order to secure the safety of 
the country. But that Russian bogey does not exist now. 'l'hen we have 
the "Waziristan question, and although the operations in Waziristan do not 
cover thtl whole field of military expenditure, I think the best course is to 
-leave a iri~ an alone. I do not think t'bat exrerienl'e has taught us that 
we gain anything at all by the pursuance of this 'Forward policy'. This 
"is very old history. I have some recollection of the second Afghan War 
in 1878. At the conclusion of the war, the Govemment were only too 
-anxious to get rid of the whole business of meddling with Afghanistan. 
""They wanted to drop it like It hot potato because their hands were burnit!g, 
--.and several schemes were broached to 'scuttle out of Afghanistan', as the 
phrase then went. And after all, they wet'e providentially able to get hold 
.. -of Amir Abdur Rahman tlf take over Afghanistan from them. And that 
~ hasa.lways been the result at which this forward policy haS"arrived, and 

l 
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at ought to be abandoned for ever and the heavy military expenditure incurred 
-thereon saved. I do not think it is justifiable to retain Waziristan or to 
-carryon any operations in Waziristan, because the gain is very little and 
-the cost is so heavy. I dare say the Members of this House, or a large 
part of them, must have read the e.xcellent article which recently 
appeared in the 'Times 0/ India', which gave ve»y cogent l'easons-with 
which I entirely agree-for the aband.onment of Waziristan altogether. . 

In the days of Lord Ripon, after the second Afghan War, a non-forward 
policy was adopted, and .it led to peace and prosperity, Then, unfortunately, • 
Lord Curzon introduced the policy of placating the tribes by subsidies and this 
rebounded upon us with disastrous consequences during the recent Afghan 
'W are All these things indicate that this forward policy should be abandoned 
. altogether and that we should confine our activities within the limits of our' 
own frontier. We have already got sufficient internal commitments and 
matters to occupy our attention a.nd it cannot pay to multiply our obligations 
;by going outside our frontiers. 

There is another factor which has also contributed for a long time to this 
heavy military expenditure and that is the amalgamation of British with 
Indian troops after the mutiny of 1857, I will advert to that point later on 
and will now quote some figures to show how enormously our expenditure on 
• the military side has increased. In 1899-1900, out of a total revenue of 
.89'760 crores, military expenditure amounted to J 5'375 crores, As against that, 
ill 1919, out of a revenue of.86'324 crores, the military expenditure was 44·480. 
So that, while the net increase in revenue was 46 odd crores, or 117 per cent" 
the increa.se in military expenditure was 29 crores or 190 per cent. Now, if 
we consider the ratio of military expenditure to re-:enue, we find that in 
1899-1900, it was 38·66 per cent,: whereas in 1919-20, it was 51·52 per 
.cent, This shows that the ratio has also been steadily increasing. Now, let 
us take the ratio of military expenditure to net taxation and we get 
these figures. In 1899-1900, military expenditure was 15'376 crores, while 
taxation was 18·174 crores, the resulting ratio being 84'6U, In. 1919-20, 
.military expenditure was 44'480 crores and taxation was 40 Cl'ores, and the 
,ratio was 108'15 per cent, This shows that in the last-mentioned year, the 
whole of the taxation and something more was absorbed in military expendi-
ture, Then, Sir, if we calculate the ratio of military expenditure to all other 
SOUI'ces of net Imperia.lrevenue save taxation, which amounts to 45'461 crores, 
.it works out to 98 per cent. Thus, this Octopus of military expenditure 
.ha.sbeen eating away our very vitals. While, as I have shown, in 
1899-1900, military expenditure was 15 crores, it rose in 1919-20 to 411 
"crores. ~as  Yoo:r, it was no less th?,n 62 odd c~or~s  besides the W aziristan 
a.nd Demobilization charges, and h~year also It IS about the same, Now, 
·in view of the fact, to which I have  referred, that the Russian bogey and 
.the consequent fear of foreign aggression no longer exists, there is no justifica-
.tion for the maintenance of a huge army at a ruinous cost at the expense 
·of the poor of this country. It might, however, be said that this is mel·ely 
,delltructive criticism and I might be asked why I do not put forward cons-
tructive proposals as to the directions in which this military expenditure 
can be l'edUCed.. Sneh a criticism might be justified if I stopped here and 
did not go on to form ~ e some. constructiv:e propasals. Well, ::iir, I li'ave 
some constl'4lCtiye proposals to make and the first relates to the fact that 
the cost of the British soldiep is fiv.e times as much as that of th,,'Iridiai1 
• • • II 
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soldier. At one time, the expense of maintaining seven Indian soldiers was' 
the same as the expense of three British soldiers. Later, the cost of maintain-
ing one British soldier was equal to that for four Indian soldiers, and now one-
British soldier costs as much as five Indian soldiers. I will refer you, Sir, 
to page 15 of the 1I4ilitary Estimates in corroboration of this, from which'it 
will be seen that 65,000 odd British soldiers cost altogether 10'18 crores; 
whereas ~  Indian soldiers cost altogether only 5 crores. And those 

• figures  work out the cost of one British soldier as equal to the cost of five-
Indian soldiers. Indianize the Army and you effect an enormous saving. 

Then, Sir, a good deal of leakage and embezzlement takes place in the-
Supply and Transport Departments. Unfortunately, whatever may besaid' 
from the Treasury Benches to-day, the experience of Members is that there is no· 
proper supervision and control over the contract system. It has come out in 
several cases-l cannot lay my hands at the moment on a particular case-that, 
whereas a e;ontract of the Civil Department costs Re. I, for the Military 
Department a contract for the same staff and quantity cost 5 times as much, if 
not more in some cases, I do not mean to say in all cases. This is a great eating-
a.way Department, the Supply and Transpolt Department, and that requires' 
special control and special check. There are now pending six cases of frauds and 
embezzlements in this Department and one of them is in my city of. Karachi. 
A whole wagonfull of Military stores was found at Kotri or somewhere and 
nobody knew to whom it belonged. Eventually, it appeared that it had 
come from Quetta and a criminal case in that connection has been going on. 
Therefore, I submit that a very strong case has been made ont for curtailing 

.# Military expenditure. The pruning knife should be l'Uthlessly applied t() 
military expenditure. There is also another re~son to which I made a passing 
reference before. One of the causes of thiS heavy burden has been the· 
original amalgamation of the British Army with the Indian Army. That 
happened after the Mutiny. After the Mutiny, when the East India Company 
made ovel' the administration to the Crown, the British Army was amalga-
mated with the Indian Army. In this connection, the late Mr, a ce ~ 

whom we all know as being a special advocate for India and always 
described as 'Member for India' in the House of Commons, made this 
remark: 

, A few years after the abolition of the East India Company what is known as the 
Army Amalgamation Scheme .was carried out in direct opposition to the advice of the most 
experienced Indian statesmen. India was, as it were, bound hand and foot to our own' 
costly system of Army administration, withoui any regard apparently to the fact that the 
various schemes of organisation which may be perfectly suited to a Lcountry so wealthy as 
England may be altogether unsuited to a country 80 poor as India •  •  •  • .' 

c 

Then there was a Commission appointed during Lord Ripon's time, t\le· 
Simla Commission, which fixed the proportion of British troops to Indian 
troops, at 60,000 to 120,000. But soon after, when Lord Randolph Churchill 
became the Secretary of State for India, suddenly he raised the strength by 
10,000 British troops and 20,000 Indian troops reFlpectively. For what 
reason? For no earthly reason at all. On the contrary, the result of that· 
~as that with this large force an aggressive invasion of Burma took place. 

Kr. President: I mU-st ask the Honourable Membe,r to bring his remarks . ~  I. close. " 

.. 
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• Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas: All right, Sir. I am not going into 
any other points, as I must finish. There is one point, however,· which I 
must mention. So far as the Railway expenditure· is concerned, I support 
the recommendation of the Committee that Railway finance should be self-
contained, because any saving in Railway expense is always utilised for 
expenditure which would not be the case if Railway finance was self-contained 
and whatever is saved would be utilised for Railway pUl-poses altogether. 
With these few remarks, I bring my observations to a close. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar (Madras City: Non-Muhammadan 
Urban) : Sir, I gladly associate myself with the remarks made by my friend, 
Mr. Vishindas, about the excellent manner in which this most depressing 
l1udget had been presented to us by the Honourable the Finance Member. Sir, 
I may mention that I was so carried away by his eloquence that even I was 
forced to cheer him and that at a wrong point. (Laughter.) Sir, while this 
Budget has been described as a distasteful Budget, and all sorts of adjectives 
have been used which I am afraid to enumerate here, I consider it as an 
eye-opener Budget. Sir, we have been told that we have been put on the road 
to Swaraj, and it is quite true that we have been put on the road to Swaraj. 
But, Sir, we are asked to run a race hampered by many obstacles. It is an 
obstacle race we are asked to run with tight-fitting clothes, pressing us at the 
• neck, pressing at the chest and with very nice boots, but too pointed for the 
naked Indian feet. 

In the first place, Sir, I have to thank you on behalf of the Party for 
allotting us a corner. (Laughter.) We had hoped that you would have allotted 
us the front fair Opposition, but, with the true instinct you have, you have 
rightly allotted a side, for under the constitution as it stands, we cannot 
deliver the frontal attacks on the Budget but we can only give side-thrusts. 
We had asked for an opportunity for a frontal attack. but His Excellency 
the Viceroy and Governor General, ex-Lord Chief Justice as he is, has taken 
refuge behind the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown. So, having 
missed that opportunity, you have truly gauged the situation and given us 
this position, so that we may content ourselves with side-thrusts which perhaps 
may be more effective than frontal attacks. (Laughter.) I said this Budget is 
an eye-opener. Sir, it has opened the eyes of every thinking Indian, nay itilas 
opened the eyes of every thinking Englishman in the country. I was glad to see 
the informing, the instructive, articles in the' Statesman " no friend of India. 
(Laughter.) In the' Times oj India " which we have always associated with 
the sober-minded Englishmen ill this country. (Hear, hear), the criticism 
was most delicious and most encouraging and most instructive. Sir, I 
said it has opened the eyes, and I am thankful to the Government 
of India for the very frank Budget "hich they have presented to the country. 
Eady in ollr career it is but right that we should know, and the whole civilised 
world should know, what an obstacle race this infant Parliament is asked to 
take at its start. Let us face a .few faLis. In the year 1919-20, in :March 1920, 
our revenue, our Central revenue, was 88 crores, and our el endi ~e that year 
-W!Ls somewhel'e about 109 crores. If you a~e the figures, year after year, 
you find tha.t the Finance Department in the last few years have been over-
estima.ting the revenue and under-estima.ting the expenditure. We, as 
householders, in our household finance, would be ~n  foolishly, with great 
folly indee4, if we 'Were to over-estimate our income and nder ~~ e C?ur 
annual e:lpendituxe. But, 1Sir, when the Government' of a large country 11k, 
• •• B i 
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this over-estimate their revenue and under· estimate their expenditure, it is not 
()nly folly, but it is criminal folly. 

• 

Sir, what has happened? In the year 1919-1920, they budgeted for a 
l'evenue of \)6 Cl'ores; they actually got 88 crores. I will leave aside the 
phenomenal year of 1920-21 which, by the beautiful exchang'e operations, 
produced phenomenal trade results in the country. In the year 1921-22, they 
budgeted for a revenue of 128* crores and actually got lOS crOl·es. So 
also, Sir, they are budgeting this year for an ordinary revenue of 1l0! . 
crores, to which they expect to add 6 crores by raising the railway rates 
by executive action, and, therefore. they expect to get a revenue fif 
116! crores. If you go to the expenditure, you will find that, whereas they 
budgeted for an expenditure of 106 crores in the year 1919-20, the actual 
expenditure was 109'01 crores. In the year 1920-21, they budgeted for an 
expenditure of 12\)'8 crores, and the actual expenditure was 161'6 crores. 
In the year 1921-22, they budgeted for an expenditure ofl2i'5 crores and the 
actual expenditure is H2 crOl·es. So that, Sir, this process of under-estimating 
the expenditure and over-estimating the revenue, has landed us in extravagance. 
You Can quite easily conceive how, when fresh proposals for expenditure 
come up, whether it be by way of revision of payor by way of fresh 
expenditure, when you think of your budgeted revenue and when you find 
you are getting so much, you will be tempted to sanction that expenditure; 
whereas, if you had rightly estimated your revenue, as you ought to have 
done, fresh expenditure would not have been sanctioned light-heartedly, as it 
has been within the last two years. Sir, I must justify the charge that fresh 
expenditure has been incurred light-heartedly during the last two or three 
years. In the year 1919-20, our civil expenditure was 16 crores-1 will give 
the exact figure, which is 16'30 crores; and now we are budgeting for a civil 
expenditure of 20'55 crores. That is, within the last two years, ,from March 
1920 to March 1922, our civil expenditure has gone up by 4'25 crores. As 
we are talking in crores, we are apt to forget what a crore means in this 
country. Let us convert it into units and then conceive the large addition 
which has been made within the last two years in civil expenditure alone. 
Sir, our debt services stood at 936 lakhs in the ye~r IPl!:1-23; to· day, 
Sit, they stand at 1,436 lakhs, "that is our national indebtedness has 
so far increased within the last two years, that we have to pay an 
additional interest of 5 crOl·es. I will not pile up figures; the time allotted 
tome is short, but, when we think of this, I may justly claim that we a.re 
put on the path of Swaraj with tight-fitting clothes, pressing us on the neck, 
pressing us on the chest, and pressing us on the feet. It will be an idle 
expectation, it will be a cruel test to imWse upon the country to say: C Now 
show your fitness for Swaraj within 10 years, within 5 years, 'with these 
manacles placed upon us. 

Sir, when last year, we were called upon to support. the Budget, which 
some of us foresaw the country could not bear, we had no hesitation in 
giving our support to the Government. But, Sir, I made it ~lear in ~y 
speech and I daresay every one of us who supported the Government on that 
occasion made it clear, that it was a conditional consent to co-operate. The 
condition was this-and I uid so plainly-that within the year we should put 
our heads together and see what expenditure the country could beJfr a.nd how 
far we could effect reductions, whether .they-were tin the military side. or on 

'. . . . . ' c 
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the civil side. In fa.ct, Sir, when-I moved far a reduction in the grant for 
the Central administration, the 'Honourable the Finance :Member, speaking 
tor himself and for his colleagues, gave us an assurance that he would ask the 
Finance Committee to go into the expenditure and make a report to this 
Assembly. Sir, I am a member of that Committee and I have yet to hear 
of any intimation or notice that that Committee has to sit upon any question 
of retrenchment or economy in the administration of the country. Therefore. 
Sir, we consider that the condition on which we gave our co-operation in 
, sanctioning the Budget last year has not been fulfilled. 

Sir, on the military budget, we listened with great respect to the views 
propounded by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief and by Sir Godfrey 
Pell. They told us that the matter was going to be investigated by a-
Committee and that the whole matter of the military expenditure would be 
carefully considered. I had the honour, by the courtesy of His Excellency 
the Commander-in-Chief, of appearing before a Committee called the Military 
Requirements Committee. Sir, that Committee held an investigation and they 
gave us an opportunity to give them our views. This Assembly is yet to 
know what the report of that Committee is. This Assembly is yet to know 
what His Majesty's Government at Home and the Sub-Committee which was 
sitting in London have done with reference to that report. We have to 
gather, we can only gather from newspaper accounts that nothing has come 
·out of that Committee. Sir, I had great hopes in that direction. Sir, there 
are two ways of looking at the military burden. I t is all very well to 
succumb to experts and I :I,m quite willing to succumb to His Excellency Lord 
Rawlinson in matters which appertain to the Army; but, in the matter of the 
financial capacity of the country, I am not willing to surrender the judgment 
of this Honse even to His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief. His 
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief aud the military advisers of Govern-
12 N ment take the view that the country should afford it, whereas 

0011'. we have to tell His Excellency the Com mander-in· Chief that 
the country can afford so much--you cut your coat according to the cloth we 
can give you. There are a few questions of broad policy connected with 
military finance on which this House and this House alone can pronounce a-
right judgment. Sir. take the proportion of the British to the Indian element. 
in the troops. I think, Sir, it stands to-day at 1 to 2'5-that is, one British 
soldier for every two and a half Indian sepoys. I say, that is an extravagant 
proportion. Knowing as we do that the cost of the British soldier 
is nearly ~ times that of the Indian soldier, I say, ithis proportion 
of 1 to 2'5, which might have been necessary years ago in the days of 
the Mutiny when the sepoy himself was a mutineer, in these days when the 
sepoy has shown his loyalty to the British Empire by shedding his blood for 
that Empire,-·-that you shoultl main1l.in this proportion of 1 to 2'0 now is 
really appalling. That is one matter on which this Assembly can give 
sound advice. 
Take again, Sir, the proportion of troops which is re nire~ for internal 

se l~ri y  I co~d wish for the. day h~n ,we may be able ~ pol!ce the c ~n ry 
without any mIlItary. Assummg that It IS necessary to mamtaIn the mIlitary 
for this purpose. are three-fifths of the Infantry required for internal security? 
How many of us here who are called upon to sanction the Budget know 
what proportion of the military is required fore internal security and is 
maintained tor internal sllPuritY. ? Sir, we were told by DO less a 

• • • 
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personage than His Excellency the Viceroy in opening this Assembly 
that autocracy was at an end. Is autocracy at an end in financial 
'matters? Who lays the plans? Who advises the ways that things should 
be done for the military defence of the country? ,,, e are no better off-
probably we are worse off-than the 'Pioneer' in matters of information 
connected with military policy or the military affairs of Government. For 
instance, I find the memorandum which has just now been circulated explaining 
the position addressed to Honourable Members of this House was supplied to the 
~ Pio-neer' long before it was supplied to the Assembly. Now that is what' 
1 say. We have nO voice. Weare deeply indebted to His Excellency the 
Governor General for allowing us to-day to discuss military e endi r~  

I wish this announcement had been made 2 or 3 days earlier so that we might 
have come better prepared to deal with this question. To spring this permis-
sion on us at the eleventh hour like this is giving us a permission which I 
am afraid it will be very difficult for us to avail ourselves of with any effect. 
His Excellency the Governor General has been graciously pleased to accord 
this permission to the Assembly, but, Sir, coming as it does at the eleventh 
hour, it is worse than useless. My position is this. There are various ways 
in which military expenditure can be cut down and should be cut down. How 
many of us here in this Assembly know anything about ,\\T aziristan; and. 
as we are told that Cl'ores and Cl'ores of rupees are being spent for occupation' 
purposes, may I ask if we are taken into confidence-is any Committee of this 
House taken into confidence in that matter? These are all matters in 
which some of us. though we may not be military men, know the require-
ments of the country, we know the position of our countrymen, we know how 
hard it is for them to make both ends meet, we know how much this country 
can afford. Therefore, looking at it from every poini of view, there is plenty 
of room, plenty of scope, for retrenchment and economy in all directions. 
That being so, the question of tLe deficit for which we are asked to find ways 
and means becomes important. Sir. last year we supplied tIle Government 
with 18 crores of fresh taxation, and what is the result? They come to us 
with a deficit. They say: ' We have spent the 18 crores and we have borrowed 
many more cr01·es'. They have borrowed altogether some 70 crores. Sir, 
with regard to this bOl'Towing again, how many of us were awal'e of it till 
the matter was announced and what voice have we got in it? Even the 
Standing Finance Committee were not aware of this borrowing. Therefore, 
Sir, to say that autocr3cy is at an end is mockery. It certainly is 
not at an end in financial matters. It certainly is not at an end in the 
matter of policy. It certainly is not at an end in various other matters. 
Therefore, Sir, we are in this position to-day. We have already, for one 
year. allowed expenditure, because ~ were new to the position and we did 
not want to rush things. But this year, if we sanction this expenditure, 
we will be standardising it. The world may legitimately say: 'Now here 
this elected Assembly has given its support to this standard of expenditure; 
they had opportunities and they availed themselves of those opportunities 
and having availed themselves of those opportunities they must Lave 
satisfied themfelves that this expenditnre is the rightful expenditure for the 
country to bear.' Can we honestly say that we have judged thi!l expenditure 
and come to the conclusicfn that it is just the expenditure which the country 
should bear? Can anyone· honestly claim that? Have ~ we sufficient 
l;;nowledge in that. direction? Therefore,' Sir, it will not pe right . . 
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for us to standardise this expenditure. Therefore, the time has come 
for the Government now and at once to begin an earnest ex:a.mination of 
the question. It is no use telling us, t Oh, we will do this or do that " 
and when March comes round again, we shall be told again: ' We 
.a.re considering the appointment of a Committee of Retrenchment, the 
·constitution of which is still under consideration.' That will be the result; 
'but Sir, I am afraid, it is idle to exprct us responsible men who owe a duty to 
the country to which we belong to recognise that this is the standard of legiti-
mate expenditure on which you should embark. 

Therefore, Sir, • 

Mr. President: I hope the Honourable Member is not about to embark 
-on a new subject now. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: I will not, Sir. I am not' going 
,now to tire you with speaking on the taxation aspect of the question. 
The necessity for tJ.xation has not been made out, and that is the view I 
take; and, Sir, I wish to close with these remarks. We had instances in our 
.a.ncient texts when the King took counsel with my mythical ancestors, and 
the King was asked to follow this advice: Take 'for your example the bee. 
Take the leech for your example; an ~ a e the calf for yonr example; that is, 

• take little by little. So also every King, every Government should keep that 
in view. It is no use trying to hurry the people into this heavy taxation. 
What is it? Last year Rs. 18 crores and this year Rs. 48 crores of fresh 
taxation, when, as I have told you already, the whole central revenue of the 
country is only Rs. 88 O1·ores. So, Sir, I close with these words. All 
.questions of taxes of Government are finally answered in the minds of men. 
Side by side with this growth, this appalling growth of expenditure, 
there is a growth in the spread of knowledge of economic and financial 
matters, and, with it, the knowledge of possible alternatives to a con-
tinuously mounting debt or burden of taxation. This psychological 
limit is probably more important and significant than any that is purely 
economic and it holds within it the possibilities of revolution and re-
pudiation. There are, in plain fact, definite limits to human endurance 
and they do not easily come into focus until they are dangerously close. 
They may be apparently lost in the mists of the future when in fact they are 
'so close that a few years may bring them sharply into focus, but too late, 
.as so often in history, for any effective preventive measures. To be willing 
to grant to-day what would have saved the situation, had you granted it yester-
.day, is one of the world stories that is constantly repeated without being learnt. 

Baba Ujagar Singh Bedi (Punjab: Landholdel·s) : Sir, I have gOne 
"through the Budget and the prop<'sals for additional tax:a.tion carefully. I am 
not a financial expert,-I am a landholder. But then, there are some 
points in it which are of such general yet vital interest, that even a layman 
like myself is expected to formulate his opinion on it. The Budget is not 
perely a de6cit Budget like its predecessors, but to quote t The Statesman J t is 
a veritabte calamity d~e  To come directly to the facts and figures, it seems 
that the Government of India are apparently making l"apid strides towards 
bankruptcy. . 

The Budget estimates an expenditure of 1421 croJ;es, as against a revenue, 
~n the basis of existing taxatio.Q and including the provincial contributions 
• • • 
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of 920 lakhs, which will amount to l ~ crores, which makes a deficit of SIt 
crores. And this is not for the fh'st time, but we have been shown such-
deficits for the last four years in succession. In I9IB-19, the deficit 
amounted to 6 crores, in 1919-20, it amounted up to 24 Cl'ores, the final 
accounts of 1920-21 show a deficit of 26 crm·es. And if the budgeted deficit 
of the ensuing year, 'fiz., 311 crores, which, judging by the f:ad experience of 
the past, is almost sure to be exceeded, is added to it, it makes a total deficit 
of I I~ Cl'ores in five years. And then, thel'e is no likelihood of its ever 
• coming to an end, since the causes at its back, as advanced by the Honourable 
the Finance Member, are not of a transitory nature. There is no hope of the 
events taking their normal course. 

In fact, Sir )falcolm is faced with a desperate situation and he himself' 
admits most frankly: 

,  I do not think these deficits are due to transient causes, that we can look for better' 
times ahead and that we should consequently be justified in leaving things as they are, in 
the hope that before long our revenue will once more have equalled our expenditure. I 
must say frankly that I see very little p-08Fect of such equilibrium being attained within 
a memorable period: 

• 
The expenditure for the ensuing year has been estimated at 1421 

crores against an income of llOl crm'es, which means a deficit of 31! crores. 
Now the milital'y expenses amount to 62'18 crm'es, while all the other expenses 
are only 78'07 Cl·ores. In the Budget of the current year, as finally passed by the, 
Assembly on the basis of new taxation, the expenditure was estimated at 127 ~ 
crores, as against a revenue of 128'33 crores, thus leaving a surplus of 71 Iakhs 
which surplus has got converted into the most appalling deficit. In h~ 
current year, the military expenses were estimated at 58 cr, ,res and non-military at 
69 crores. One simply fails to understand the reason for this awful enhance-
ment in the Military Bud/zet. Almost 58 per cent. of the net revenue is 
squandered every yearfor the so-called security and peace of the country. 
India is no doubt paying a too heavy payment for it. The expenditure under 
this head dC!serves a close and scrutinizing attention for considerable cUl'tailment., 

Here strikes me an Indian proverb: 

,  • Less stl'ength and more wrath, is the omen of one's being beaten; less income and more 
expenses, the house is doomed to lUin.' ' 

Now, if the expenditure of the Government goes on increasing every day 
and the people are called upon to pay more and more, the house of India 
would be ruined and bankruptcy would be inevitable. 

We must cut our coat according to our cloth. 

The Honomable the Finance Member has remarked in proposing fresh 
taxation that there are, in theory, three, courses, which can be adopted, either 
sepal'lltely 01' in combination, 

(1) To budget for a deficit, 

(2) To reduce om expenditure, and 

(3), To increase our revenu@. 
~  

And he is most true there. . 
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But, Sir, the only place where we differ, is that he has failed to deliberate 
fully over his various alternatives. Budgeting for a deficit would no doubt be 
l:eplete with many a sad consequence. But to say that there can be no scope 
in the reduction of the expenditure and that the only acceptable alternative is 
to enhance taxation does not appeal to me as sound. 

Sir, I agree with' The Statesman' in saying: 
• That it is impossible to acquit the Government of the cbarge that it has not exercised 

economy to the fullest extent.' 

(ride' Tribune,' dated March 4th.) 

Let me repeat here once more with ' The Statesman' : 

•  • That the Military Budget should have reached its present proportions is nothing ~ho  
of monstrous.' 

Sir, to propose fresh taxation on the already over-taxed country is a death 
blow to the people. I, every now and then, describe the pitiable condition of 
the o,"er-taxed Zamindars to my friends and express my views regarding the 
amelioration of that community; and I am glad to see t,hat those views up 
to a certain extent have been ably and beautifully explained by my HonOlu.'able 
brother, Colonel Sir 11 mar Hayat Khan, the other day ill the Council of 
State, ill connection with the introduction of the Income-tax Bill. Had I 
followed the dictat€s of egoism, I would have kept silent until the non-
agriculturist classes would have been taxed, to the same extent as the 
Zamindal's, from whom the so-called theory of State landlordism demands no 
less than 50 per cent. of their produce and in some cases actually more than 
30 per cent. has been levied, whether 01' not they get any produce from their 
lands at all; &lthough all other tax-payers, including the assessees of Super-
tax, do not pay more than 10 per cent. of their income. But my conscience 
prompts me to raise my voice against an'y further enhancement of taxation, 
because of the following two reasons: 

Fil'stIy, if the various items referred to in the proposals for fresh taxation 
are accepted, the prosperity of the country would be greatly affected; and 
secolldly, the Zamindars, whose revenue-settlement, that is ta¥:ation, never 
comes to an end, and who, being the favourite children of the benign 
Government, are never ignored, and are always the first to get their adequate 
share, directly or indirectly, whenever any taxation is proposed, are likely to 
succumb under it,s crushing weight. It 'was only the other day that.the 
following words were uttered in the House of Commons, by no less a personage 
than the Secretary of State, in his justi!ication of his policy, when his 
opponents made him responsible for the present disturbances in India. He 
says (vide' C£rillmd Military Gazette), dated }'ebruary 17th) 192Z) : . . 
• The next great cause of the trouble in India, fOI' which he personally could not be held 

responsible, was the economic situation in the world. India was highly taxed, p1ices were 
high and the population was poor. The only cure was the development of industrial and 
agricultul"alresources of India in order that the people might eco~e richer ~ 

• And) Sir, the effect-given to his advice to make India richer and to remove 
the present discontent, prevailing in the country, is a further indiscriminate 
enhancement of taxes and an increase in the present duty on Machinery', Iron, 
Steel, etc., from 2! to 10 per cent., which are the judispensable factors of our 
industrial Utd agricultural progress. Sir, I am not here speaking in any way 
against the Honourable_the Binanc.e Member. AnybOdy in his place would have 
; . • 

• • 

• 
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-done the same. He has to ~rame his Budget according to the expenses of the 
-eountry. But, Sir, I am here to oppose the expenses, so lavishly and indis-
,criminately incurred by the various-. departments. 

Sil·, I had a mind to speak at length on the various suggestions of incre-
ment, but I leave that to my abler friends, well-versed in finance. 

It is a broad daylight fact that India is the poorest and the most highly 
taxed country in the world. The incidence of taxation is shown by compari-
son with the people's earnings; and, judged by their standard, the incidence 
is higher in India than in England. Even if the rate were the same, the 
pressure would be more keenly felt by the people of India, with their lower. 
~ era e income, than the richer people of England. 

The Government of India, let me say, is pursuing the policy of taking and 
not of giving. This policy must be brought to an end, sooner or later, and 
the sooner the better. 

With thel'e few remarks, I would appeal to the Honourable Members of 
this Assembly to subject these proposals to a careful sCl"lltiny and to think 
twice before they opine on the subject. 

We ought to tax articles of mere luxury, like tobacco and wines, and not 
those alticles of necessity which are the )1001' man's luxUl"Y. 

I hope that the Hooourable Members would see that the matter is not 
made worse than before. 

Xr. Darcy Lindsay (Bengal: European) : Sir, I do not propose to take 
up the time of the Home in baekhanded compliments to the Honourable the 
Finance Member for the able manner in which he has presented to this 
House, perhaps the most deplorable Budget it has been India's lot to receive 
(Heal', hear) and I will at once proceed to offer my criticisms thereon. 

On the expenditure side, I leave it to others to again impress upon the 
Government the urgent necel.'sity for drastic retrenchment in every direction 
(Hear, hear) before the taxation mikh-cow runs dry, as there is every indi-
<!ation of her doing on the present li'cale of extraction. It almost reminds me 
of that illegal pltuka practice adopted by a certain class of milk-dealers. It 
is well known I believe throughout India. (A "-oice: 'In Calcutta.') Only a 
yeal· ago we were faced with a. deficit of 18! crores which was met by 
this House in the sanguine hope that the tide was on the turn, and, aided 
by anticipated retrenchment, the ;Finance Member's task would this year be 
a happy one. Yet what do we find? Unrealized expectations as to the 
stability of that old bugbear, Exchange, a heavy fall in anticipated receipts 
fl·om all principal sources of revenue, an.J, last but not least, no apparent 
retrenchment with the appalling result of a further deficit of the huge sum 
of 31t crorell. 
In the Budget now before the House we are, I hope, down to nearly 

bedrock, as regards Exchange, and it is in connection ,,!ith the taxation that I 
propose to offer comments. I l e r~  I canno~ co~ li~en  ~e Ho?oura1:ne 
the Finance Member on theex.erClse of that ImagmatlOn and mgenulty I am 
sure he is blessed with, for what has he given us but a repetition of just the 
Eame old taxation with a tllln of the screw in varying degree according to how 
far he thinks the strain can be borne? The only innovation is a 9IIlall excise 
duty of one anna on kerosine to balance the incrClfse of one anna in. import 

• 
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duty, and an . import duty of 5 per cent. on yarn. In, again, applying the 
:screw with increased vigour, merely because the unhappy victims of previous 
years' torture are thought to have a further kick in them, the Honourable the 
Finauce Member reminds me of the handicapper of a steeplechase, where the 
unwise adjustment of heavy weights so frequently tells at the last jump. 
Don't overweight your horses or they will break down, as in the case of wines 
and tobacco. Bring in other starters to help you along, even although you 
,only impose light weights. 

On the assumption that many heads are better thau one, I venture to·· 
suggest to Sir Malcolm Hailey that he offer a substantial prize or prizes for 
• ·competition for proposals as to new taxation and showing results. I cannot 
believe that every channel has been explored, and such a competition might 
well produce interesting figures. Our old friend, Mr. Price, would no doubt 
-enter and deal very effectively with the taxation of silver imports, (Hear, 
hear) about which he addressed the House last year, and my Honourable 
friend, Sir Frank Cartel', as a member of the ·Sugar Commission, can deal with 
sugar, and tell you whether an excise duty can be borne. Then we have possi-
bilities in our excise duty on Timber, Shellac, Tobacco, including Cigarettes, an 
increase in the excise duty on Jute. I have heard it said, perhaps in levity, 
that a tax on Barristers and Vakils would be very remunerative. (Laughter.) I 
doubt whether it;will meet with the support of this House. (A roiclJ :' Weare 
already o"er-taxed'.) And last, but by no means least, I suggest the issue of 
Premium Bonds. I believe Sir Malcolm Hailey is a gambler at heart, 
judging by the way in which he manipulates our finances, and, as a gambler's 
last throw, let me commend premium bonds as a money-making proposition j 
and for further information I may refer him to Sir Montagu Webb and 
Mr. Nigel Patton, hoth experts on this subject. Now that the Bengal 
Government propose to recognise betting on horse race3 as a legal form of 
gain, or perhaps I should say loss, and intend to replenish their Budget 
deficits by what they facetiously term an 'amusement tax' on betting, why 
should we continue to have any qualms of conscience in regard to Premium 
Bonds which are surely a very innocent and poplllar form of speculation, or; as 
Bengal would term it, 'Amusement' and· at the same time most profitable 
to Government, judging by the experience of Foreign Governments? If the 
Honourable Member does not perhaps approve of the idea. of a mxation 
competition, I feel tempted to suggest our panacea for all ills--an Assembly 
Committee with a non-official majority, were it not for the fact that experience 
goes to prove much time and money is wasted with but little to show. I, 
therefore, suggest that an expert in taxation be attached to the Finance 
Department who would not be encumbered by the details of administration and 
would have time to study our system of finance and taxation and advise the 
Finance Member whether or not-the basis of our taxation is as broad an;! firm 
as it can be made. 

In criticism of the proposed taxation, I desire to draw the attention of 
the House to the very disturbing effect this annual increase in taxation of 
• the same class of merchandise has both on the trade and the public, and 
herein lies grave danger to the Honourable the Finance Member's expectation 
of much gain from increasing imports, for the trade cannot stand up against 
such frequent volcanic upheavals. I venture t. say, the necessary adjustments 
in retail prices due to the increased duty in last year's Bndget have even 
DOW been barely complt!ted owing to the working off of old stock at former 
•• • 
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prices, and, just as the public are settling down to new and increased prices, 
along comes a further bomb-I'hell in a l'epetition of the increase. There 
is also an a~ ec  of the ~se that may have escared the Honourable the 
Finance :Member's attention, that, in these adjustments, it is frequently 
not possible to pass on to the consumer the exact amount of the increased 
taxation, and his suffering is even more severe than it was intended to 
inflict. The result may well Qe a heavy fall in consumption, as there is a. 
• limit to expenditme without a corresponding increase in pay, and the Finance 
Member then awakes to the fact that the -goose is dead. He sorrowfully 
admits this in connection with wines and tobacco, to which, 1 have previously 
referred. 

As regards the increase of ad 1'alorem duty from 11 to 15 per cent., I 
~a e no partieular comment to make, except that the tax is unduly severe 
III many instances and may well retard that expansion in imports the 
Honourable the Finance Member so hopefully looks for. The increase in 
the Cotton excise duty and the 5 per cent. duty on imported Yarn seems to 
follow as a neceS!iary consequence. The increase in the duty on Machinery, 
Iron and Steel, and Railway material is surely a retrograde step, however 
attractive the anticipated 4 crores 5 lakhs may appear. 'Ve are crying out 
for the manufacturing development of India and here we impose a serious 
handicap by increasing the duty from 2! to 10 per cent. This, I 
advocate, 8hould be removed or the Tariff revised. Matches and salt 
have come in for adverse criticism from my friends opposite, but. possibly, 
the objections to the increase are more sentimental than real, for it is 
difficult to realise how an increase of only] 2 ann as per annum to a 
houli'ehold of four can be regarded as a hardship in these days of increasp.d. 
wages. It has to be borne in mind, when 1 refer til increased wages 
that in some directions they do not appear to be required nor do the people 
appear to be short of money. I think the. coal district will bear with me· 
when 1 say that. where a man formerly worked six days a week, and now 
. gets,.double pay, therefore he works for three days on1y-1 should imagine the 
extra duty on 'fextile goods will be more severely felt by the masses. 

The gamble for a problematical 'extra 311 lakhs from spirits might well 
have been defefl'ed to allow the trade to settle down. It was only last year, 
Sir Malcolm IT ailey said, any attempt to raise the duties higher might yield 
less revenue and this year he admits to taking the maximum revenue possible. 
I have received a letter from a friend in the trade who writes to me as follows: 
, The trade was wholly unprepared for another increase so soon after the staggering 

blow it received Illst year. Sales were seriously affected as the big drop in imports has 
conclusively proved, and it look s rather like .vindictiveness to hit. ~ again for SO paltry 
a Bum 8S ~  lakhs. at a time when the purr-haslng o~r of the pubhc 18 at a very low ebb. 
It is confidently believed that the duty at Home will be dropped in the next Budget! it 
having over-reached the bounds of pI'ofitable exploitation, and, though ~ would not hke 
to make a similar prediction in the present case, I am perfectly certaIn. that far more 
halm will be done to business concerns directly interested than benefit WIll accrue t.o the 
Government, The fall in imports of whisky, bl'andy, gin and beer was from 807,949 
gallons in 1920 to 617,049 gallonB in 1921: 

.The misnamed luxury tax anticipates an additional yield of 75 la~hs  in. 
spite of the e eri~nce ~ha~  during the greater part. of h~s year, the l.mports 
have been very disappomting. - I fear a further dlsappollltment awllJ.ts our 
optimist and he would be better advised to abQlish h~s special tax altogether. 
1 would like to know how mnch of the 114 la.khs bUdgeted for last yea.r l]u. , 

• 
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been realized. Why bicycles should be considered a luxury I cannot unier-
stand; they are not exactly a joy-ride and are in common use by clerks and 
artisans to take them tii their work. Post office peons also use -this  ' luxury' 
in delivel·y work. Motor cars are also considered a luxury, and I again ask, 
why? I appreciate there may be a desire to check expenditure on costly cars, 
but to discourage motor traffie as a whole is a mishke. The tui even is 
raised to the dignity of a luxury and. will have to pl.y the 30 per cent. not 
only on the-car but also on the tyre and tubes, and this equally applies to the 
many light delivery vans used in the course of business. A duty of 30 per.-
cent. will be welcomed perhaps by American manufacturers as likely to kill 
the import of British and Continental cars, but I question, will the revenue 
• gain thereby? For instance, a ear costing, say, £600 or Rs. 10,000 landed, 
will pay a duty of Rs. 3,000 against Rs. 000 to Rs. 1,500 on the AmerIcan 
car. I maintain that a levy of half the proposed duty would -greatly inerea.se 
the import of the former. 

The raising of railway passenger rates by nearly 25 per cent.lappears very 
drastic in face of the heavy increase during the past few years, and one can 
-only hope the experience in England from high fares will not be followed here. 

My Honourable friend, Mr. Subrahmanayam, will no doubt be pleased, as 
it may solve the problem of overcrowding. I hope suburban traffic will be 
given special concessions, as the raising of fares will be very severely felt by 
the thousands who come to their daily work by train. I would also suggest 
concessions to pilgrims visiting Metas. I realize that Railways should not 
show a loss; but, on the other hand, it is surely wrong to exploit the Railway 
to assist Budget deficits as is now being done. -

I share with many Members the regret that Postal rates have to be raised, 
and desire to put in a plea for the retention of half-anna postl.ge, even if it 
were to be confined to "the familial' small embossed envelope and not to exceed 
t tola in weight- (Hear, hear.) 

a ~n as a whole, I do not. like the Budget: it is very severe 
in some directions, both on the masses and on the well·to-do, while the m-m. 
~f small means is hit in all directions. There is no doubt the Budget will be 
welcomed by the non-eo-operation party (Hear, hear) and add fresh fllel to the 
smouldering fire of discontent, for it is ~erally admitted economic causes are 
the main factor in causing discontent. (Hear, hear.) Reduce the cost of living 
and you have a happy people. (Hear, hear.) Retrenchment will then follow by 
its being possible to reduce the Army. I admit that som,e increJ.sed taxation 
was necessary, but, under the special circumstances of the ca-se, I contend, the 
country would whole-heartedly have supported the Honourable the Finance 
Member in leaving an uncovered deficit very much in excess of 21-crores. He 
talks of bankruptcy, but I doubt if-we are in quite such a parlous shte. Why 
not prepare a balance-sheet as in the case of every business firm and see what 
assets the country has to place to capital account. It is only this year that 
certain expenditure is being debited to capital account, bllt why not ta.ke credit 
for past expenditure less necessary depreciation, and to sOlUe ettent borrow on 
1Ihat oredit, to be repaid on the prosperity years before us he~ ~he country is 
. at peace. That happy state may ,be reached sooner than antlClpated, if the 
Government will only examine the economic causes of discontent and do all in 
,their power to remedy the same instead of, as I said before, adding fuel to the 
_ fire a.nd gwing a fresh lease of life to non-eo-operation which, from all 
~~ ll:D s  had not long to live •. (Hear, hear.) 
• • • 
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. Khan Bahadur Sarfaraz Hussain Khan (Tirhut Division: ·l\fuham-
inadan) : Sir, in paragraph 7 of his speech, the Honourable the Finance-
Member says: 

• Altogether then our expenditure is somewhat over 141 m'ores more than we expected; 
and the total deficit will amount to no less than 34 crores, If you cal1'y your minds back 
to the history of the last three years, the House will realize that this is now the fourth 
deficit in Fuccession. In 1918-19, it amounted to 6 CrOl'e8; in 1919·20, mainly due to the-
Afghan War, the deficit a~ 24 Cl'Ol'eS; our final accounts of 1920·21, swollen br many 
adjustments of arrear expendIture on the Afghan War and the Great War, showed a 

,  L deficit of 26 c)'ores. Adding the 34 O1'ores to which I have just l'efel1'ed, the total e1cess· 
of expenditure over revenue in the foul' years comes to 90 crores.' 

In paragraph 19 of his speech he says: 

• I do not think that it is possible to take up the position that these deficits 'are due to 
transient causes, .that we can look for better times ahead, and that we should consequently 
be justified in leaving things as they are, in the hope that before long our revenues wih 
once more have equalled our expenditure. I must say frankly that I see very little prospect' 
of any sueh equilibrium being a.ttained within a measurable period '. 

Such is, gentlemen, your actual financial position as clearly shown and 
frankly admitted by the Honourable the Finance Member who, furthermore, 
with a view to enable you to solve the problem of how to meet the deficit, 
placed before you three courses that can be adopted, namely, (I) by bud<7ct-
ing for a deficit, (2) by reducing the expenditure, (3) by increasing °the ' 
revenues. And, after giving his reasons for the undesirability and impracti-
cability of (1) budgeting for a deficit and (2) reducing the e en~i re to any 
appreciable extent, he has placed before you his proposals for additional 
taxation, Whatever the causes of the loss of revenue or  of the increase of 
expenditure may be, the question of questions is, whether you are prepared 
to meet the whole deficit by taxation. If you do, y:m will be increasing 
popular discontent. If you do not, you will have to revise the Tariff Bill 
and reduce the Demands for Grants submitted to your vote. 

Military expenditure is no doubt a heavy burden on our financial 
resources, but I am one of those who believe that the safety of a country and 
its peaceful development depend very largely on its military stl'enO'th. 
Military power is the solid foundation of civil power and without civil o~ er 
the fabric of social order is bound to collapse and fall into pieces. Situated· 
as India is, the maintenance of a sufficiently strong army, kept in a state of 
efficiency, seems to me therefore to be an absolute necessity. But, at the· 
same time, I must point out that no military power, however strong, can stem 
the tide of disaffection, and disaffection is the fore-runnel' !Jf social upheaval, 
and social upheaval that of revolution. 
Here, I may be accused of drawing upon my imagination, but that is ·not 

so. Those who had  had the pleasure ~nd the advantage of hearing the 
Budget debates of the late 1\h. Gokhale can appreciate my meaning. 'fhe 
!leed of real discontent was sown when the public demand for the shaping of 
the Budget, according to the needs and requirements of the country, was not 
accepted by the Government and the more Government insisted on the:r 
policy, the more the public discontent grew and incl'eased in violence and 
intensity. 
Now what has Mr. Ganqbi done? He took advantage of the discontent 

:prevailing in the country and iDa: ~ra ed his non co ~ era ion mo e~e l  
_ item of the programme of which JS calculated to alienate the lymrthJe&. 
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of Indians from Great Britain. But what did h~ Government do to· combat 
this growing danger? Instead of looking into the inwardness of the 
situ':ttion, they trifled with Mr. Gandhi and relied more as it seems: 
to me on its military strength. The result has been what you find. 
it now, namely, agitation and irritation on the one side and repressive· 
measures on the other. But this is past history and there is no good crying 
over spilt milk. Still I submit that it would not be a wise policy for 
a constitutioual Government to multiply causes for disaffection and then rnn 
to guard against the effects of such causes. . 

The Honourable the Finance Member has in paragraph 3 of his Budget 
speech said : 

• Thirdly, the conditions of the country have been such, partly economic and partly' 
political, that there has been a complete stagnation of the ordinary activities of internal. 
trade.' 

I should say, improve the economic and the political will disappear automa-
tically. Be less generous on the expenditure side of the Budget; cut your 
coat according to your cloth; obviate the necessity of additional taxation as 
much as possible; inspire more confidence in the . people and then sub-
sequently, if need be, twist the tail of agitators effectively. 

In these circumstances, I would llISk the Honourable the Finance Member 
• and the Government of India to tackle the economic condition of India 
more carefully and I would furthermore wish that their administrative 
genius should save India from a financial crisis just as the military genius 
of Lord Kitchener and his fellow workers saved Great Britain from &. 
military catastrophe. 

Now, gentlemen of the Assembly, representatives of the people as you' 
are, and l"epresenting the various classes and interests as you do and having 
the interests of the people at heart, see that you get a good return for every 
pice of the public money that you spend, an~ prove by your actious and\ 
. deeds and not by words that you are the real frIends of the people and thus' 
save the country from passing into the hands of the agitators. Your-
actions at this Juncture will be watched with very great anxiety, and the-
Assembly will be judged by your fellow countrymen by your work here. 
You have, no doubt, to labour under disabilities, the chief of which is that 
the Demands are divided into votable and non-votable and you are precluded: 
from voting on the non-votable. 

Just a few words regarding taxation. Placed as we are, wa would be· 
compelled by dire necessity to resort to taxation, but generally speaking, I 
may say, we should avoid hitting the poor and avoid taxing the bare 
necessaries of life. The riots and strikes have mostly been found to be due 
to, if not wholly and solely, at -least largely, to economic causes. 

I was interested to >:ead the leader of the 'P.ioneer,' commenting on· 
the Budget, saying that the Finance Member seems to have missed a valu-
able opportunity of placing before the Legislative Assembly and country a. 
~lear a.nd reasoued exposition of the serious economic injury inflicted on India 
by revolutionary a.gitation, the effects of which, unless the evil is rigidly 
suppressed, will be more apparent in future Budgets. I quite agree with the 
, Pioneer) and I take this opportunity of a~ Government not to be-
Unduly inBuenced by ·the temporary ~ s ensio~ of lawless acti!ities in the-
. land.. At the same time,· I mvst po1ot OWlt that mere repre8810n will not.. 
-. , . . • 
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suppress agitation. . Mere repression will only increase agitation and 
Government will have to change its financial policy with a view to lighten 
the burdens of the people. With these few words, 1 bring my remarks to a 
close. 

Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas (Bombay City: Non-Muhammadan Urban) : 
In the brief space of twenty, minutes that are allotted to each Honourable 
Member to discuss the whole Budget, it would be very dilticult for me to 
refer to all the details and criticise them in order that I may place my views 
with regard to the Budget before this Honourable House, and I therefore 
propose to coniine myself particularly to some items of taxation to which I. 
take strong objection. In the first place, let me associate myself with the 
criticism that has been offered in t.his House by my Honourable friend, 
Mr. Rangachariar, on the Budget, especially on the huge and unjustifiable 
·burden of military expenditure that has been mercilessly thrown on this 
poor country. ·We have been told that we may discuss the military expen-
diture, but the Law Officer of the Crown has expressed the opinion that we 
are not entitled to vote upon the military expenditure. The very fact that 
there was found a necessity to refer the matter to the Law Officer of the 
Crown proves that the Government of India Act was not properly drawn 
up, but, leaving aside that argument, I submit, Sir, with due deference. to 
His l!:xcellency the Governor General in Council, that, although he is 
graciously pleased to allow the House to discuss the Military Budget, this 
House, I believe, strongly protests against this mere right of discussion and 
the denial to vote upon an item which is of such vital imporblnce to the country. 
This House, Sir, I want to make it clear, is not a debating society. This House, 
Sir, cannot remain satistied with the mere right of discussing an item which is 
going to tell so heavily on the country and its future prosperity. This House 
demands, and I believe demands emphatically, the right to say what it feels on 
this subject of vital imporlance. Sir, leaving aside the subject of military 
expenditure, I associate myself with the remark that was made by my Honour-
able friend, Mr. Darcy Lindsay, that this Budget is most deplorable. If I had 
not known intimately the views of my Honourable friend, the Finance Member, 
I should have heen inclined to believe that probably he wanted to co-operate 
with the non-co-operatol·s in making the reforms a complete failure. For, 
-Sir last year, in the first year of reforms, we were asked to vote an 
additional taxation of. 18 crores. This year we are asked to face a taxation 
()f nearly 32 crores. (A Foice: '29 crores.') What a good beginnins we 
have made. In the first two years of reforms, this poor c.ountry is asked 
to bear an additional burden of a huge taxation of nearly 50 crores of 
l"Upees. Can .there be a. surer way, I l!!Sk, the Government,. of makinjf the 
Reforms a. failure? At a moment when the whole country IS faced WIth a 
.grave situation created by the activities of non-co-operators, I fail to under-
strad what prompts the ~ el:nmen  to come ~fore the c?untry with a 
proposal of this character asking It to vote an addi~onal taxatlOn of nearly 
.80 crores of rupees. 

I do not speak here in the interest of one party or another. 
Everyone af us is here to speak what· he thinks is right; 

1 1'.1l.. ,in the intereot of the country, and I cannot help feEfl-:-
ing that if the ~ emmen  ersis ~ ~n hei~  ~olicy of aslting the 
.oountry to bear thiS absolutely ullJustifiable and unbearable borden, 
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they will be doing evelything in their power to defeat the aim that we have 
at heart of making the reforms a success (Hear, hear), to shake the solid 
faith·that we ha.ve in the reforms, and to help the activities of those who are 
'Out to overthrow the Government of the country. But r come at once to the 
method that is suggested by the Honourable the Finance Member of meetinO' 
this heavy expenditure,-the form of taxation that the Honourable h~ 
Fina.nce Member has suggested to this House that we should adopt; and, 
speaking on these additional items of taxation, I want t<;> make my position 
perfectly clear in rega.rd to this. The House is aware, Sir, that I am a 
member of the Fiscal Commission that has been appointed by the Govern-
ment of India to recommend the best fiscal policy that is suitable in the 
i'nterest of the country. While I speak here on the additional items of tax:-
ation, I want to make it clear that nothing th1.t I will say here either com-
mits the members of the Fiscal Commission or myself, in my capacity as 80 
member of the Fiscal Commission, or will in any way affect the view that I 
may ultimately take. along with my colleagues, on the question of the fiscal 
policy for India. But, standing here as a Member of the Legislative 
Assembly representing the city of Bombay, I must offer my criticism 6f this 
policy of additional taxation, especially of the forms of taxation that are 
suggested by my Honourable friend, the Finance Member. 

•  I come first to his proposal to ~o le the salt tax. I ask the Honourable 
the Finance Member whether he realizes, or not, that, while the 
incidence of th1'ee annas per head seems to him to be a trifling sum, 
this doubling of the duty on sa.lt will affect considerably the average m3.n 
in India, whose income per head is insignificant. I think J am right when 
I say that the teeming millions of India who consider salt a necessity of life -
and I want the Honourable the Finance Member to remember that most of 
these teeming millions are vegetarians and therefore for them salt is a npcessity 
-have all along protested against the duty that existed on salt. Will the\' be 
prepared to bear this additional burden? I am afraid they will not. Aild I 
again repeat that increasing the salt tax is encouraging the growth of discon-
tent among the masses who are already being exploited, whose ignorance is 
already being exploited, by the non-eo-opera.tors. Well, lea.ve the salt hi 
aside. Let us come to the Honourable the Finance Member's pt'oposal for 
illcreasing the Customs duty. I admit that there is a good deal of force in the 
argument of the Honourable the Finance Membet' that, when the country is 
faced with a deficit, Customs is one source to which he may look for addition;).l 
revenue. But I submit that the Honourable the Finance Member has made a 
great mistake in including among his proposals that of asking the people of 
this country to pay an excise duty, an additional excise duty i A. Yoice: 'On 
cotton goods ') -yes, on·cotton goods. The Honourable the Finance em ~r 

says that' in framing our proposals we have, however, endeavoured to .preserve 
to the greatest possible extent the general cha.racter of the present tariff and 
the generaf relation inter IJC of the various duties '. I question, Sir, the truth 
of the remarks that have, with the best of intentions I am sure, been ·made by 
h~ Honourable the Fina.nce Member. I ask the Finance Member whether, 
when he proposes to levy a.n additional excise duty 011 cotton goods, he departs 
or not. from the principle that has . been laid down. by his predecessors. In' 
19'16" when the import . duty. was first raised by Lord Hardinge's 
Government, a definite promise \\as given, both by the present Honourable . 

c 
• • 
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Fina.nce Member's predecessor and by His Excellency Lord Hardinge, that. 
however much the import duty ma.y be raised, the excise duty, which revived' 
all-the bitter memories of the controversies between Lancashire and India or 
the old days, whioh led a great statesma.n like Mr. Gokhale to say that the 
dal'kest spot in the administration of India was the selfish fiscal policy that 
was imposed on India, which has afforded to Lancashire an unjust pro-
tection over India, in the beginning of its industrial development that that 
duty would remain intact, and not only remain intact but would be abolished 
the moment financial considerations permitted it. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey (Finance :Member): Will the 
Honourable :Memher kindly give me the reference for his previous statemen't 
that the duty would never be increased? 

Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas: I shall just quote the words of Lorel 
Hardinge himself to prove the correctness of my statement, 

Lord Hardinge said in his Budget speech in UhG: 
, Sir William Meyer has explained the attitude of His Majesty's Government towards 

the proposal made by the Government of India that in the new taxation proposed in this 
Budget the import duty on cotton should be raised, leaving the excise duty on cotton at 
its present rate, an assurance being given by His Majesty's Government of the future 
abolition of the excise duty as soon as the financial situation would pernfit of such a course, 
and, further, I need hardly say that the Government of India have no desire to create 
conb'oversies here in England or anywhere else at the present time by the discussion of 
questions affecting Indian intel'ests; but they are glad to have had the opportunitv of 
placing on official record their views that the import duty on cotton bbric should be rai"sed 
and that the exeise duty should for the present remain at its actual figure, and an ass ranc~ 
given that it will be abolished as soon as financial considerations will permit.' 

I ask the Honourable Finance Member whether it amounts to this or not 
that the intention of Lord Hardinge's Government, although they ~o ld not 
abolish it at the moment, was never to enhance it in the future. 

But why has this proposal come from the Honourable the Finance 
Member? The Honourable the Finance Member says that he maintains 
the character of the present tariff. A policy was laid down in 1916-and' 
this policy was subsequently cal'l'ied out last year also,-of raising, for the 
purposes of revenue, the import duty as occasion required and of leavinO' the-
excise duty intact; I would ask the Finance Member whether he d;'es 01" 
does not depart from that policy, which was laid down in 1916 and subse-
quently adopted by him, when he make's a proposal for increasing the 
excise duty? Sir, I do not want to go into the history of the excise duty. 
Honourable Members of the House are awfiore that the very mention of 
excise duty revives in our minds the old and bitter controversy between 
Lancashire and India when the interests of India were always subordi-
nated to the interests of anc~hire  I want to ask, Sir, whether or 
not the Honourable the Finance Member has, unconsciously perhaps, 
played .into the hands of ·the Lancashire people when he comes out with a 
proposal to increase the excise duty. Throughout the last year we have ~en 
that agitation has been going ~n in England from day to day asking the-
Secretary of State to lessen the burden of the import duty and to raise the 
countervailing excise duty, and now the Honourable the Finance Member comes 
,with a proposal to levy an a.dditional excise duty. Sir, it is a fact well known 
; ,flo all the Honourable· Members of this HoUse that, while imp&t.ed cloth is: . . 
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used by only a fraction of the people of India, mill-made cloth is used bY 
the masses of India; and when you place an additional burden of four per 
cent. on tha.t mill-made cloth, it is not the mill-owner alone who will meet the 
extra cost from his pocket, but the poor consumer-one of' those teeming 
millions of India-who will have to bear the additional burden of the 
4 per cent. I ask the Honourable the : in~nce Member, when England was 
faced with the gra,"est financial considerations during the war and when 
every possible and conceivable avenue'of additional taxation was explored,. did 
ever anyone in England venture to sug'gest that the prqductil)n of cloth in 
that countn" should be taxed? Does the Honourable thc Finance Member 
mean to sa)' that, if such a propmlal had been made in England, it would not 
'have met with the greatest possible opposition from Lancashire merchants 
and the people of Great Britain? And yet,  in India, a proposal of that 
character, for taxing the poor consumer for a necessit.," of life, is made 
and we are told that we must look on it with equanimity because the 
finan ~ial considerations of the Government of India demand that mch a 
duty should be levied. Sir, I think that the House will be at one with 
me when I say that not only this House, not only the mill-owners-
iIi whose interests certainly I am not standing here,-but the whole 
population of India resents strongly the levy, the imposition of this duty. 

• If in the year 1922, in the second year of the Reforms, this proposal is 
persisted in by the Honourable the Finance Member, the only inference that 
we can draw from it is that it is Dot this Assembly which is to guide the 
Government with regard to its future policy, but that our interests are still 
to be subordinated to the interests of Lancashire, and that we al'e to be ruled 
in the interests of, and at the dictation of, the merchants of Lancashire. Sir, 
I strongly protest against this excise duty and I feel that, considering 
especially the times in which we are livin5 to-day, no more unfortunate 
proposal. could have been made by any Finance Member. 

I then come to the increase in railway fares •  •  •  •  • 

Mr. President: The Honourable Member's time is nearly up. 
Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas: I want to point out, Sir, that along with 

the excise duty, the additional duty of 7l per cent. on machinery and the 
duty of 15 per cent. on stores, dye-stuffs and sizing materials, will increase 
the burden on the industl"y of India and that all the proposals that underlie 
the principle of this Budget will have the effect of penalizing the industry of 
India, on the growth of which depends the future prosperity of this country. 

Sir one word more and I will have done. There is a proposal to increase 
railway fares. I submit, Sir, that, even if a case is made out for the neceFsity 
for an increase, I hope this House will see to it that no additional burden 
fa.lls on the third class passengers:who are Being very badly treated compared 
to the bulk of the revenue that they pay to the treasury. Sir, I am afraid 
I have exceeded the time limit, but I hope that, considering the gravity of 
the situation and considering the fact that we are asked to sacrifice the 
.,rinciple for wh!ch we have ~oo h  all ~he~ years, th.ese new r~ osals for 
additional ta.xatlon and especmlly the pnl,1clple onderlymg them will not be 
accepted by the House. 

Ir. P. E. Percival (Bombay: Nominated Q1ficial) :  I do not wish, and I 
shall-not attempt, to speak on behalf of the Government of India, which 

• oJ 

• • • 
.. 
• 
• 
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I do not represent I only wish to say a few words as an onlooker, though 
possibly ·from a different point of view from that of some of ~e Members 
here. Now, in " .. egard to the additional taxation, I will not add anything, 
except to point out that, while several Members have asked for reduction of 
taxation, we have not yet heard auy proposal for increasing taxation, in order 
to make up the deficit with which we are faced. I believe, however, that 
the Honourable Mr. Spence has some proposals to make on those lines, 
The1·e is one thing, to which I wish to refer, in the Honourable Mr. Jamnadas 
Dwarka.da.s' speech. . I understood him to say that the mill-owners will not 
pay the additional excise duty. Well, Sir, if they will not pay the additional 
excise duty, they need not trouble over the matter. If the consumer is going 
to pay the excise duty and the mill-owner is not, then, it seems to me, it 
does not materially affect Bombay. 

But Sir, the chief objection that has been taken to the Budget is that 
there is too much extravagance on the part of Government. We have often 
heard that the Government of India is very extravagant. We have heard 
that so often that people have finally come to believe it. But is that assertion 
supported by facts? N ow, Sir, I should like to refer to the remarks of a 
gentleman who hag spoken on this point; and I think that there could 
. hardly be a more independent person anywhere in the British Empire. I 
wish to refer a speech by J .. ord Selborne. Lord Selborne is known more as 
an administrator than a politician. He was First Lord of the Admiralty; 
lIe was High Commissioner in South Africa, and he was Chairman of the 
Joint Committee of the two Houses which sat on the Goyernment of India 
Bill. He is, therefore, an administrator with an experience of three 
different parts of the Empire; and this is what he says: 
, The Government of India was originally formed on the most simple lines possible. 

Its tasks were to preserve order, to administer justice, and to collect the revenue. It 
Teally was an absolutely ideal Government after the conception of Government of the 
Manchester School. I 80 no~ suppose that such an economical Government has ever existed 
efol~ in the history of the world '. (Laughter). 

Those are Lord Selborne's words. If Honourable Members do not 
agree with him I cannot help it. 

'. .  • and I do not suppose that the world will ever again see its like. It is quite 
extraordinary for what it has done with a very small man-power and with the small6llt 
Fossible budget.' 

That is the opinion of an independent gentleman. I will read a few further 
l·emarks of his, which may possibly interest Honourable Members of the 
Treasury Bench: 

, At the present moment, in my judgment, th. Government of India in every De~
ment is entirely und81manned,' (Lau.qkter) _.' and the men who coITespond to MinIsters 
in this Country are grossly over-worked. I want to lay the greatest stress on this-the 
cheapness, the economy, almost the stinginess in man-power of the Government of India at 
present: 

Honourable Members will see that he' used the same adjective as my frienel, 
. Sir Frank Ca.rter, used. regarding t)le Finance Member. 

Dr. H. s. o~ : Is it a c n ri~ ion to CPU1Jclt,)? 

. ~r  P. E .. Percival: .This is a. speech ~e by Lord ~el or e . iJl1919 
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on ~he Government of India. Act. Sir Frank Carter described the Finance 
Member as a stingy man; and that is the position. The Government. of 
India. is stingy. It has always been stingy. (A roice: ' Shame '.) Perhaps, 
however, it may be asked, if the Government is so economical, why is it that 
we have got this deficit? I suggest that the answer can be given in two words, 
namely, the war. If the critics of the Government can mention any other 
countrv in the world, any civilised country, where prices are low and taxes 
are low, where the finances are good and the exchange is good, we shall be 
very·glad to hear of it. There are pensioners in all parts of h~ world looking 
for such a country to live in. (Laughter.) Weare told that the Channel 
}:slands are full of pensioners trying to escape the British Income-tax. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi: Go to Germany. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Or Switzerland. 

Mr. P. E. Percival: At any rate people al'e going to the Channel Islands to 
try to escape the British Income-tax, which, I may mention, is 6 :-:hillings in the 
pound (that is, a little less than;) annas in the rupee), which is 3 times as high as 
the highest rate of income-tax propo;:ed in the present Budget. The Honour. 
able the Finance :Member has in fact pointed out the real reason for this big 
deficit, namely, the abysmal depths to which trade depression has fallen. The 

• same remark was made in the 'Londolt Times' in its financial review of the 
year ] 9 n. It is there stated that the trade depression is the worst that has 
occun-ed for IOU years. In the Same article it is mentioned that the expendi· 
ture of the British Government in 1921 was six times the amount of the 
pre-war expenditure so tLat this trouble and deficit are world-wide and 
universal. 

One other point, which, I think, has not been mentioned by the Honour-
able the Finance Member, but which strikes me, is that we are faced with a 
double difficulty; and that is that, while on the one hand we have got a slump, 
Oil the other hand at the same time we have got high prices-that is to !;ay 
comparatively high prices when compared with the pre-war prices-and this 
is a point which, I think, perhaps is not sufficiently remembered. If prices 
have increased flO per cent, it is evident that a Budget of 150 cr01'eS now is 
the same as a Budget of 100 crOl'es in the past. There is no real 
increase, but only a re-adjustment in accordance with the prices 11l1ing 
at the present time. I do not know how far prices have increased. I 
I!.ee, however, in the statement regarding labour in Bombay that there is 
an increase of 73 per cent. in the prices of articles required by labonrers 
there over the prices in July, 1914. This brings me to another point to 
which I wish to refer. It is sUj"gested that the Budget may be equalised 
to some extent by curtailment of expenditUl"e on the civil side. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Military and civil, both. 

Ir. P. E. Perciva.l: But my question is whether it is capable of any 
qprtailment of expenditure on the eiTil side. The Honourable the Finance 
Member spoke as follows: 
, We have agreed ~ Recede to the desire of the Assembly for the appointment of a 

Committee of retrenchment and an annonncement will.hortly be made on tlie subject. But 
the field of civil expenditure over which that inquiry !an range i. small; it does not 
extend'to xft.ore than 10 crores; and though retrenchment may and DO doubt will be 
effected, it could have but a mi1lor effect in restoring the balance: 
• • 
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Our body of Government servants, pensioners and !'o fOlth, are the 

persons who suffer more than anybody else from the increased prices. Others 
ma"V han, gained or ma," have lost, as for example, the manufacturers, traders, 
agriculturists, etc. But the poorly paid Government sen'ant is bound to lo!'e 
by increased prices. We shall, therefore, not be justified in reducing the pay 
of these Government servants. Little will be gained by so doing. It cannot 
be held that by reducing the pay of the low-paid Government servants, it will, 
to any material extent, meet the deficit. The only way to meet the deficit, 
Sir, is by increased taxation. (A voice: 'vVe do not want to reduce the pay 
of the low-paid Government servants '.) The Honourable Mr. Harchandrai 
Vishindas said that a very sweeping cUltailment of expenditure is necessary. 

Dr. H. S. Gaur: From the top. 

Mr. P. E. Percival: I do suggest that it cannot be done on the civil 
side. 

There is just one other point to which I wish to refer. I have heard it 
stated-I am not in the confidence of the Democratic Party or of any other 
Party-but I understand that some suggestion is made that taxation should 
not be increased, because objection is taken to cCltain items in the Military 
Budget. I am sure that that is a position which will not be accepted by this 
House. Let us consider for a. moment the constitutional position. It is simply 
this. There are A and B, two parts of the expenditure. A is votable and B is 
non-votable. No~  the Assembly may change A to A-I; and then A-I 
plts8 B should be e'1ual to C, the total on the revenue side. Now this 
amount C the Assembly may obtain in any way that they may desire, by 
reducing one tax: and increasing another. But one cannot say that, because 
the Assembly do not approve of B, which is a non-votable item, therefore, 
they will be justified in refusing to vote the necessary taxes, in order to 
make up a sufficient amount on the revenue side. It cannot be held that, 
because the Assembly do not approve of any particular non-votable item, 
therefore on account of any difference of opinion in respect of that item, 
they would be justified in l'efusing to vote the necessary taxes for the ad-
ministration of the country. Well, Sir, in the discussion on :Mr. Mazumdar's 
Resolution in Simla, it was pointed out-and rightly pointed out-that this 
Assembly had gained a reputation for sobriety and statesmanship. I ven-
ture to suggest that that reputation was gained, more than by anything 
else, by the action that was taken in this Assembly last year, in 1.Ia.rch 
1921, in connection with the Budget of 1921-22. Sir, I am sure the Assembly 
will not turn back on their decision of last year, but that they will adopt 
the same principle this year j that they will,again rise to the occasion, and that 
they will do all that they possibly can to maintain the credit and the finan-
cial stability of the country. . 

The Assembly then adjourned for IJUllch till Half Past Two of the Clock. 

( 

The Assembly re-assembled after Lunch at Half Past Two of the Clock. 
Mr. President was in the Chair . 

.. 
Ir. lIanmohandas Ramji (Indian Merchants' Chat6ber and 
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.:Bureau: Indian Commerce): Sir, I rise very reluctantly as I have t(} perform 
a l'"d.ther painful duty. But as it is a duty all the same, I feel as in duty 
bound that I cannot let this opportunity slip without submitting an emphatic 
protest to the proposals made in the Budget by the Honourable the Finance 
Member. 

It is indeed a matter of regret to find so high a deRcit as that of 3.t crores 
1)f rupees. The Honourable the Finance l\fembet· realised the gravity of 
the situation, as his words quite in the beginning indicate. They are: 

, The world was watchin!1: to see how this, the youngest of Parliaments, would meet 
a test, which might have strained the capacity of many an older institution .' . 
True; very true; really it is a very severe test through which we are 
passing. But then, I am afraid I must point out that the course suggested 
by him IS not a judicious one to meet the situation. Instead of effecting 
.any reducticn in the expenditure, he comes before the House and asks for 
a tremendous incr~ase in the already heavy taxation. I am sorry to find, 
Sir, that there is not the slightest indication any where in the whole Budget 
for'retrenchment. I know that we are asked to live under hopes. We have 
been told that we are committed to aniuquiry into the steps necessary to effect 
retrenchment, a'ld also that the field of expenditure, civil expenditure, over 

• which that inquiry is to be held, is small. 

May I ask this Assembly to consider and consider seriously whether it 
will be right on our part to go on sanctioning more and more taxation vear 
'lifter year, especially when we have been already informed by our worthy 
Finance Minister that there is only a limited scope for retrenchment of 
·expenditure in the Civil Departments? I daresay some limited scope may 
be found in the Railway and Post and Telegrd.ph Departments. The fact is 
that the expenses go up from year to year on the contrary. 

Goods rates have been increased on the Railways; it is proposed to 
'increase passenger fares by 25 per cent. 'Within the last few years passenger 
fares have gone up nearly :l! to 4 times. The Railway Department, I beg 
to assure the House, can spend as much money as may possibly be provided 
to it for expenses; while there is little or no possibility of reduction of any 
kind. 
Then comes the great question of the military expenses. ,\\T e have no 

control over the expenses. They must be paid, however exorbitant they 
might be from our standpoint. Weare unable to reduce them by the Act, 
and we are not responsible for them. '\\'ithin a short period the military 
-expenses have gone up three times. The position we are face to face with 
Is that, on the one hand, there i~ a tremendous deficit in the Budget, and, 
on the other hand, our conscience within tells us that the heavy burden of 
the increased taxes will be too much for the poorer people of the land, and 
they will not be able to tolerate the same even unpleasantly. Let us survey the 
whole situation calmly. 
• We voted for increased taxation to the extent of nearly 18 Cl'l>res mst 
y,ear and .wityin two years very neady 50 crores. To make up this deficit 
we have to sanction a la.rge increase in taxes, as for instance, 25 per cent. 
in passenger fares, 10 per cent. on the already ~i h duty on sugar of J 5 per 
(lent., i e.: altogether 25 per cent. on that important commodjty of daily . 
• • • • 

• 
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consumption. Machinel-Y, ships and ship-building materials and Railway 
materials will have a duty which. will be four times, i.e., from ~ per cent. 
it will have to go up to IO per cent. under the proposed increases. Locally 
manufactured piece-goods 7 t per cent.; the duty on salt is proposed to be 
doubled. An enormous increase in income-tax and super-tax has been 
proposed. The postal rates have been coubled. Duty on yarn used on 
hand-looms is to be 5 per cent. j duty on matches to be four times, i.e., 
from 6 annas it will jump up to 24 annas per gross boxes. It may be 
noticed very clearly that the majority of the taxes have to be borne by the 
poorer people of India. Salt, matches, postcards, tobacco, locally manufactured: 
cloth and the like commodities have to be consumed by the masses of the·, 
people, who are poor everywhere, but specially so in· this poverty-stricken 
land, poor India, Gaarib Ilillrluslali. The average increase in taxation 
within the last two years comes to one rupee and eight annas per 'head per 
annum. 

'N ow let me say a word regarding the propo:;ed illCrease in cotton 
excise duty. This duty is obnoxious and a very contentious history, ,If 
this duty is sanctioned, it will bring 5 crores and 3 lakhs of rupees instead 
of 2 crores and 20 lakhs, or roughly 2 crores and SO lakhs more than last 
year. Let us now compare this increase with the proposed increase in 
the duty on the imported piece-goods. It is proposed to increase it from 
5 crores to 6 crores and bllakhs. Locally produced cloth tax will increase 
by 2 C1'ores and SO lakhs while imported piece-goods have been calculated to 
bring in only one (;rore and 81 lakhs more of tax. Is this fair? Is this 
the way in which you are going to protect yOUl' industries? 'l'his is 
all evidently quite alright for the Manchester merchants, but not for us 
Indians, permit me' to point out. ~e are all aware how bitterly Lancashire 
agitated and waited in a deputation on the Secretary of State last year. and 
we all know that our Go\'ernment had to yield at last. I assert positively 
that no country or nation on earth could have tolerated such a treatment 
from its Government even for a moment. ·What right has Lancashire to> 
dictate? I forget, Sir, that this is India and anything and everything will 
be possible and will do here. But permit me to point out to Lancashire that 
those days of dictating ha\'e gone and we are able at least to shape our OW11 
fiscal policy as we like now. The injustice does not stop here; it goel!-
a step further still. 

All the stores, dye-stuffs, sizing and finishing ingredients have been 
proposed to be taxed with a, duty of 15 pel' cent. to be paid twice over. 
Machinery of all kinds and the spare parts thereof will bear a duty of' 
10 per cent. if the present Pl'oposals are. to be accepted. This proposal, 
Sir, to subject machinery to a tax of III per cent. means a tax on Capital. 
May I ask if this is wise or just? Can a tax be imposed on Capital justly, 
or even wisely? I shall not answer this question. I shall simply quote the 
words of our distinguished past and present Finance Members. 

When the Ta.riff Amendment Act (XVI of 1894) came up, the then 
Finance Member, Sir James Westland, made the following remarks : 

C Imported machinery we all accept as necessary to exempt, any other cOU1'8e wouJd be-
tax on Capital, a tax on our own .nanufactures and a protection to competitors outside-
IndUL' • 
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He further said : 
• The exemption of Machinery we based on the principle that it was undesirable to burden: 

it with a 5 per cent. duty, Capital employed in the productive industries of the Country.' 

Then again last year only did our Sir Malcolm Hailey, when introducing· 
the Budget, say: 

.. • In the interest of India's industrial d.evelopment increased taxatioIL on Machinel·y,· 
Metal and Railway plant, is undesirable .' 

It will be observed by the Assembly that both Sir James and Sir Malcolm 
deprecated the idea of taxing Capital, and yet,it is our misfortune this year that 
even the broad principles and the chief policy is neglected bv the very same 
gentleman who propounded it only so far back as only 12 ~on hs  only one 
single year of 365 days. (Laughter.) The reason is not far to seek or search. 
The deficit in the Budget is rather heavy and you cannot under any circums-
tances reduce your military expenses. Poor India has to pay countervailing-
excise duty on all stores and dye-stuffs twice, and also a duty on Capital t 
The Government of no other country could have dared to do such. things. I 
strongly protest against raising excise duty and duty on machinery. 

Let me examine the proposal to raise this countervailing excise duty more 
closely. :Mills will have to pay by way of tat 5 m·ores and 3 lakhs 
• next year against 2 crores and ~  lakns of last year, while imported foreign 
goods, I mean piece-goods, will pay 6 Cl'ores and Sllakhs next year against 
5 crores of the last year. The above figures prove very clearly that the 
Iudian manufacturer will ha,'e to pay much more than his competitor from 
a foreign land. Besides this a .further burden will fall on the Indian 
manufacturers. They will have to pay nearly 10 lakhs more by way of taxes 
on stores, dyes and spare parts. They will have to bear further freight chargl's 
on coal, and machinery. In all, I think, the Indian Mills will have to pay 3 
crOl'es and ;)0 lakhs, while the duty .on imported foreign piece-goods will be 
only 1 crore and 81 lakhs more. 

This measure, permit me to point out, will protect Lancashire mills very 
largely and the Japanese mills only to some extent Play note very 
kindly that this charity will he at the expense of the poor Indian people. 
Weare all aware how Lancashil'e agitated so that countervailing excise· 
duty may be imposed, and the l'esult is there, all too well known to you all 
to need any mention here, No other country or nation could ever bear this 
treatment at the hands of its Government, But this is poor India! Helpless 
India! 1vfa.y I ask if it is governed to protect foreign industries? 

If the Honourable the Finance Member wanted to make up the deficit in the-
Budget, he should not have touched this importalt industry alone, but the 
burden should have been equaly disiributed over all Indian industries, such as. 
the Iron and Steel Industry, Jute Mills, Coal Mines, Oil :Mills, FloUl' Mills, etc. 
All these are companies, big concerns, why not tax them all, if that tax is 
justified from any standpoint or view? Why have you selected this particular· 
industry to be penalised ? 

Besides this, Sir, poor Indians will ha.ve to pay double rate of tax for· 
salt; for matches they will ha.ve to pay four times. Within the last four 
years, we have spent gO crores of rupees. The a.x&tion has been increased. 
by 50 cron!ls within the short period of two years, which works out at the rate: . , 

• • • 
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~f l~ rupee more per head. Now, Sir, the' question is how far and how 
long this increase in taxes will continue. By retrenchment YOll can cer-
tainly save a few lakhs here and a few lakhs there, but that will' not help you 
unless you can reduce your military expenses by 20 to 25 Cl·ores. It rests 
with the Government now whether they will or can reduce the military 
expenses. If they do not do it now, I am afraid it will be impossible for • 
them to govern this country. People have been taxed to their utmost capacity, 

_ they are quite unable to pay any more taxes. Reduce the expenses of the 
Military Depaliment, even at the risk of efficiEnCY and even safety; withdraw 
from Waziristan, reduce civil expenses, Indianise your services, and d~ e,'ery-
thing possible to died economy, otherwise it will be difficult to goverll India. , 

The Indian :Merchants Chamber suggests a diversion of 6 crores of 
interests in paper currency reserve and excess of gold standard reserve to 
revenue; they also consider cancellation of notes with dismay and fear a 
serious financial crisis, which will prove disastrous to trade, industries and 
Government finances. 

Under all these conditions, and for all the other reasons that I have ad-
vanced, I considE'r that I must protest very strongly and oppose all demands for 
new taxation except increase in customs duty, with the exception of machinel'Y 
:and stores. I further consider that it would be best for this House not to 
become a party to the increase of taxes, but let the Government take the 
-responsibility and do as they like: let them reduce the military expenses or 
increase the taxes as they choose or think best for themselves, for their 
stability and for the good of the country they are governing. Let the entire 
-responsibility be theirs, 

Haji Wajih-ud-din (Cities ofthe United Provinces: Muhammadan Urban: 
Sir, the present Budget comes as a great shock :md the public in general is 
'rnth,ll' thunderstruck by the extraordinary increase all round. V\T e 
anticipated a deficit, no doubt, as the prevailing ch'cumstances are such 
that a deficit was sure and certain, but, when it was an admitted fact 
that the country is passing through hig'hly disastrous conditions, the popula-
tion is on the very verge of bankruptcy, and the discontentment was due more 
to economic causes than to any thing else, so, under the circumstances, Sir, it 
was not a sound policy to adopt such measures as may l'ather add to than 
,;alleviate the present sufferings and hardships. The presl-lnt Budget, if 
adopted just as proposed, I may be excused for saying. would be nothing more 
than to fan the Hames, and would celtainly increase the depression all the 
more in the commerce and industry of the country, thus helping to widen the 
·discontent in the public mind. '1'he poor are already badly hit, and no doubt 
the increase in postal rates, passenger fmres, and duty on articles largely 
consumed by the poor. will, no doubt, render them totally insolvent. I may 
'be allowed to say, Sir, that the Government are not retrenching their 
,expenditure as much as they ought to do, and that they should have found 
money from other sources than merely from trade and commerce. Sir, if the 
Budget were carefully scrutinized, it would be clear that the Government h~s 
not exercised economy to the fullest extent possible. The Government are 
well aware how far the present Reforms are approved by the country and 
-.it is feared how much mor&-· the continuous increase in. the already heavy 
taxes and duties since their inauguration will render them still°unpoptila.r • . 

• 
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I a,m afraid, Sir, the non-co-operators will find another opportunity to·perturb 
he public mind which is already greatly disturbed. (Hear, hear.) 

I would have been very glad to see the actual luxuries taxed twice as 
much as before, but it is highly disappointing to find many necessities of 
life among the luxury schedule of 30 per cent. and several of the highest 
necessaries being proposed at somewhere near cent. per cent. Take for 
example, matches and salt. Can an:v one say that the.v are something else 
than the urgent necessities of life? The average price of ordinary matches 
is something about Rs. 1-8-0 per gross, and to tax them Rs. 1-8-0 per gl'OSS is 
surely nothing less than cent. per cent. As for common salt, I may say, 
;Sir, that the pre-war rates were about 6 pies per seer. Even in times of 
war, when it was difficult to get hold of this commodity for want of wagons, 
the price did not go up more than one anna per seer. But now we are 
going to tax it at a rate of one anna per see I" (Hear, hear.) May 
I venture to ask my Honourable friend, the l!'inance Minister, who is going 
to suffer from this enormous and unjust taxation? N one but the poor, whose 
daily diet is nothing but bread and salt. Sir, it is very easy to say in this 
,spacious hall that the salt duty will tal[ only three annas per head per annum, 
'but it is very difficult to realise how this three aunas will be spared by the 
poor and how many heads will suffer for this three al1nas. A Persian poet 
has rightly said: 

" Dh, you, Sir, whose foot not a thorn has pierced, how can you know the 
condition of those who are hit on the head by the sword of misery! 

Kerosene is another instance of those daily necessities on which the duty 
is being enhanced. The selling price will no doubt be proportionately 
increased, and again the poor man, who has a very limited means of liveli-
·hood, is bound to suffer. I quite agree with my Honourable friend, 
Mr. Darcy Lindsay, in saying that bicycles can never be considered a luxury 
when they are now generally used by peons both in Government and business 
'()ffices throughout the country. As the House knows, I am the owner of 
'one of the cycle importing firms in the United Provinces who import a.nd 
.o.eallargely in cydes,.and I know vel'y well that the number of purchaser;; 
-of cycles who use it for pleasure purposes is very small. 
Besides the increase in duty, Sir, there is going to be an all-round increase 

in goods freight of 25 per cent. from the 1st proximo, which will mean 
;another substantial advance in rates on all those stuffs, and I am afraid the 
country will be left short of a ruinous state. B.v the increase of prices 
ihe consumption is bonnd to be reduced, as we have already experienced, 
.and therefore, the objPct of iucreasing the revenue will not be attained 
'at all. May I suggest to tax gold and silver, which are so freely imported 
into 'India and are only luxullies, to double the duty on liquors, the 
:great muisance of the countt-y, and to transfer precious stones, piece-goods 
.and othel' textile fabrics, petfumery and marbles, from pal-t V to part VI, as 
well as aeroplanes from part III to palt VI; and I am sure by doing so we 
.are to get revenue increased without cutting the throats of the poor . 
• Again. Sir, any increase in postal rates is another hit, especially to the 
;poor, and an advancement from the declared policy. I would never agree 
ttl the abolition of pice postcards and .half-anna envelooes, bnt I would 
wggest, Sir. that the three-pice postage may be a~lished and from t tola to 2l 
tola. an aDDa may be char e~  ~ up to I tola the same i aDDa may be continued . 
• .. 
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It is not fair that an ·anna should be charged on letters passing through 
Indian territory which is a very limited radius if compared with 2 annas charged 
on letters passing between India and Australia -from one end of the world to 
the other. May I suggest, Sir, that a universal rate of 3 annas be fixed for-
all foreign countries either in or out of the United Kingdom to make up the-
deficit in postal income. -

In conclusion, I earnestly hope that my remarks will receive kind and 
• careful consideration of the House to meet the critical situation of the country. 

Mr. R. A. Spence (Bombay: European) : Sir, I would not for one moment. 
that this Assembly should believe that I am not in sincere sympathy with the 
Honourable the Finance Member when he stands before this House to make 
his apologia pro anno 8UO. He has my sympathy in the woes which he 
enumerates; he has my admiration for the manly vigour with which he faces 
his difficulties and my high hopes that he will be able to overcome them. 
But when he tells this House that no part or this deficit could have been 
avoided, I would remind him that he closed the last year's debate with a 
statement that this House had given him all that he asked for and with a 
query as to why he should be pressed to take more than he asked for? Also, 
when he says that his rosy computations of the average rate (If exchange 
throughout the year passed this Assembly without challenge or m·iticism, well,. 
I cannot bring my memory into line wiHl his .  •  .  . 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I rise to a point of order, Sir. 
I did not make the statement attributed to me by Mr. Spence; and if his: 
memory is so good I would ask him to repeat the exact words which I did use-
in that connection. 

Mr. R. A. Spence: I will try to bring my memory into line. I have not 
got the exact words for the moment; and I am afraid that the Honourable-
Member's memory may be a little bit better than mine, but I understood 
him to say that. I apologise. Anyhow, it is a very good thing that the 
Finance Member has a good memory. I must congratulate him 011 that. 
But, despite his good memory, I am afraid-with the tears that I am shed--
ding this moment over my lack of memory-that this Budget is indeed a 
Budget of tears, and tears will contribute nothing to revenue, unless perhaps 
it would be to the salt revenue and that only in exiguous degree. But I must 
express my admiration for the way in which the Honourable the Finance 
Member in this transitional period of our fiscal recreation has adopted a 
policy of levying taxation upon consumption rather than upon produ.ction. 
Generally, I shall abstain from the criticism, -that so many Members have-
gone in for, on the actual contents of the Budget. But approving, as I do, 
the policy of taxation of consumption, I can but express my regret that 
the Honourable Member has faltel·ed in his faith, in wOl·d though not in 
deed, bv the introduction of that disastrous word' excise,' the lasting anathelI''iI.. 
of every manufacturer in India. What he has proposed is not an excise 
tax; it is in reality again a tax on consumption, and if he will but re-name it 
so-and from his speech be evidently does intend it to be 80-1 am sure-
that much of the oppositionu hi~h this obnoxious word will produce will. 
disappear .  . 
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IIr. JamnadaB DwarkadaB: Not at all. 

IIr. R. A. Spence: I hope so. I want it to disappear. Moreover, I 
find myself unable to comprehend why, with yarn, one of the staple products 
()f India, he should desire to place any luwer duty on the importation of the 
half manufactured material which is, as we aJI know, in direct conflict with 
the productions of this country, than upOn the importation of the articles 
which are manufactured the'l"efrom, thus giving a clear bounty to competi-
tors in raw material. Again, I would point out that there already exists a 
material industry in India connected with the manufacture of cigarettes of 
low price. This industry is stimulated and wisely stimulated by the fact 
that the duty on unmanufactured tobacco is comparatively a low one, but 
the effect of this wise provision is discounted by the fact that the duty 
imposed upon imported cigarettes is an ad,t'alorelll, one, thu'! stimulating the 
-competition of that which this country can produce, while sterilizing the trade 
in that which it cannot. Now, the Honourable the Finance Member is 
better acquainted with figures than I am; but I doubt if he will contradict 
me in what I say now, that is, that tile figures of last year show that, if this 
duty were changed from an ad t'alorem duty.to an all-round duty of Rs. 4, 

}If)r pound on cigal·ettes, thp. revenue would have been materially increased. 

One of the reasons which the Honourable the Finance :Member has given for 
3 no change in the duty on cigarettes is that any change would 
1'.M. produce a smaller revenue, and, if you come to think of a tax 

()f 75 per cent. on the value of the cigarettes, naturally any change hiO'her 
would produce a smaller revenue, but I maintain that the duty cha~ ed 
from an ad I:alorem one to one of Rs. 4 per lb. would give the Honourable 
the Finance Member a bigger revenue than he is getting at, present. I on!y 
hope that he will agree with my figures, and we all want more money. I 
say that the revenue would be materially increased, but the protection 
()f the existing industry would in no wise be impaired and the importation 
9f a better article than can be locally produced would not be beyond the 
bounds of possibility. . 
Well, Sir, to my mind two points stand out steadily to be consel·ved by all 

lovers of India. These are stability of Exchange and some effort to produce 
a scheme of forward finance which will lead to the eventual assimilation of 
the indigestion patch in our finances created by the war. On these two points 
the Budget which is before us is less remarkable for what it contains than for 

~  it ~i s  I ~o ld remind the ~o se ~a  the period of pre-war. prosperity 
whlCh VISIted India was almost entIrely budt up on a stable Exchange which 
enabled our stream of commerce to flow abroad into those channels which most 
required its irrigation unchecked by serious fluctuation. N ow, the Budget 
newly introduced, with its threat of-the forced resumption of sales of Council 
Bills, is most depressing in its forecast of Exchange, and, the lower the fall of 
exchange, the greater will be the loss·to India by this operation. The Honour-
able Member-I am doubtful, my memory is so bad-but still I think that 
the Honoul-a.ble the Finance Member has clearly foreseen this, for in his 
r8marks upon Exchange, he, the prophet of 1/8, holds out .to us no higher 
possible prospect than 1/4. Last year the Honourable the Finance Member 
.laid a leaden hand on luxuries, and stem ascetic that; he is, classed in thi .. 
-category Buch everyday essentials as umbrellas end motor e&rs. But there 
are two cODSpiCUOUS luxuries imported intothisoountry which in value o_utweigb 

• 
• • 
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almost any other import and yet of one the Honourable the Finance Member 
would appeal' to have said: 
, By Jove I am not· co\"etous for gold.' 

and of the other 
, Sih-er thou pale and common dnldge, I'll none of thee.' 

'Vith regard to gold, I would like to disarm criticism by saying that I am 
l'eferring to gold that is used in the arts, if that might satisfy the Honourable 
the Finance :Member for the moment. But, as you will understand, taxation 
by way of import duty of these two important imports would not only help 
the Exchequer directly, but would serve to steady Exchange and minimise the 
effect of the resumption of the sale of Council Bills. ~ ow what I ndia an ~ 

I am not going to repeat again th'l.t little story of my friend, the Honourable 
:Mr. A bul Kasem, who told us about wants, but what India wants is neither 
high exchange nor low e'(change, but a steady cxchauge which would enahle 
her to entl'r the world's markets with her surplus e'tpOlis Ul1trd.mmelled by 
one of those fluctuating factors which forecast friction and forbid fruition. I 
desire to commend this matter to the consideration of this Honourable Home 
and ask them to consider it without the prejudice which is derived from 
precedent. 

Turning to another point, I would remind the Honourable :Member that hut. 
a year ago he expressed his de!<ire, and lamented his inability, to be honest 
with his creditors. Since then, two committees have sat and reported on the 
subject, but no word of reference to their deliberations has found a place in 
his weighty and well considered Budget speech. Is he still of the opinion 
that ~e would wish to be honest were honesty so expensive as viI-tue ? 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: What abc,ut ? 
lIr. R. A. Spence: That was, yon may probably remember, Sir, about 

the committee which sat about the 31 % loan. 
In commercial practice it is the common habit of Companies to provide 

for a debent8re loan by laying for a period of years an equal charge upon 
revenue to provide for interest and sinking fund, but the Government of 
India has never been the pupil of Commerce, always its preceptor, as witness 
that compendious tome, the Indian Companies Act, which enjoins upon all 
and sundry that they shall, under divers pains and penalties, prefer their 
public accounts in a manner different to that in use by the Imperial Govern-
ment. Wilre the method common in the uninstructed and popular world 
employed by the highly-trained and carefully-selected Government of India~ 
the funds which the Honourable the Finance Member has already allocated 
for this purpose would be sufficient not only to redeem in their due cour"e 
the loan to which they are t;pecifically attached but would serve all;lo to attach 
a sinking fund of one half per cent., to the 3! per cent. rupee loans held in 
India enabling them to be extinguished by repayment in 60 years at par. 

What would be the effect of the re-distl-ibution of these funds already 
allocated? There would be no further drain on the already exhausted 
revenues, but the old premier security of Indis, still a favouri1iea. despite-
its diminished charms, would increase' again in favour until by a pur& 
process of arithmetic it catcied with it all Government securities on to a 
~her plane of price and rendered more easy, first, the considerable loan 

l 
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whic·h the Honourable the Fillance Member counts that he ('an raise this 
year in India and, finally, the eventual absorption into a funding loan of 
that to which I have already referred as the indigestion patch in· our 
.finance. 

Ten years ago, a Finance :Member who proposed to raise a loan of 25 
Cl'ores in India in a single year would have been classed as a madman. 
To-day he is not. It is not ~o difficult, but at what a price, what a price 
for ourselves, what a price !'till more to our grand-children when prosperity 
has returned and eaten up the aftermath of war! 

Let but the House have sufficient patience with me to consider these 
,two points. Doubtless, there will be llIallY critics of that which the Budget 
cODtains and indeed it is a hard task, it is a bitter task, to vote such heavy 
new taxation, but let the o ~e devote some small degree of its attention not 
only to what the Budget contains but also to it what it omits and, with that 
facilit? which is gi,"en to trade hy s ead~  Exchange, with that ease which is 
given to finance by generally lower interest, the next year of our finance, 
"Which comes before us for consideration, may be one of greater ease to 
ollTselves, of greater prosperity to this country, and of less deep anxiety to the 
Honourable the Finance MemLer to "Whom we all owe a debt of gratitude for 
the guidance that he has given us. 

• Mr. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar (Madras: Nominated Non-Official) : Sir, 
the Budget which was introduced this year has been recei,"ed with a chorus of 
disapproval and disappointment throughout the country. There' h8..ve been 
four successive years of deficit, and the deficit has been mounting by Cl'ores of 
rupees. Therefore it is impossible for this Assembly to shoulder the responsi-
bility, having regard to what is in store before us. Sir, the Honourable the-
Finance Membel' has told us that the position is not likely to improve soon, 
and, although Mr. Spence has been more optimistic than the Finance Member 
in believing that better years aud greater prosperity are before us, I believe 
the House will agree with the Finance Member that there is no near prospect 
of our returning to normal conditions. Under these circumstances, Sir, this-
House will have to consider deeply whether it can commit the. people of this' 
country to the Budget which has been presented to us. If it is a passinO": 
year of deficit, we ~i h  with a clear conscience vote for some of h~  
items which the Finance Member has asked us to vote for. But, Sir, with the 
prospect of such a Budget as this continuing for years to come we will have 
to see whether we should undertake the responsibility that the Finance-
Member has asked us to do . .". As has been pointed out by Mr. Manmohandas. 
Ramji, I think this House will be justified in telling the Finance Member,. 
we will have none of that responsibility. You have bl'ougl,lt us to this position .. 
You have for yeal's together been Qeaping up the deficit and you should not 
ask us to share your responsibility, because the responsibility is too heavy; the.· 
l'esponsibility is solely of your making. 

Sir, I had intended to speak this afternoon about the position in hich~ 

we find ourselves and to omit any reference to the details of the Budget, 
~a se many Honourable Members have spoken about the details and we-
shall have in the days to come something to say about them. But, Sir, the 
remarks which Mr. Spence has just now made compel me to say a few words 
upon one or two points which he has ment!oned. " 

N ow, ~ir  he said that ~ion to the exciae duty was because it . hwl· a 
·0 
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-very bad .history, and because it was protested against ever since it was brought 
;into e is e~ce  He ro os~s to give this vic!ous d~  a: good name and call it 
., consumption' and make It grow fatter. Now, SIr, If Mr. Spence's memory, 
which seems to be failing very often, serves him right, he will find that the 
4 per cent. duty which is intended to be added to the impol·t duty is exactly 
.countervailed by the 4< per cent. duty which has been added to the excise duty. 
It is 11 per cent. at present, and is raised to 15 per cent., and in order to 
placate Manchester, you are raising the 3i per cent. excise duty to 7 t per cent. 
It is exactly what is known in mercantile parlance as countervailing excise 
duty. It is against this countervailing duty that we protest It may be 
said .. probably some colleagues of mine will say-that we have examples of 
excise duty in Japan. But if you look at the history of .T apan, you will find 
that there is no counter'Vailing excise duty. There is esoise duty of a kind, 
but undoubtedly there is no countervailing e~cise duty in Japan. Nor do you 
find in England anything like a countervailing excise duty. 
Now, Sir, with that ease of conscience which has characterised the speech 

of Mr. Spence, he has suggested that there should be a duty upon yarn. If 
this duty upon yarn is put on, the Finance Member will find that he is throwing 
·out of employment about 6 million people who are now dependent upon its free 
import. I am coming from a part of the country where this foreign yarn is 
being utilised by the hand-loom indust.ry. :My friends from Bombay have 
told you that you are killing the power-loom industry by the imposition of the 
excise duty. You would undoubtedly kill the hand-loom industry if YOll are 
going to impose a duty of 5 per cent. upon yarn. Let there be no mistake upon 
that matter. The hand-loom industry is the only industry which is really at 
present competing with the goods we have from Manchester, and, if you are 
going to put a ;) per cent. duty, you would throw out of employment a large 
number of people, and the Madras Government especially will have to provide 
relief camps for the people. Therefore, Sir, I want to' enter my emphatic 
protest against the snggestion which has been made that there should be an 
import duty upon foreign yarn. Now, Sir, the Honourable the FinanceMember 
has patted us' on the back and said that we have behaved like good children, 
and that we should in this year also behave like good boys and pass the Budget 
which he has presented to us. I hope he will not end by saying that we have 
behaved like naughty boys. Sir; the world should understand what the posi-
tion of this House is with regard to Finance. We have been handicapped in 
every direction, and we are asked now, after having been put in that position, 
to vote for a heavy deficit Budget. Our hands have been tied by increasing 
the pensions, by increasing the salaries and by increasing the cost of the 
machinery of administration, and, what is more, we have been told that we 
cannot lav any hand upon' the heavy, all~ons min  Military Budget; the 
fiat' has gone forth that the Law Officers of the Crown have advised that 
that matter' canllot be voted upon by this Assembly. If that is so, then it is 
the Government that should take the responsibility. If the Government 
are going to have Rs .. 62 crores for the Military Budget, let them nItd 
ways a.nd means. Let them not say that the House is responsible for tlie 
expenditure of this country. Now, Sir, as regards the Military nd e~  I 
'was readinO' the day before yesterday a Reuter's telegram to the eifect that 
when the d~ ldes ommi e~  sat, the Committee hoped that. India would 
..red\\ce the military force in this country by about 7.,OOOmen. Tbe'Cbancellor 
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o()f the Exchequer tells us now that it has since been found that they 
.ca.nnot make the reduction. Why? I hope that somebody would explain 
why it was thought at an early stage, when the Geddes Committee was sit-
1;ing, that it would be.possible to reduce the military by about 7,01)0 men and 
why the Government has advised now that they cannot reduce it by even a 
-single battalion. I should like to know the anflwer upou this matter. Sir, it 
has been said that it is wrong to say that half of the income is being swal-
lowed by the military budget. Some writer in a paper has told us that you 
must take into account th·, amount which is being collected in the provinces, 
and that, if you take the Budget of the provinces as well as of the Govern-
ment of India, you will find that one-half is not the amount which is being 
spent upon the milita.l·y, Sir, if you take that view, you must <llso take the 
-expenditure IV hich is being incurred upon the maintenance of the Police. A 
large amount of money is being spent in the provinces for maintaining the 
Police. If you take the amount which is being spent in maintaining the 
Police, and tage the amount which is being spent upon the military, then take 
all the amounts which are budgeted for in the various provinces and by the 
Central Government, you will lind that the expenditure upon these military 
and quasi-military forces is not less than one-third of the amount which is 
being received by way of revenue. X ow, I ask the Finance Minister to say: 
" Is there any country in the world whieh spends half of its income upon the 
-military? Is there IIny country in the world which spends one-third of its 
income upon the military?' Now, Sir, it may be said that, to a certain extent, 
the situation in the country compel· the Government to maintain this large 
military force. 
May I be permitted to say that, although a great deal of. responsibility 

rests upou the people who have contributed to the unrest which is prevailing 
in the country, the Government is not altogethel' without responsibility for 
what is going on now. Some of us, night an!} day, have been trying to 
induce the Government to take steps to bring about a reconciliation, to bring 
.about peace and good will. All our efforts have been treated with contempt. 
We have been told that we are fools for the pains that we have taken. 'I'hat 
.certainly has accentuated the situation. That certainly has made the position 
of the country worse, and if you say now that you are going to reta.in the 
military strength and that you are not going to disband a single unit of these 
7,000 soldiers w\,ich you had promised the Geddes Committee you would do, 
you cannot say that the people of this country alone are responsible for the 
state of things that you find to-day. Sir, we have been told that the hard 
fibre of the English and their determined attitude would see that the country 
is saved from anarchy and that peace and order would be maintained. If you 
are going' to rely upon this kind of weapon, then certainly we in this Assembly 
have with regret to MI you that the responsibility should be solely yours and 
we shall have none of it. Sir, I want to say a few words upon the position in 
which this House linds itself. The Honourable the Finance Member has 
told us that it is on this HouSe that the responsibility for accepting or rejecting 
. th,,-Budget would rest. 

The Honourable Sir' Malcolm Hailey: Did I? I do not remember 
,saying that. 

JIr. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar: Certainly he tOld ~ that we h~ e behaved 
like good children and that he hoped we would behave like good children this 
year als~  '  . 

D 
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The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I am afraid I never used th 
words which the Honourable l:Iember attributes to me. 

Ir. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar: In the speech on the Budget you did say 
something like it. Probably I have put a very bad paraphrase upon your 
language, but there is no doubt that those are your sentiments. 

'I his is what you said : 

'The reaponsibility was heavy, for the world was watching to sec how tbis. the-
youngest' of Parliaments, would meet a test which might have strained the capacity of 
many an older institution.' 

Certainly, that means that we have once before bebaved very rightly 
towards you, and you expect us to behaye again rightly. Now, the question 
that forces itself upon one's attention is this. Are we given a free hand? Are 
we in this country the masters of our financial position? I have already referred 
to one aspect of the question, namely, that we have not a free hand in regard 
to the shaping of the military policy. I told you also that our hands have 
been tied by the increase of pensions, increase of salaries and increase in the 
cost of administration. Again, so far as the Gold Standard is concerned, it has 
been fixed at two shillings for a rupee. Are we responsible for this? Have 
we any right to vote against this policy? Have we any right to say that the 
rates between gold and silver should not he a two' shilling standard? Then, 
again, what about the Gold Standard Reserve? Have you attempted to bring 
the Gold Standard Reserve here? Have you been able to do it, and have you 
been able to coin gold here? You have not given 11S any rights, and can 
you say that we have fiscal autonomy that will enable us to deal with our 
financial administration in the way in which we would have to deal with it? 

Sir, take the position of the credit which this country now enjoys. In 
the days (If the East India Company, they were able to borrow at the rate of 
5 per cent. in 1842 and 1843. Later on, they were able to get money at 
4 per cent. and, even after the Mutiny, the Crown was able to get money at 
3! pel' cent. In 1896, it was able to get money at 3 per cent. Since 1896, 
the credit has gone so low that in 11)21, we were obliged to pay 7 per cent. 
In 1914 and 1915, we had to pay 5 pel' cent., in 1911), 6 per cent. and in 192], 
7 per cent. That shows, Sir, that the credit of this country has gone very low. 

Sir Montagu Webb: What about the a~  

Mr. T. V. Seshagiri Ayyar: Now, Sir, Sir Montagu Webb asks me 
whether the war is not responsible for this high rate of interest. Certainly 
India has never been engaged in war. India has all along been enjoying 
peace. India, no doubt, assisted England with men and money, but certainly 
there has been no wa.r in this country and, if you have been able to borrow at 
a high and heavy rate of interest, that shows that you have no credit in the 
country; therefore it is impossible that you can ever ask this House to meet 
the responsibility either by borrowing 01' by relying upon credit. • 

Sir, there is one matter upon which I should like to say a word. only 
because the time is pressing; and it is this. The Finance Minister can rightly 
say that none who has hitherto spoken has suggested any constructive pro-
gn,mme. With his per{'lission, I would say a few words upon that lDatter. 
The contributions from Native Princes were fixe,d at a time whep. the cost of 
the ~dminis ra ion was hardly a third of what Y.; is now and when the cost of 
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the military undoubtedly was not one-third of what it is at present. Now,. 
Sir, I a.sk the Honourable the Finance Member, has he ('ver directed his· 
attention to that? Has he ever considered whether it is possible to levy a. 
further contribution from these people who enjoy peace and prosperity in 
consequence of the heavy expenditure which we have incurred? There-
is one other matter which I would mention. I have privately talked. 
to the Finance Membm' upon that and I have also written to him upon. 
that point. 1 have ·drawn his attention to the fact that the Permanent 
Settlement is a matter which is ruining the peasants and a change in which 
is capable of bringing in a good revenuE' to the conntr.y. It is true that it is 
a matter relating to the provinces. Unless you repeal the law \Madras: 
Regulation XXV of 1802), the provinces cannot do anything in the matter_ 
The provinces are, no doubt, directly interested in raising more revenue, but 
it is your Act which is standing in the way of the provinces reaping "the 
benefit of such a policy as ha~  and, therefore, it is your duty to bring about 
the possibility of 1'aising more revenue by a change in the Permanent 
Settlement. I do not think that I have exhausted all the avenues from 
which money can be got, but I must certainly say that the expenditure-
which you are now saddling the country with is beyond its capacity. There-
must be considerable reduction in the expenditure, both on the civil and the-
military sides. There must be an honest attempt to see that the expenditure 
f!; not allowed to grow more and more. If that is attempted, I am quite sure 
that you will be able to meet the situation. As has been pointed out by the 
:Finance Minister, this is not a stray instance of ta!ation. This is likely to· 
be a recurring one and a permanent one. I 'must say that this House win 
not be justified in passing the Budget, as presented to us, unless we have-
some guarantee that further attempts will be made to redu('e expenditure and 
to ease the situation in the country. 

Prince A. M. M. Akl'am Hussain Bahadur (Calcutta and Suburbs ~ 
Muhammadan Urban): I rise, Sir, to offer to the Honourable the Finance 
Member my sincere condolence on the financial situation of the country which 
was revealed to us last 'Vednesday, and I wish, if I may, to make a few 
general remarks of a common-place character. These may not contribute to· 
the wisdom and sagacity of this Assembly in tackling the crucial problem, but 
will go to strengthen those common-sense principles, which, from the very 
fact of their being too common place, are apt to be overlooked. The-
heavy deficit of 84 crores in our Budget Estimates for the current year is 
more or less double of the anticipations of last year. That the figures of the 
Honourable the Finance Member should have. shown so great a disparity 
between the forecasts and actuals is a matter of great regret. Be that as it 
may, the countly is faced with a grave financial breakdown and in this 
connection a few observations perhaps will not be out of place. It is to my 
mind a principle of no small moment, as applicable to corporate bodies as to 
individuals, t'tlat the expenditure must never, or seldom if ever, be allowed to 
exceed the income. Nay, the adjustment between the revenue and expen'-
dituPe must always be so arranged as to leave a surplus which should go to 
swell the reserve upon which we must depend id; times of exceptional need. 
That, Sir, may be a very common and elementary principle, but none the 
less a very wholesome and potent principle, hic~ the Government cannot 
.remember too-well. In contravention of that principle, what do we see? 
We see that the Government for tire last 4 years running have been spending 

• • 
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[Prince A. M. M. Akram Hussain Bahadur.] . 
far in excess of what their normal revenues entitled them to. Instead of drift.:. 
ing along haphazardly, spending money thoughtlessly, it were better perhaps 
if Government presented to the Assembly a cut and dried programme of 
their expenditure not only in the current but also in the followiug year. 
If there is unfortunately reason to anticipate that the normal revenues of 
the country will be inadequate to meet the requirements-requirements 
which must obtain the sanction of the Assembly ~rs money may be 
raised to meet the situation bv ft'esh taxation before the Government com-
mitted themselves to the ii'Icurrellce of expenditure. It seems to me that 
there would be little difficulty to get the support of the Assembly to do that, 
provided that the House was convinced of the immediate utility of ea.ch 
item figuring on the programme of expenditure. To my mind, Sir, that 
would be a course by far more preferable to the one in practice now, 1Jiz., 
that of spending money ad lib and then by showing a delicit in the Budget 
to win the sympa.thies of the Assembly and obtain its consent to increased 
taxation. This may be lit more strategic move, but it cer~ainly is not one 
commensurate with safety. On the othel· hand, it is fraught with the grave 
risk of a further enlargement of the gulf existing between revenue and 
expenditure which it is sought to bridge over. It is of imperative necessity 
that, by practising steady economy res1tlting in yearly surpluses, we build up 
a big national reserve and thereby relieve the poor man's sufferings by'il. 
diminution of taxation. 

I trust I shall not be misunderstood by the Honourable Sir Malcolm 
Hailey. We share with him to the full the misfortune which is as much of 
this Assembly as it is his. We sincerely regret that his regime of office as 
the keeper of the Public Purse should by circnmstances of an uncontrol-
lable cha.racter, be so abundantly strewn with such wide and varied difficulties 
for the creation of which he, at any rare, was not responsible. I am inclined 
to thilik that a good deal of the dearness of money is due to world canses as 
pointed out by him, and is to a great extent the direct sequel of the great 
European 1Var, from the effects of which it will be some time before we 
completely recover. There is something else which may have an appreciable 
bearing upon the finances of the country, and, in this connection, it will 
perhaps be not inopportune to take note of the forces of dislUption which 
tend to increase the internal disturbances and the menace to security of life 
and property which manifest themselves fairly frequently. Thanks to the 
firm policy of Government which has at last been decided upon. L for one, 
am not without hope that matters will sooner or later right themsel ves and 
follow the normal peaceful course. I have taken cognizance of a possibility 
of complications because it behoves us to be circumspect. To be forewarned 
is to be fore-armed,.. for it may so happen that, owing" to these re ol iona~y 

tendencies in the country, 'the Budget of the Honourable the Finance 
Member may assume lit different com.plexion indeed. I hope, ~o e er  that 
these fears may never be realized and may prove quite groundless. We 
should, however, do well to provide sufficient funds to Government not "only 
for their present legitimate needs, but, also, if the Assembly is as cautious 
.as I should myself like to be, to enable them to tide over their possible 
unforeseen difficulties in the neal' future. With this object in view, I shall 
heartily support the ro ~si ion of Government to raise additional money by 
increased taxation in so far as it may be eguitaple and just ana only to. the 
extent to which this ·already over-burdened co n~ry is able 'to stand, it." .. And 
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I hope this Assembly, imbued as it is with a spirit of co-operation and deter--.eel as it is to shoulder the responsibilities and burdens "of the State, should 
accelerate the passage of measul'es which will bring in additional revenue, if 
possible even in excess of the present needs of administration. Let us not 
apply our pruning knife to cripple the resources of Government. That 
instrument l'hould be reserved only for items of expenditure. 'l'he various 
demands for grants, so far as may be possible, should be met with a sense of 
responsible generosity. 

Sir, no one can for a. moment deny that a beneficent and elF.cient 
Government must require money to bring into fruition those objects of 
public utility which benefit cc..untless thoUf'allds, and to maintain secmity 
and peaee both from outside a res~ion and from internal disorders. It is, 
I think, the good" fortune of this country that it is governed by a l'l\ce that is 
not likely to show a clean pail' of heels at the first signal of danger and one 
that has given through ages ample proof of its tenacity of pUl'po!'e and dog/o!ed 
determination. To a deep thinker, it ought to be a matter of pride that it has 
the privilege of being under the protection of a confidence impiring people; 
for the ends ~ ify the means. This country, therefore, as long as it does not 
succeed in a complete and effective self-Ologanifation for its own defence, 
must ungrudgingly pay for the up-keep of that Army upon  which it has 
depended for its safety so long. It is no use to bewail the large percentage of 
the country's revenue which the military expenditure consumes and must 
necessarily consume. The high ratio existing at present can only be lowered 
with the increasing freedom of the country fmm internal troubles and the 
greater preparedness of its people to rise against a commo"n foe in times of 
war and a progressive co-operation with Government in times of peace. 

Regarding those items of expenditure over which this Assembly exercises its 
right of vote, considerable progress l'an be made, if we set our faces resolutely 
against all costly schemes of doubtful necessity and in personal nature for some 
time to come, until the financeR of the countrJ are rehabilitated Ollce again. There 
is, to my mind, Sir, considerable scope for discretion, for economy, perhaps 
also for retrenchment; and, if we carefully go about the business with the 
requisite thoroughness and precision, I am positive we will be aLle to do much 
good. Circumstances may render it essential to tap  the resources of the 
country, but they must be applied to the best advantage and for the most 
pressing need of the country. I hope, therefore, Sir, that, while expenditure 
m ~  face the severest scrutiny of this House, we should, in the matter of 
"placing money at the disposal of Government, on which depends primarily 
the efficient administration of the country, clear our minds of all passions 
and prejudices and discuss and deliberate upon each and every demand on 
its intrinsic merits. We must not unwarily and unintentionally thwart 
Government in their necessary equipment of money. "Ve should not oppose 
their desire to raise dutieR and taxes unless we have some alternative suggestion 
to replace specific proposals. The high and unprecedented deficit which we 
all deplore has to be met somehow. The manner in which we treat the 
co ~ ry s need for money will be the true criterion of our high sense of respon-
sibility and an assured test of our fitness and fOl'esight in the eyes of the world, 
a test which we stood so nobly in the first year of our existence. With these 
words, I appeal to the House eal'nestly not to lose sight of. the fact that they 
ha.ve to pl'esetve as well as to augment their reputation for sagacity established 
last year. May Heaven guide them in the right path. . . .. 
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-Sir Vithaldas D. Thackersey (Bombay Mill Owners' Association: 
India.n  Commerce\ : Mr. President, I could not help sympathising with .tha 
Honourable the Finance Member when he unfolded his tale of woe in pre-
senting the Financial Statement on March 1st. I would call this Budget, 
for want of a better word, an Insolvency Budget, both in respect of the 
financial position and in respect of the method of taxation. Before I go 
to the figures presented before this House, I should like to associate 
myself with the remarks of the previous speakers in condemning the large 
and increased expenditure on the military side of the Budget. I also 
associate myself with my Honourable friend, Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas, 
in his condemnation of the excise duty and the duty on machinery. I 
will not, therefore, take up much time of the HOllse in speaking about 
the excise duty as I had intended as a representative of the Mill 
Owners' Association on this Council. The Honourable the Finance Member 
told us the other day that sheer financial necessity compelled him to 
make proposals to levy the duties which he had suggested. But in doing 
so, I submit, Sir, that he has overlooked the sound principles of taxation in 
his great anxiety to find the money. He thinks (he has not said so, but 
from the language used in his Financial Statement it appears so) that the 
excise duty on cotton goods proposed by him is quite sound, because it is a 
consumption tax. May I refer him to the debates in the year 1894 when 
Sir James \'r estland and other Members of the Government, one after anothei!; 
admitted that they did not approve the proposed Bill as based on a sound 
principle of taxation, but that they had to levy that tax because they were 
compelled by the Secret.ary of State to introduce that Bill. Further, we must 
give due credit to those ::\lembers, for when voting for the Bill, ihey one 
after another got up and said that they had to vote for it on account of 
the mandate; otherwise they were opposed to the Bill. N ow, the times 
a.re changed when the Finance "Member, in the second year of this 
young Parliament, as it has been called, comes forward and says that, beca.use of 
sheer necessity the increase in the excise duty is based on a sound economic 
principle of taxation. At that time, Sir, protests were made inside the House 
and outside in the count.ry. The great movement of Swadesh,ism had its birth 
from that day. When sheer protests did not count for anything, the people 
started the movement of Swade,lti on that occasion. The Congress every year 
passed Resolutions of protests, the Industrial Conference also passed Resolutions 
of protests and there was absolute unanimity in the country against the excise 
duty. My Honourable-friend, Mr. Ja.mnadas, has already told you about the 
declaration of Lord Hardinge. I may fnrthpr refer you to the speech of Sir 
William Meyer in introducing his Financial Statement of 1917-18. Now, 
Sir, no country in the world taxes its own industries, and particularly indus-
tries like cotton industry, which, owing to favourable ciroumstances in 
India, if properly encouraged and helped, would be able to supply 80 per 
cent. of the requirements of the country. (Hear, hear.) The mdustryat 
present supplies 40 per cent. of the country's demands. If my calculations are 
eorrect and if the machinery which hal! arrived now and the extensions contem-
plated by the mills are taken into consideration, by next year they will be fl.ble 
to supply perhaps 60 per cent. of our demands. 
1 am sure this House will never subscribe to any policy which will prevent 

the Indian cotton industrJ from supplying 80 per cent. of the-Indian dema~d  
The remainincr 20 per cent., which is very fine count, a.nd which is used by 
the rich, may be imported from a.broad .. .The'great objection to this duty is 

." . 
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the way in which it is levied. It is not a tax on profit; it is a tax on pro-
duction, and it weighs most heavily when a depression in trade occurs. On 
the one hand, owing to a depression in trade, you show a loss in your mills; 
in the same year, you pay a lakh or a lakh and a half for taxation. The 
weaker Companies, in such· circumstances, go to the wall, and their liquidation 
is hastened by a policy of this kind of taxation. The cycles of good trade 
and bad trade come to this industry as they come to any other industry. 
You will find-let us not go to ver.f old times -t tking the present 
century, that 1901-02 was a year of depression; 1907, 1908 and 1909 
were years of depression, and 1913-1914 was a year of depression, when 
eigoht or ten mills went into liquidation and sold for a song. It is only 
during the last four or five years, owing to the difficulty of secur-
ing machinery, that the present prosperity has hsted, and the advantage of 
this prosperity is that our production during the next two or three y"ars will 
increase by 20 or 2;j per cent. Everyone in the country has a chance of 
taking up this industry and it will increase the prosperity of the country and 
supply the needs of the ..people. There is no monopoly in this industry. 

Sir, the principal"competitor in the Indian market is not Lancashire. It is 
Japan. With their bounty-fed freights, their cheap fl'eights for importing 
raw materials both from India and America and sending out their production 
tin their bounty-fed boats; with their home market fully protected, where they 
can sell their goods at a liigher rate, in oI'der to enable them to dump goods 
in India and elsewhere; all these reasons make Japan a great competitor of 
India, So far as Lancashire is concerned, in the history of OU1' industi'J, 
the millowners have never asked that Government should protect their indi.lstry. 
All we say is that a home industry is not to be ta.:.:ed simply beca.use you are 
having an import duty for revenue purposes. 

According to the proposal of the Honoura.ble the Finance Member, the 
Indian cotton industry is to be ph.ced in a worse position than at present. 
Government propose to increase the duty on imports by 4 per cent., but they 
have increased the duty on machinery by 7! per cent. and on stores by 4 
per cent.; and in that way they have increased the cost of pr duction to a 
greater extent than 4 per cent. Now let us consider this duty from the point 
of view of the consumer. There is no doubt, and I (Iuite admit the statement 
of the Honl)urable the Finauce Member, that the duty is ultimately paid by 
the consumer. It is only in times of depression, when competition to sell 
goods is keen owing to the supply being greater than the demand, that the 
tax is borne by the industry and, during such tim.es there is greater harm done 
to the industry; but in ordinary years it is paid by the consumer. Then let 
us calculate what the consumer shall have to pay by this duty. If you will 
look into the accounts of a Joint Stock Company, you will find that the total 
amount of duty paid, income-tax. and super-tax, and the duty on stores and 
other articles, come to about 10 or 10l per cent. on the cost of production. If 
you increase the duty by 4 per cent., it will come to ovel' 15 per cent. on the 
cost of production. Now 15 per cent. more from the poor would mean about 
3 :nnas per pound or 1 anna pel' yard, taking the average cloth. Now, 
what do you think one man requires? The poorest man who wants to 
clothe himself without any luxury, must have 10 yards at least 
per year, perhaps one pair of dhoties and 4 0.5 yards further to cover 
himself. I;;hink] 0 yards would hardly be enough for this purpose, but let 
US put ~  at 10 yards. In th\t -ny, by this duty you are taxing the poorest 
•• • 
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. [Sir Vithaldas D. Thackersey.] 
of the poor 10 annas per head, and, as the Government know clothing for a. 
person is as necessary as food and salt. 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: I m~ls  really apologise for 
inten'upting, but I am very desirous to get the Honourable Member's exact 
point. Would he mind letting me know whether he attributes that to the 4 
pel' cent or to the total taxation ? 

Sir Vithaldas D. Thackersey: The; total taxation levied on the Indian 
mills will work out to 15 pel' cent. We have to remember, Sir, that, whether 
Lancashire pays nothing 01' pays 15 pel' ceut., any burden that you put on the 
Indian cotton industry whose production is used by the poor, falls on the poor. 
Even if you imported Lancashire free, that would not help the poor, or, if you 
put 30 per cent., that would not help the poor. The poor use our cloth, and 
they have to pay what you charge on the home industry. So far as the 
coarse cloth is concerned, there is no outside competition. It is the internal 
competition of the mills which brings down rates, and the very fact that 
every fomth or fifth year you get a depression in the trade is sufficient 
indication that there is free and open competition. 

• 

Now, Sir, how much does the cotton industry pay to Government? Take 
last year. It has paid in the form of income-tax and super-tax ahout:3 t() fI 
~ m'ores, and there is the e\cise duty of 2t crOl'es-a total of ~ crores. If 
the needs of the country are greater, if industries must be taxed, then the 
cotton industry has not the slightest objection to bearing a further share of 
the responsibility of governing the country well, But let that tax be on all 
industries equally, and not on the cotton industry alone, because the facility· 
of collecting it in the cotton industry, as I am told, is greater. To say that 
facility of collection rule should govel'll the decision in this matter is not a 
right argument. 

N ow, Sir, I said at the beginning of my remarks that I consider this 
Budget to be an Insolvency Budget. The House will permit me to explain 
why I think so. 

For the reasons that I shall enumerate later on, the position of Govern-
ment is very serious indeed j and I wish to make myself very clear on this 
point j because· any action we may take, or the Govel'llment may take, will 
bear greatly.on our credit. We find that, in the next year, Government have 
provided for raising Rs. 23 crores in Indian loan, £17 ~ millions in England, 
i.e., about Rs. 2;) Cl'ores, and Treasury Bills to the extent of Rs. 131 crores; 
and the rest of their requirements, 1Jiz., 39 crores, they wish to transfer 
to the Paper Currency Reserve j that means that, during the next year, the 
Government is "'oing to have or must. ha\!'e Rs. :lUi crores in order ~ 
conduct the affairs of the country. If there is any difficulty in securing the 
loan 01' if their credit is ieopardised, then I think not only will Government 
Buffer, but the whole country will suffer and there will begrea.t confusion in 
the country, We must admit that, and we must have a clear notion 
a.bout this critical position of the Government. Now, anybody who has any:' 
thing to do with these loans and commercial matters will agree with me that 
before the war, in 1912, 1913, and 1914, when Government wanted to raise-
Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 crores by loop, there was a tour of the Finance Member, going 
to Calcutta, consulting the merchants a.nd the oo.nkers and then· going ro 
Bombay lind finding out how the loa.n of RH. 41 or 5 crores could be raised. 
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Five years earlier still, it was only a question of Rs. 2 or 3 crores. NoW" 
Government has taken the responsibility of conducting the country on h~ 

assumption that they would be able to borrow Rs. 212! crores in the next 
year. I am afraid Government may not be able to get Rs. 131 crores in 
Treasury Bills if trade revives. Even at present, Government are borrowing 
through their Treasury Bills at a higher rate than the Presidency Banks are-
willing to pay for a poor hr~ months' de osi ~ It is not the want of credit 
of Government; it is the enormous amount of money, the Aoating debt, that. 
causes this high rate of interest. It also affects the merchants because the 
higher the rate Government pays, the merchants have to pay a still higher 
mte; the amonnt of money circulating in the country is the same. The· 
merchants and Government are competing against each other and try to 
secure the same money, and the rate of interest in the whole country goes: 
up; a most unsatisfactory feature, sO far as this part of the financial condi i~n 

of Government is concerned. 

Now, Sir, let us con!'ider what the ca ~s of this condition arc. In the 
first place, the cOlldition has been brought about by the way, by the careless 
way in which the expenditure has enormo ~ly increased. 

If our military expenditure had been during the last two or three years 
wbat Lord l\Ieston ~ es ed or thought proper, we would have 

4 P.lI. saved perhaps 60 to 6;) crOl·es of rupees in that one item alone . 
Then the salaries uf all civil officers werc increa!<cd. ·When I was in 
London in 19H), I was authoritatively told that it was s'lggested from India 
that the salaries of all the civil officers should be increased and that India 
would be able to bear the burden, owing to the exchange rising to 2 shillings 
and on the assumption that the exchange would never come down and 
the profits would cover more than the increase. To-day it is la. ~d  With 
regard to this, I may oay in passing that my Honourable friend, Mr. Spence, 
in his speech to-day wants Government to stabilise the exchange; but, 
when I brought forward a Resolution to appoint a Committee to inquire into· 
the manner in which the cxehange can be stabilised I did not then get the 
support of my friend. I hope, when the matter comes up again ill Septem-
ber, I will get his support. 

Now, Sir, the causes of our present troubles date back to the year 1917-
IIns. In the early stages, owing to war exigencies we helped }:ngland and sent 
our exports. But there was not sufficient reason why, after the war was 
over in 1918-1911), we sent our exports without recei in~ payment for them 
in cash. ·When I was in London in 11)11), the figures I j;aw there-if my 
memory serves me correctly, if I am wrong the Honourable Member will 
correct me,-our balances in London were between laO and J 70 million 
pounds. ·What we did was, we exported our goods and other requirements: 
of the war and we received payment in gold in London, invested it her~ 

and, reduced our resources in India. It bI·ought about the currency crisis. 
I will not.lengthen that argument, because I have already alluded to it when 
I moved my Resolution regal ding currency and exchange. Apart fl'Om 
oflr loss of credit when the currency crisis came in, all our money was 
returned by the Reverse Councils at Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 per £. We received pay-
ments for our goods in sterling at Rs. 15 and when remittances were made: 
to . India, they worked out to Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 jer £. I do not know how 
much India. lost by this pl"Ocess, whether it lost 50 crores or 70 crores, but a. 
Government Deparlmellt akme can calculate exactly the los8 sustained . 
• • • 
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[Sir Vithaldas D. Thackersey.] 
Then came, Sir, that mad policy of raIsmg our exchange from la.4d. 

·to 2,. in spite of !ltrong protest, and following it up by the still madder 
:policy of selling Reverse Councils and forcing Reverl'e Councils, -for 
what obj'·ct, we, at least, in India did not understand, -with the result that the 
loss that we incurred in this transaction was enormous. But may I ask why the 
·Government of India did not follow or insist upon following the same method 
which America followed when it sent its goods to England? England bought 
• .a large quantity of munitions from America. ·What America said was: ' Give 
us the value of the goods! ·When England could not remit cash, she comman-
deered American securities· in England and handed over to America those 
: securities, and for the balance of its dues borrowed money in America. If . 
we had followed the same policy, England may have c·ommandeered our 
gold securities in England; or, at least, if we had insisted upon the British 
Government giving us receipts in rupees, these erores and erores of rupees 
would haye been faved and the condition of our finances would not have been 
.brought to this unenviable position. 

Mr. President: I would ask the HonouraLle :l\fember to bring his 
·remarks to a dose. 

Sir Vithaldas D. Thackersey: Yes, Sir, I will finish now. I will 
not go into thia matter any further, but I will place before the House the 
.conclusions I have arrived at after studying the Budget. In the first place, 
Government should reduce their Budget lo~s by at least 11 Cl'ores of rupees. 
Under the Paper Currency Act, Government have credited 6 C1'ores of rupees, 
being the interest received on the investments of the Paper Currency Reserve 
.and the exeess in the Gold Standard Reserve over and above the tigure of £40 
millions, to the Paper Currency account. The !'aid Act was passed, when 
we valued our securities at ~  but now the exchange is Is. 3d. and I 
-do not think anybod.v believes that it will ever go to 28. I think therefore 
that our Gold and the Gold sec ri i~s in the Paper Currency Reserve should 
.be revalued on the basis of 1 8. 4d. and the said 6 Cl'ores of rupees be 
credited to reveuue. 

The second Item I object to is that we are debiting to revenue 5 Cl'ores and 
6 lakhs of rupees which we pay as annuities for the purchase of Railways. I 
.can understand debiting to revenue intered charges, but I cannot understand 
how you can debit to revenue our capital charge, that is, the amount we pay 
in instalments to the old shareholders for the purchase of Railways. It 
is really not a revenue charge. It is a capital charge. In that way, about 
8 to 10 crOl'es mav be saved. My further conclusion is that Government 
must make up their" minds before the Finance Bill is plac, d before us on the 
20th instant whether they are prepared to reduce the military expenditure 
or not. It is on that declaration that the decision of this House will depend. 
If Government are prepared to take us into their confidence and -make an 
honest attempt to reduce the expenditure in the Military Budget (1 can 
understand that we cannot t'educe the expenditure by 20 crOl'es in one year; it 
will have to go on slowly but surely), if we can get such an assurance, namely, 
AD honest attempt to make a reduction in the military expenditure, then this 
House will have to consider to what extent we should meet the deficit by taxa-
tion, a.nd thus place the financial position of the Government of Indilt on sound 
lines. But, if Government are determined that it is only by extra taxatio'l that . . 
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Jleople should be ~ erned  and not by retrenchment, then I think the House 
will have to consider whether it "hould take the further responsibility of taxing 
-the country to the extent of Rs. 30 crores this year without any guarantee 
-that the military expenditure would be reduced. 

Lieut.-Col. H. A. J.Gidney (Nominated Anglo-Indian): Sir, I 
am prepared to run the gauntlet bf the derision of this House, as did 
one of the former speakers, by expressing my sympathy with the Honourable 
-the Finance Member in the position in which he finds himself to-day in • 
presenting the Budget to us. At the same time, I must offer him my 'sincere 
congratulations for the fearless, honest and fl'ank way in which he has 
presented a most unpalatable Budget to a House which seemed prepared 
-to be dissatisfied with it. I think, some Members are inclined to 
take the view that the heavy deficit this year is the result of the sins of 
·omission and commission on the part of Government for a few years only. 
I do not agree with this. I look upou it as the cumulative effect of many 
years of financial profligacy on the part of Government. It seems to me that 
in the good old days of 'good' and' plenty,' when we had such paying 
departments as the Railways and Opium, which were the plums of Govern-
ment, their surpluses were readily seized and lavishly used to make good the 
expenditure incurred on various other less profitable Departments of Govern-
ment. Those days have gone. and the Government nOIf find themselves 
-confronted with a financial situation of t.heir own creation of an enormously 
swollen expenditure and very little income. Government surely must have 
anticipated this deficit that has gradually and yearly increased in "ize. When 
I disculJsed the Budget last year, Sir, I likened this House and the Government 
to a manied couple, the House as the husband, and the Government as the 
wife. One knows that the income of a husband depends on the output of his 
wife. If that wife were a spendthrift before marriage, the husband would surely 
not give her his cheque book to use carte blanelze and to spend what she liked. 
The husband would and does expect his wife to consult him in her expendi-
ture. Now what the Government (the wife) ,is doing to-day is to ask the 
husband (this Assembly) to give her 140 crm'es 01' sO of income, bllt in the 
spending of this sum she is only willing to consult us t.o the extent of about 
60 Cl·ores. 'WelI, Sir, that sort of married life cannot really continue happy 
for vel'y long. 

In fact I saw early evidence of matrimonial tl'Ouble during its first year, 
when last year's Budget was presented to us. However, trust was re-establish-
ed but as the months rolled on and this House had more opportunities of 
knowing how Government was spending her income, it seriously considered 
the advisability of a judicial separation. The Government also saw this 
.development and, to appea"e our cry for pl.rticipation in the voting on the 
Military Budget, His Excellency the Viceroy has, to-day, told us that he is 
pleased to allow us to only di.Jells, the Military part of the Budget; but. I am 
afraid, this has not improved  our married life very much and now ~ome  
.ihis awful Budget with its still more awful deficit aDd, I am fearful, judging 
from the wails we have just listened to, that the husband (this Assembly) is 
contemplating suing for an early divorce unless its demands are satisfied. 
I would regret this and wonld plead to the House and ask them to be 
patient f~r a little longer and not to end this ma"ried life 1.0 soon, for, what 
the Right Honourable Bdwil!- Monta.eoou has Joined together let no Budget 
pnt usunder. • 
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[Liei.lt.-Col. H. A. J. Gidney.] " 
On the facts put before us last year, this House took up on Itself the serlons 

responsibility of imposing a very heavy burden of taxation, in one form or 
another, on the country. We did this in the belief that we were meeting a 
definite position. "T e know now that the Finance :Member's anticipations 
have gone sadly astray. I would be the last to blame the Minister himself or . 
that hard-working Depa.rtment which he leads, but I do feel that there are-
.' some dallgerous lhd.s in the system. My fear is that the Honourable the 
• Finance Member may be as far wrong again next year i~ his forecast as he has 
been in this. I must confess that I do not understand how the probable· 
revenue of the country is calculated. I do know, however, that the calcula-· 
tions seem to accord very badly with the facts when they materialize, and I 
would like to feel that the very be .. t advice obtainable had been sought. One-
is sometimes inclined to su!>pect that, in this ancient city of Delhi and in that 
far a"ay town of Simla, mechanical logic replaces the warmer and more 
human company of facts and experience. I wish that I myself were a business--
man, in touch with the throb of the market, so that I should have something 
ot my own against which to test the revenue anticipations of the Finance 
Member. 

In my own mind, I have some serious misgivings. There comes to my 
mind the fable of the goose and the golden egg. The Finance 1Iember, I 
know, would be the la,;t to deliberately destroy such a promising specimen, but 
inadvertently, he might be led to damage its outturn. These heavy import 
dnties, magnified as they are, when it comes to retail prices, cannot but reduce' 
consumption. There has been little, if an~  considerable faU in the price of 
impol"l:ed goods, and people-those particularly whom I represent-are these-
days already reduced to living at a minim~m  A further increase-of prices 
must mean for many of them an economy III actual nece~si ies  I am grateful 
th"t the Finance Member ha .. not touched the income-uu, as it affects the 
majority of these lleople, but I should regret bringing them to the straits to· 
which I g'reatly fear the proposed taxation will bring them, unless I were 
a.ssured that the general revenues of the country are likely thereby to materially 
henefit. Higher prices, due to heavy taxation, with a decrease in consump-
tion-amongst of course the poorer people -and with the revenue left just 
where it is, is not a ro o~ ion which appeals to me. My point is that the 
Finance Member was wrong this year. He may he wrong next year and I do· 
hope that those in this House who are in a position to form an opinion will tell 
the House whether they think that the Finance Member's figures are likely 
to he realised. 
One point I do make and, if my information is cOI'rect, it should appeal to' 

the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey. I would ask the Government to make 
a concesRion on return fareR on Railways. I have heard instances of many an· 
Indian left with nothing for his return journey after a visit to the bazar, and 
I believe that a 'concessional return fare would have been sufficient to induce 
him to lock up thi!> amount of money before hiFl temptations overcome him. 
I should indeed expect this concession to result in a net profit to GovE'rnment_' 
I allude to third class passengers. 
Still I must face the fact of substantial deficit ...next year and, 'ja1ete de 

mietl:l:, J I must accept the ~ono ra le Finance Member's estima.te of its 
amount. I have given much thought· to the various alternatives suggested 
for meeting it. I had thought that, perha.ps at the expense of men's lives. and , . . , 
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while possibly. endangering the elistence of the Empire, India's finances, 
-during the past few hard years, had been carried on on too theoretical lines. 
'The war was fought as much for the future as for the present generations and 
I have had notions at times that our ancestors should help to pay for it. 
I had running in my mind that a national debt these days is no longer 
.30 luxury but a necessity. I was told, however, that living on credit and 
jndulging in d e~ with unbridged gaps in them meant swollen prices. 
I felt inclined to answer that the Honourable the Finance Member's 
proposals to bridge the gap resulted in much the same state of things, but by • 
• 80 shorter and less pleasant course. 

I have come, ho e~er  to the conclusion that one cannot indulge in a big 
loan policy while our income is not within streets of our expenditure. I am 
not at all impressed by the ordinary banking argument that -Government 
loans take money from the market and thus handicap industry and raise pl·ices. 
When Government recovering expenditure is reduced to its lowest point and 
ordinary ~e en e is not far below it, I would have the courage to launch out 
into a terrific loan policy and put our Railways into a position of being the 
proHt-making department which it should be. 

The expenditure question requires very much more detailed study than 
these few days allow us, and, besides, we in this House have already expressed 

• ,our views on th2.t subject and expect results later on from the Government. 
I see befoi'e me an enormous expenditme of ~  crores. I see an income of 
32 crores below that. We must, as the Finance .Member said, although in 
-other words, either mend our manner of life, or organi!le our wage earninO' 
capacity, or resort to the '"Matrajan '. After deep consideration, hil~ 
keeping my eye firmly on the first alternative, I tU\'ll away from the last and 
,choose, at present, the second course. I shall generally support the taxation 
proposals of Government. I do so with misgivings but, assuming their 
figures are right, I agree with their method of dealing with the deficit. As I 
'have said it is after much consideration I favour taxation l'ather than meeting 
the deficit by a loan. E"en thou5'h I bt>lieve in t he not too distant rehabilita-
tion of Indian trade and even though taxation will hit me, I go for it because 
iit is sound finance. I believe the Cotton duties, although sevilrely criticised 
by Members from Bombay, are 110t unfair in the present circumstances. I 
think the Salt tax apPl'Op;'iatelx raised. I am doubtful of the yields expected 
from the taxes but tht>y have touched the right men. I full." expected an 
.outcry in this .House, but I submit t.hat those who believe in sound and practi-
·cal finance and who have the final good of their countr}' at heart. 1/tlllle SUPPOlt 
-the Govel'llment proposals as outlined by the Honourable the Finance 
Member. 

There are, however, two aspects of this Budget which, above all else, I 
would like to refer to. 

(a) Tlte ~lfili al  E.rpellrliture.-I admit the reduction of the Army in 
India has reached its a1>soltde safetv limit. "r e cannot in the present l'estless 
• condition of India dare to reduce ~ r Army, eYen by a single man or a sinO'le 
gun. This, of course, means a heavy expenditure and India must beal' the 
burden. I admit that in regard to a necessary Army, the judicious expendi-
ture of money, however big the sum be,. iii, in the_ long l'UD, true 
economy, a.nti that it is a dan ero~s practice'. to introduce in it a a~ Ie 

.of 'efficiency ?'er8U8· eCbnomy '. Yhl; I have some misgivings on certaiD. 
•• • • 

.. 
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[Lieut.-Col. H. A. J. Gidney.] 
Departments. I refer especially to the Supply and Transport Depart-
ment. This, I submit, should be controlled and directed by expert business 
men and not by Army men who, after long years of service, have gained what 
amateur knowledge they possess, at the expense of the tax-payer and the-
Indian exchequer. There is no doubt that this Department, as also the 
Military Works Department, bristles with, and offers II}any opportunities for,. 
large retrenchments, especially in the purchase of local food stuffs, e.g., Ghee, 
etc. If the expert Committee of Al'countants who are touring India now 
and have just inquired into the Postal Department were to concentl-a.te their-
energies on the Military "\\! orks and Supply and 'l'ransport Departments, I 
feel sure that undreamt of economy would be effected and without any decrease· . 
in efficiency. I would like to draw the attention of t.he Arm" authorities and 
of the Government of India to another point in this connectfon; and that is 
as to whether the 'Services supplies,' rendered by and obtained from 
England (' effective and Military works ') the COEt of which is put at 7·75 crores' 
and t crore, rellpectively, cannot be made the concern of India? I submit· 
that, if this country can be made to manufacture many of the military 
requirements now imported, it would not only Eave loss by eychange, but. 
find o'.!cnpation for a very large population. Encourage local el.terprise and 
industries, render the country self-Hlpporting and self-contained whichr 
above all, would let the people feel that the tax-payer's money, spent on 
Govenlment account, especially in purchasing ~ ores and food-stuffs for the-
army, is retained in their own country. If not at first, certainly in course of 
reasonable time, it would result in cheaper out-put and save ~ eamer freights 
and time. During the great war, new and sudden demands wel·e made on this 
country and in directions foreign to its experience. 1 believe t.hat Govern-
ment will testify unstintingly to the loyal and whde-heatied manner in 
which the country rose to the ~casion  If it did not fail in hasty improvisa-
tions in an emergency, may it not be trusted to improve and progress 
under fostering care and calmer consideratiom? Let the people realise-
that a self-contained India is the goal towards which Government is moving; 
that the honds of red-tape can be relaxed-that India is not held in leash so-
that a(,-tivities may not clash with the vested interests of the English 
manufactures. I make these remarks mainly with reference to stores. Encour-
age this. Hive practical and live evidence of this and I say that not all. 
the Maltatmas will caUfe the slightest deviation from peace and loyalty. 

I moreover have to make a few remarks on the Military Transport. 
Department I submit, Sir, that there is no need whatever fOl· the retention. 
of this Depadment. I also submit that gl·eater care and foresight should, 
be displayed in the Railway expenses connected with military camps, e.i/., 
Arlillery Camps when Batteries, railed from distant places, are camped in 
one station for practice. These movements are often effected with little-
regard to economy. 

I now take the Army Medical Services: I submit, this sum can be matel·iallr 
reduced if the authorities would get it out of their heads that they mn,e· 
maintain an ex pensive European Nursing Service for the British troops in. 
India. The fetish that white troops must have white nurses is an antiquatedl 
idea. I submit that this elpebditure i, unjustified, especially when we are-
faced with this appalliDa deficit and when an. equaJly efficient and cheaper .. 
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Nursing Service can be easily obtained in T ndia. Then there is the Adminis-
tra.tive Medical Staff. Then ~ come to the Administrative Staff of the Army 
Medical Department. I see no reason why there should be two Directors or· 
Heads of the Medical Services in India. with their large staff, 1}iz., the Director 
of Medical Services in India and the Director General, Indian \'edical Service, 
when their duties overlap so extensively. This is a luxury, not a necessity. I 
submit that their duties so frequently overlap tbat one man with an adequate-
staff could canoy out and_ efficiently carry out the medical needs of the country 
and of the Army. This duplication of labour is imposing an unfair aud: • 
absolutely unnecessary burden on the Indian Exchequer. The Director Generalr 
Indian :Medical Service, with an adequate staff, is quite enough to discharge-, 

• the medical needs of the Army in India. 

Economy can also be effected by a reduction in the personnel of the Army 
Headquarter administrative and clerical staffs and the MilitalY Accounts 
Department where work is duplicated, triplicated and quadruplicated. There-
is no doubt that one looks with awe at present-day military expenditUl·e and I 
feel sure, it will be bitterl" attacked in this House, but we must remember-
that, although it is very expensive to maintain, yet it is as equally necessarv,. 
both in checking internalla..wlessness and in the external defences of India 
which, themselves, have of late, swelled this very expenditllre. A cheap, ill-
equipped army is money wasted . 

The l\Iilitary Budget before us, excluding 'non-effective charges' and' 
, Marine' according to Statement B. appended to the Finance Member's· 
introductory speech of the 1st instant, commits Government roughly to 58·49' 
crores gross, "iz., I!s. 58·til for effective charges and Hs. 4·68 for military 
works. The net expenditure is Rs. 49·a9, after deducting military receipts. 
estimated at Hs. 4d i arid one· seventh m·ores respectively. 

I t is not clear how much of this rill rc!sents 
(11) Normal Military expenditure in Indh and Burma. 

(b i The cost: 

(1) of the normal garrisoning of 0111' recalcitrant Ji'rontiers (as: 
opposed to Frontier ca.ntonments like Peshawar, etc.), a.nd 

(2) entailed in directions other than (b) (1), i.e., Expeditions,-
Punitive measures, etc. 

In this connection, I would, ask this House to remember the discussion 
which took place at the last ~imla Session of the N orth-West Frontier 
Policy Resolution which was moved by Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer. In thisr 
amonO'st other matters, he drew attention to the heavy annual drain the 
North-West Frontier made on the Imperial Treasury. In opposing that· 
Resolution I pointed out that the North-West Frontier Province, in its 
integrity as an independent administration, assumes its greatest importance 

.in Indian eyes when viewed in regard to its connection with the problems of 
Indian defence and Military expenditure and, viewed in this light; it 
overshadows every other considel"ation and must, perforce, rule ont every other 
factor. On the same occasion, I remarked tIaat the matter had an 'All-
India J ¥ng, and that the Frontiers constitute the only spot geographical 
conformation has rendered. vuln.erable to attack or invasions from the North_ 

• 
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[Lieut.-Col. H, A. J. Gidney.] 
With your permission, Sir, I shall quote from my speech on that Resolution. 
I said: 

-

• The North-West Frontier, nom the Pamirs to the Sea, is the most important land 
Frontier of the British Commonwealth and, for this reason, its defence and mainh'nance was 
not a matter solely of Indian importance. India, I submit, hold~ that ~ ron ier not only for 
her own protectil,lD but to gllarantee the integrities of Imperial soil.' 

I said that the day was not far distant when it may be widely recognised 
tha.t India alone should not be c.alled upon to bear the whole cost of defending 
this Frontier. That day, I believe, has come, especially when we realil>e how 
great is the cost of maintaining and guarding this Frontier. I again submit 
to-day, but with greater reason, that Indian finances cannot pOl>Ribly bear this· 
burden unaided and that the solution of the problem -the saving to the Indian 
Treasury of this tremendous additional drain will be facilitated if 
it were 'possible to create and maintain from the Pamirs to the Pel·sian 
Gulf a cordon of territory under Imperial control and maintenance. This will 
not only enable us, with a measurable degree of safety, to reduce the strength 
.of the British Axmy in I ndia but would also lessen our enormous and stag. 
gering military expenditure. India, no one will deny, is an asset of our 
Imperial' l~m ire and if the c.)st of safeguarding it against attacks b.r Ilea. is 
almost entirely borne by the English Exchequer, the mere fact of la.nd forces, 
replaeing naval intervention, not for purposes of internal safety bllt to ward 
off ingressions, i.e., to retain tlJis asset of the British Empire should not 
justify dissimilar treatment and, if the pushing of our frontiers further into 
the' No man's land, J and even its maintenance hal> been in pursuance of a 
policy initiated by the Home Government or is accepted by the Home 
Government, in either case solely for maintaining the integrity of this Imperial 
.asset-it rather strengthens the claims of India to be freed from the whole 
.or an appreciable part I,f this burden. In it I see the gl·eatest means of 
retrenchment in the \lilitary Budget and I offer it for the very serious con-
1!ideration of His Excellenc.y the Commander-in-Chief, the Government of 
Jndia as 801-0 the Home Government 

My last point is with reference to a most important matter, I should say 
one of the most importa.nt m:ttters, which has helped to not only swell our 
last yeH's and this year's ~lili ary Budgets but has all but paralysed our Rail-
ways and crippled our commerce. I refer to the non-cooperation movement 
,and the political strikes that are of dail.\T occurrence in I ndia. The Finance 
:Member has unforhmately very lightly referred to this aspect of Indian 
finances in his speech. I wish he had placed greater importance and stress 
.on this. There is no use our being blind to the fact th'it to \11', Gandhi and 
his Lieutenants India owes, to a greater extent than anything else, her 
present crippled and dislocated cominercial position. 
.  .  1 can almost hear some Honourable Members reply. No-this is largely 
-due to the non-fulfilment of the promised two shilling exchange Let me 
.even admit this as true. but surely this only touches the very fringe of the 
matter. Need I remind the House what drains the Imperial Treasury has 
had to bear on the \loplah rr'volt, t·) mention but one of our national tragedies 11 
'Then, look at what the present political strikes on the East Indian and other 
Railways are to-day costing India, with its coal· bearing fields closed to her 
rapidly developing e?terpl:iseb and here .I a~e ~is ~c opportunity ~f men-
tioning with great pnde, With pardonable but Justifiable prlde the splendid man-
ner in which my community has, to a man a.nd· chilJ, come to the rescue of the 
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Railways and India.. I say, it is time that this political.agitation was stopped, 
for so long as it is tolerated by Government, so long will the commercial enter':' 
prises and Departments in the o ernm~n  be worked at a dead loss, as we 
see in the Budget before its. Mr. Gandhi may talk till he is blue in the face 
of his soul force. If he utilised his great talents in giving money force and 
man force, he would be doing ~s much good for India as his soul force and non-
co-operation to-day are ruining her. I submit with emphasis that the ruinolls 
effect on our finances by the non-co-operation movement and political agitation 
is of very serious and grave concern to the tax-payer -to the millions whose 
interests we voice in this Honourable House. I ask the Honourable the 
Fjnance Member, how much of the deplorable deficits in the Budgets during 
the past four years, aggregating 90 crores, arelascribable directl!! or indirectl!l to 
these political activities. If we are to put our own house in order by retrench-
ment or extra taxation, to rehabilitate our resources, it is imperative that 
the contributory causes of our moribund condition should be analysed. It 
may reasonably be assumed that misrepresentation has had a start and that 
every pie of new 01' additional taxation is put forward as one more living 
proof of the despotic hell of Govel'llment. It is, therefore, in fairness to 
Government, in fairness to the misguided and in fairness to truth that the 
Finance Member should lay these convincing statistics on the table and 
.promulgate them broadcast. 

Rai Bahadur Bishambhar Nath (Allahabad and Jhansi Divisions: Non-
Muhammadan Rural): Sir, I sympathise with the HonoUl'able Sir Malcolm 
Hailey in the difficult situation in which he fiilds himself on account of the 
heavy deficits which again rudely stare us in the face. In fact, I admire the 
candidness with which the Honourable the Finance Membel' has, in his speech 
introducing the Budget for the year 1922-28, disclosed the position of the 
Government verging on bankruptcy, and I appreciate his desperate struggles 
in maintaining it solvent. Last year, when we were called upon to meet the 
deficit of 19 crore8, we thQught we had seen the end of gloomy scenes. Hav-
ing done OUI' part, we imagined the Government do its own, curtail its 
expenditure substantially and adapt its financial policy to the real needs of the 
country. We had fondly hoped that better conditions would await us in the 
future. But, Sir, I confess we were sadly mistaken in om surmise. As the 
Honourable the Finance Member has so· vivid Iv ·shown, the deficits are not 
due to transient <:auses, and there is therefOl:e very little prospect of an 
equilibrium between revenue and expenditure being· attained within a measur-
able period. No doubt, falling exchange, continued depression in world trade, 
and other causes pointed out by the Honourable the Finance Member, are 
some of the important factors in bringing about the present financial crisis, 
but have not these causes been in operation all over the world? How is it 
then that of all places, our country should get affected most adversely and 
feel the pinch most acutely? The fact is that there are other contributory 
causes, both immediate and remote, which are equally responsible fill' our 
adversity. 1 admit, the HonOUl'able the Finance Member can by himself no 
m~re control the latter than he can l'egulate the former, but I am afraid the 
Government, of which Sir Malcolm Hailey is Ii distinguished Member, 
cannot be wholly exonerated for bringing about the financial disaster. Dabbl-
ing with exchange, as they did last year, and refuAI to cut down the army 
according M the needs of .the country, are some of the instances which 
illustrPJ;e my point. Sir, tpe real' root of the trouble is the autocratic. system 
• 
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which characterises the Government, and its persistent, 11ay callous, disregard 
of public criticism. Indian publicists have cried themselves hoarse, and for 
years together, for the reduction of the enormous military expenditure, but 
they have cried in vain. Far from reducing it, the Government has steadily 
increased it, so much so that, from 16·96 crores in 1884-85, it has now gone 
up to more than 62 crores. Why, in spite of the strong criticism of almost 
all the non-official Members of the Assem l~  last year; the figure for 
the next year continues the same. ]\ot satisfied with the absorption 
of more than half the revenue of the State, the Military Department 
cries for more. No wonder if it leads one to exclaim that India. 
exists for the Army, and not the Army f01· India. If the Government had 
followed the advice of our public men, the national wilitia would .have 
come into existence long ago, and the \1 ilitary expenditure had not been 
allowed to grow to these enormous dimensions. Our promising-youths had 
got the necessary training in the Military Colleges established in the 
country, but the Government would move very slowly in the matter if it 
would move at all, and would not convince the people by its action that it has 
changed its policy of distrust for that of confidence. 

What is true of military service is equally true of o her~  'fhe process of 
lndianization of the higher services iu the Civil, Railway, and other Depart- • 
ments is extremely tardy. Salaries are not being fixed according to the 
standard suited to the means of the country, and thus serious attempts are 
not being made to make the administration of the various Departments less 
expensive. The Government would not let liS touch the items in the Budget 
which absorb the larger portion of. the revenues. Of course, it would spend 
the money in any way it likes, but would subject us to the odium of finding 
money for it. When we want responsibility and power, it is said our con-
stituencies are nan·ow, and the number of om "oterR very limited. When 
our approval for the money Bills is soli("ited, the whole world is suppoRed to 
watch how the 'youngest of the Parliaments' realises its respon,ibilities. 
How long will this system continue, and where will it ultimAtely lead us, 
passes my comprehmsion. 'rhe conditions are so hopeless that within the 
last 4 years, as the Honourable Finance :Member admits, we are involved in a. 
deficit of 90 crores. Not much useful purpose, therefore, can be served by 
the suggestions relating to the minor items of the Budget, nor em the evil be 
remedied in my opinion even by the prllning knife of the Honourable the 
Finance Member alone. The situation demands thorough overhauling of the 
whole system, and the sooner it is done, the better for the country a.nd the 
Government. 
A word a.bout the additional taX3tion, and I have done. I am not 

sure whether the new encumbrance will not form the proverbial 'last Btra.w 
on the camel's back'. The people are alrea.dy gt·oaning under the taxes 
with which they were saddled only last year. Now it is proposed to pile on 
them. fresh burden, regardless of their capacity to bear it. On accoullt 
of the dearness of commodities, life to the poorer classes has a.lready become 
very hard. Fresh taxation on the necessaries may make life simply n~ 

bearable for them. If the Government is bent on taxing, for Godls sake 
let it leave a.side salt, excise/ machinery, petroleum, matches and pOstcalUS. 
Some will retard the growth of indigenous ind ~ries  a.nd others'will hit the 
poor very badly. . c· . 
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I would not like to take the time of the Hononrable Members any further. 
I have only to remark that the present situa.tion appears to me quite 
alarming. On one side, I find the Government bankrupt, self-complacent, 
laMuring under false conceptions  of prestige, impervious to public criticism 
and unyielding to popular will, even in matters affecting the vital in ere~ 
of the nation. On the other, I see the people suffering and discontented 
steeped in ~o er y and ignorance, but newly awakened to their state of hel les~ 
ness and misery. They are fast recovering their self-consciousness. Further 
proposals of heavy taxation, if adopted, combined with the repressive 
pohcy of the Government alreldy iu force, may, I am afraid, drive the 
people to desperation. At least the symptoms do not augur well. Will the 
Government take the warning? It is not yet too late for it to mend its ways. 
I hope it will realise the real state of affairs, and meet the crisis in a 
sympathetic, broad and statesmanlike manner. 

Bhai Man Singh (East Puujab: Sikh) : Sir, it is a matter for regret 
that I have to say to-day that the financial policy of the Government of 
India has baen a failure. It has been a history of increased expenditnre 
deficits, increase of taxes and loans. They say, the last straw breaks h~ 
camel's back, and this year we have reached the limit which the country can 
• not bear. Most of us have laid the blame on Sir Malcolm Hailey, but, Sir, 
with due deference to the previous speakers, I sympathise with him rather 
tha.n blame Lim. It is not so much the fault of onr Honourable Finance 
Member as the fault of the policy which we have been following 
up till now in managing Indian finances. Our whole administration 
is so very expensive that it cannot compare with any other country 
in the world. If we compare, for instance, the pay drawn by our highest 
official in India, WE' find that it tops the list. A Member of the Governor 
General's Council here draws Hs. 80,000 while the' sa.la.ry drawn by the 
Governor of the State which pays the highest salary in the United States is 
about 10,000 dollars a year. If we take the dollar to be equal to 4 shillings 
01' say Us. 2, it comes to about Rs. 20,000 a year; while even the Governor 
General of Canada draws only 50 thousand dollars, equivalent to llakh of 
rupees. The Secretaries in the United States of America draw much less 
than that and receive only 12,000 dollars equal to Rs. 24,000 a year. 
imilarly~ Sir, in n land~ the British Prim?,Ministel' himself ~ra s £5,000 a. 
year, whIch would be eqUivalent to Rs. 50,'/\ill a year accordmg to the rate 
of exchanCl'e which is adopted in the Budgt,t before us. Similarly, we see 
that the Civil Services in India are most highly-paid as compared with any 
other countrv while the I'evenues of all these countries are much higher 
than those of india. Nobody on earth can say that India is so very rich a 
country as compared with t?ese countries and ~ha  Indi.an adm i~is ra~orl  • 
should be paid so high. It IS always argued, BIl', that wlt.hout glVlng hl~h 
salaries, without spending more money, we cann~  have effiCiency. But, Sir, 
there is always a limit to efficiencvas to everythmg else. In my school-da.YI! 
I. used to hear a well-known provel:'b ' Cut your coat according to your cloth.' 
Poor India. with her backward industries cannot pay so much money; why 
should we l'eql1ire such highly-paid men? For God's sake, we would .be 
satisfied with less-paid people, but we cannot ~e~r all these rden~  Again, 
Sir, it is th.is yery policy which hal been the rum (ff our finances up till to-da.y; 
a.nd we have never stopped tor a minute to look back and ~ee whether ~ a.re 
driftj..- we have nevel' thougllt, not only of decreasmg our expenditm'e, 
• ""D" •  • 

• 
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Lut we have IIc\'er seriously thought of extending our industrial resources. 
We do not increase the wealth of the country but we go on inci easin~ the 
expenditure. How on earth can we expect to have safe nnance? Every 
wise financier, C\'erY liise h ~iness man would always think that his debts 
should have some limit and that his expenditure should be eommensurate 
with his power of raising money; but this is not the case with us. It is 
not those who may be sitting on the tops of Olympus 01' those who are 
borD with a silver spoon in their mouths, but those who are working and 
have worked their wa\' in the world, those who reallv know the state of 
a1fairs, who know the" daily life of an  Indian, it is· they who know 
fully well that it is a real problem for a vast majority of Indians 
'how to make both ends meet'. N ow, Sir, if you are going to burden 
this poYerty-stricken people with such heavy taxation every year, how 
can you expect them to live? It would mean nothing but sheer misery 
to them. I can very well understand the strong voice raised in this 
House-against this expenditure. Sir, there is another difficulty of om·s. 
One could I'ay: 'All right j the expenditure is there j but we should make a 
start for decreasing it j there should be a tUl'lling point wherefrom you can say, 
well, it does not matter about the past, it does not matter about the present even, 
but let us see to the future.' But, Sir, have we made a real start? Have we 
really thought of doing some substantial reform in our financial policy? 'rake I 
the military expenditure. I do know and, of course, nobody can deny that every 
country requires an efficient army for its defence. But can any military expert 
say that, under the present circumstance!;, any country can depend altogether on 
its standing army? The only way of decreasing our military expenditul'e 
would be by creating a strong local militia. If during the great war we could 
get so many recruits who knew absolutely nothing of military operations but 
after getting three months1 training or so, were sent to the battle-fields and 
proved to be efficient soldiers, why, Sir, can we not depend on a lucal militia? 
Why should not the Government make an immediate and appreciable begin-
ning towards the creation of a local militia and decrease the stauding army? If 
the Punjab alone could supply about one-half of the recruits during the last-
war, why should we not expect that a similar response would be made to our 
demand for a local militia if we mean to train and prepare our young men for 
the military services. That is the real thing, and, if this suggestion of mina 
is acted upon, then we can make a decrease in the standing army, but I do not 
find any real or active step being taken in this direction. 

On a previous occasion, Sir, the Honourable Sir .Malcolm Hailey said that 
India is not altogether self-dependent for her defence, and that she has to depend 
for her defence on the army and navy of England. I submit that, makp-us 
• self-dependent j for that I think every Member of this Honse, nay every Indian 
would be perfectly willing to bear any burden if he could be satisfied that you 
are making the Indians self-dependent for the defence of India. Whenevel' 
there 'is a demand for making us self-dependent 01' of Indianising the services, 
you say, that we al'e not fit. But whose fault is it? Weare not given 
sufficient training, we are not given sufficient chances to ma.ke ourselves fit. 
This reminds me of the old story in Shakespeare's' As you like it '. Poor 
Orland's brother would give,nim'Do training. and would still call him worse 
than an aSIl. Well, Sir, I wish to know definitely what is the programme before. 
the Government? Where is the definite programme which lays. down. that 

( . ( 
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within ;:, or 8 or 10 years we will be made fit to defend our own conntry. If 
thel'e is any definite progl'8.mme, all right, this military expenditure could be 
justified under such circumstances to some extent, at least there could be a 
compromise. But we do not find any satisfactory programme of this. najure. 
". e prayed last year for a decrease in military expenditure. That has not 
been attended to. I do not find any appreciable decrease in the standing army 
when I compare the fi2'ures with those for the last year, nor do I find any 
attempt made towards Lldianising the army. Until and unless we try to India-
nise the army, nay Indianise all the services, and try to create a local militia, we 
cannot possihlyexpect to decrease our milital}' expenditure, and the real defed; 
lie~ in the policy itself. Our angle of vision is quite different from the angle 
or vision of those occupying th e Government Benches. They should look at 
the whole thing from our point of view; they should know that we are poor; 
they should know that we are to be made self-dependent for our defence and 
fOl' om' trade, and therefol·e they should tell us that in ~o many years they would 
give us om· own army, Then of course, we could have some satisfaction. 
We may compromise and finish here, there, or anywhere, If we look at 
the causes that have brought about this system of high. salaries of services, 
I think there were two reasons for that; of course, here I speak subject to 
correction. One was that at a certain time-I am speaking of old, old time!>, 
when perhaps no care was taken of the interests of Indians and the Services 
• ,vere all in all -some of the servants of the Company Bahadur. thought that 
India was a fit place for exploitation. They fixed this high standard of pay. 
Secondly, there is a difference between the standard of living of a.n average 
European in India and of an average Indian here. Onr plain demand 110W is 
to fix the standard of pay according to the average standard of livina' of 
Indians in all branches of the Services. If we want Europeans to com: and 
work amongst us, let them come and work on that standard. They might be 
given a little allowance in the form of overseas allowance or lomething of 
that sort. But if we recruit in our civil, military, medical or any other 
services on our present standard of pay, surely it will he impossible 
to reduce any expenditure even now or in the future. From the beginning up 
to now there have been very few years in which there has not been a deficit. 
You will find instance after instance where we had to l'8.ise taxation, where t'Te 
had to show deficits and where we had to borrow. Even our borl"Owing power 
seems to have reached the extreme limit. vr e have to pay a higher interest 
than even some of the banks. That shows that our borrowing power is at 
stake. Why should not the Government, if it were only for sheer 
financial reasons though for nothing else, try to stand and look back 
and refuse to pl"Oceed -in the direction in which they have hitherto 
been proceeding and begin the Indianisation of the services in right 
ea.rnest and why should it refuse to make a substantial move in the 
reduction of all expenses? 
I have only a few words to say about the llew taxation. I know 

tha.t the time will come when we will discuss the details of it. But there 
is.an ite.m which is perhaps not subject to our vote. It is the pro-
posed increase of l'8.ilway fares for pa.ssenger traffic. That, I un-
del:stand, can be done by the Executive Government under the pro-
visions of the Railway Act. Well, Sir, Railwa,r fares have heen increased 
a. good. ma.py i~es during pa.st yea r~  I ne~ not bore. the House ~  
reColintmg the dliferen,t stages ... But If there IS to be any Increase at all m 
the f,.rts, I would say that.the whole burden shoUld fall on the rich people • . . 

• 
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and not on the poor. If any increase is to be made, let it be made in the 
first and second class fares, and let not the poor people, who already cannot 
easily afford to travel, be burdened at all, Ot· if it can not be helped in any 
case, let them be burdened as lightly as possible. In saying this I a.m 
voicing the sentiments of a very large majority of my Honourable colleagues 
in this Honourable House. 

In the end, Sir, I have to submit that the Government is responsible for 
I> a large portion of the Budget. We can only vote on a fraction 
P.M. of it. I have not calculated the figures. I think we can vote 

only on 20 crOt'es or so. Therefore, Sir, it would be very unfair to e ~c  

that we should be a party to the proposed heavy taxation to meet demanos 
for which we are not responsible. 'We would be perfectly honest, we would 
be perfectly doing 0111" duty when we say that the Government has decided 
upon incurring all this expenditure, the Government has not listened to our 
request, it has not satisfied us that they have made a real and earne/lt 
attempt to decrease the expenditure or to take a de~ni e step under which 
we can expect a deHnite decrease even within the coming years, the Govern-
ment should also take the responsibility of this new taxation and we wash our 
hands of this matter. If you say that, it would be perfectly logical, it 
would be perfectly moral and it would be perfectly constitutional. The 
present state of our finances just reminds me of a saying of a great saint' 
of India. He used that for spiritual purposes, but, if it be not supposed 
to be sacrilegious on my part to apply it to our business affairs here, I 
would say : 

, J.lfoke aiae hanaj 8ion nahin lea}, 

Jit fJkatak mool nit hadkak bia}. ' 

,  I have nothing to do with such a business, wherein my capital is going 
down and down, is being wasted every day and the interest against me is 
increasing daily.' This is the present state of our finances, and, unless 
we really take the situation seriously, even if we manage to get through the 
,difficulties for a year or two, the crash is bound to come. and in the interestll 
of the Government of India itself, in the int erests of the trade of the 
country and in the interests of the Indian public, a real change of policy 
,should be immediately adopted. 

Ir. J. F. Bryant ~adras: Nominated Official): I do not attempt .to' 
deal  with the Army Budget for a moment, but only wish to attack a few 
gratuitolls statements which have been made in respect of it. It has been 
assumed, and assumed wrongly, that the Army is the source of all our misfor-
tunes. I will not go so far as to say that the Army is a.n end in itself, far be 
'it from me to put forward such a proposition. But I will go so far as this, 
that, if there was not an Army, there would be no golden eggs. The cost of 
the Army is the insurance which you pay against burglal'y, a.nd, without the 
Army, India will assuredly be the poorest eountry in the world. As it is, 
. India has now become one of the richer countries of the world, and that,. I 
,think, gentlemen, is a position which is not generally understood. 

The last speaker, Or rather the last speaker but one made a remark that this 
'was one of the most hea.vil)t-taxed countries in the world. It was an extra.ordin-
ary statement. It cannot for. a mom~n  be left unchallenged. Let..me ~ e my 
own country. We pay there In taxation, DOt 146 crores. we pay (WIth the 
:rupee convel'ted ~  tqe l'IIote Qf 2 shillings) OTer 1,"\)0 crores, and that 'with a 
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population of only one-sixth of that of this country. (Cries of 'What is the 
income?'. Converted into l'Upees at the present rate of exchange it would be 
over 1,5'.0 crores, and-l would emphasise it,-paid by a population only one-
sixth of that of this country. 

Now, I come to the Honourable the Finance Member. He has been 
subject to attack after attack throughout the day. It has been imputed to him 
that he has laid an additional tlu:ation of 18 Cl'ores upon this heavilv-taxed 
country. What are the figures? If you examine them in detail, you will find 
that he is almost a public benefactor. If anything, he has benefited this 
country to the tune of some 2 crores. He set out hoping to be 18 crores 
up: he ended by being 20! crOl'es down. That, I think, is a fact which the 
House has overlooked. He has, it is true, attempted to impose an addi-
tional burden of 18 crores upon this country. But mere attempt without 
any positive result-with a minus result-is hardly an offence. I think 
that, on the evidence, he may be given the benefit of the doubt. 

I should like to turn to a group of speakers who attacked the salt tax, 
the increase in railway fares and the increase in income-tax. (A r oice : 
, Would you mind speaking up, Sir? ') They have been actuated by the 
entirely wrong assumption that those items were heavily taxed. I maintain, 
.Sir, that nothing is farther from the tl1lth. Take for instance, salt. Salt 
used to be taxed Rs. 2-8-0 and not 1-4-0 and that was at a time when the 
people who consumed the salt only got half the income they are getting at the 
present moment. U. Yo,ce: 'What about increase in prices? ') Let us go 
into the question more in detail. I think it was Mr. Darcy Lindsay who 
assured us that the persons who consume the salt, or at any rate a frac-
tion of them, are now, in spite of increased prices and in spite of 
increased taxation, living in relative comfort by working three days a 
week whereas they formerly worked six: days a week. I think that was his 
statement. If such be the case, it will be a positive benefit to this country 
to impose on them such taxation as would make them work at any rate 3} 
days instead of 3 days. We would then not be faced with that heavy deficit 
in railways te which the Honourable the Finance Member has drawn attention, 
which is partly the outcome of short hours at the coal-fields. 

In l'egard to railway fares, . it has been assumed throughout the House 
that we have come to the limit of taxation. I have not the figures with 
me, but you may take it that the railway fares are a mere fraction of 
what they are in my own country. It is a quarter, I think. I speak subject 
to correction. At any rate, it is about a qua Iter. 

I come to income-tax. It has been assumed that this country cannot 
pay any additional income-tax. What is the income-tax of this country? 
Of course, it varies, as it is on a sliding scale, but, roughly speaking, it is about 
one a.nna in the rupee, at any rate for the middle classes. In England, it is 
six shillings in the pound. (Sil' Montagu Webb: 'rhat is the lowest rate, 
I think '.J It is, l ~hly speaking, 5 annas in the rupee, and land also pays 
income-tax as well as land-tax. Now, I come to another group of speakers. 
They made an attack upon countervailing duties. With one exception, they 
are all rich men. They are mill-owners or are intejested in the cotton industry 
in Bombay •• It was not the import duties they attacked. Oh, no.· They 
were perfectly satisfied with 'hem, They were .perfectly: conte,;,-t to . let the 
imlOrt euties alone. Theyerather welcomed the Increase"'m the lDlport da i~ • 

• 
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because they form a protective wall rOWld the country. That waJl means 
an increased price for their own warej. It means that they would draw 
increased' dividends and that is why they asked the Honourable the Finance 
Member to withdraw his wicked proposal of annexing that extra profit which 
would otherwise go into their own pockets. It was most iniquitous, I admit, 
but still, on the whole, I think I would prefer the Honourable the Finance 
Member to reAp the benefit of his exertions rather than to let that benefit p8.ss 
into the pockets of.mill-owneJs. . 

Then Mr. Seshagiri Ayyar said something. He made an astonishing 
statement. He said: 'did the Finance :Member realize that by the 
small additional tax on yarn, some "ix million people would be thrown 
out of employment in this cOlmtry?' I have a great regard for Mr. Seshagiri 
Ayyar; I have known him for a great many years; I come from his 
province, and am actuated by the highest sentiments of respect for him, but I 
think that his is a most alarmist statement. I assume that, in spite of the 
tax, the requirements of yarn in this country will be exactly the same as 
before; people will use as much cloth as before, and the outturn of these six 
million people will be the same. The tax on machinery will assist them sinc ~ 
it will deter to some slight extent the rich mill-owners from setting up new 
mills to compete with them. That is the long and the short of it. • 

Then, his constructive proposal was almost as unsound as his other argu-
ments; it was almost the only constructive proposal that I heard to-day with 
the exception of those of Mr. Darcy Lindsay. The long and the short of 
that constructive proposal was this: He proposed to lead a foray into the 
provinces, to upset their financial arrangements, to rep'eal the Permanent 
Settlement, and when he had done all this, when he had thoroughly upset the 
provinces, when he had thoroughly upset the Zamindars, he would bring ba.ck 
not a single shilling. That, I think, was the extent of his constrU<ltive 
proposal. 

Gentlemen, it is not my intention to defend this Budget. Far be it from 
me to do so, but I think I have point ld out a few of the considerations which 
have led me to suppose that some of the attacks upon the Honourable the 
Finance Member are a little wide of the mark. 

The Assembly then adjourned till Eleven of the Clock on rruesday, the 7th 
March, 1922. 
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